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o co-ordinated Arab reaction
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the 2fce Arab countries were evidently
^.‘telfldover what to do or how far to

Ha their reaction to the Egyptian
jsce move, which has been
nfaeterized by Arab radicals as a

ler" and by conservatives
Militant Arab states

p, advocating a total boycott of
flat's government, while the con-
lyatlves want sanctions limited to
king down- Egypt’s embassies, but
p. consular missions, in Arab
gltals. They argue that the Egyp-

fi,
people should not be punished

r.Sadat'a misdeed.
Jaudi Arabia and Jordan were be-

ansored

lag closely watched for their reac-
tions from other Arab capitals. The
stands they take are expected to
have an impact on the overall Arab
position. The two conservative
strongholds were weighing their
strategies during the weekend, in the
light of their close relationships with)
the U.S., which has cautioned them
against challenging the Israel-Erypt
treaty.

Indications from Amman were
that King Hussein is genuinely upset
both by the current peace process
itself, and by the American caution,
which he reportedly viewed as con-
taining the hint of a threat. The Jor-
danian monarch was said to have'
been considerably restrained by the
Saudis, who have been scrutinizing
their own Middle East policies In the
light of their wide-ranging political
and economic ties with both the U.S.
and Egypt.
Saudi Arabia’s ambassador to

Bahrain, Sheikh Abdul-Rahman al-
GadL, who is one of this country's
senior diplomatic envoys, said
yesterday his government would not
oppose the Egyptian peace treaty
with Israel as long as Cairo had not
bargained with other Arab interests.
"Egypt can sign treaties with

anyone as long as it affects only
Egypt. We did not object to the Sinai
treaty. The Syrians have the right to
do the same over the Golan. But
when It comes to a treaty affecting
the Palestinians, that would not be
an Internal Egyptian affair, but an
Arab one." he said in an interview
with the weekly newspaper, "Gulf
Mirror.’’
Syrian Foreign Minister Abdul-

Halim Khaddam, however, charged
that Egypt had breached its Arab
commitments by concluding a
separate peace treaty with Israel.
He urged that Arabs should impose
sanctions on Cairo and foster efforts
to topple the Egyptian leader.
Kit counselled against

an oil boycott directed at the UA,
advocated by the Palestine Libera-
tion Organisation. mnuM«ni said
that attention should not be diverted

"from the high treason committed
by Sadat...”

Syria’s leaden were last night sit-

ting in Conference with Soviet
Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko,
whose arrival In Damascus earlier
In the day was something of a sur-
prise.

The theme of the talks was
reported to be the current Middle
East situation, although observers
said that the two parties were con-
sidering ways of countering the
Egyptlan-Israeli peace agreement.
The same observers said that the

discussion was Ukely to Involve new
arms deals, thus dispelling a four-
month strain in relations between
the two countries, over Moscow's
reluctance to supply Syria with the
latest Soviet weapons. Including
sophisticated warplanes.

Iraq, another long-time ally of
Moscow and now Syria's partner in a
projected union, yesterday warned
that the peace treaty Egypt Is sign-
ing with Israel will create the danger
of another war In the Middle East.
The Iraqi news agency quoted Presi-
dent Ahmed Hasson al-Bakr as say-
ing in messages to leaders of Euro-
pean. African and Asian blocs that
the treaty is In conflict with the will
of the Arab nation and the Palesti-
nian people.
Like the Syrians, the Iraqis pledg-

ed to bring about the downfall of
Sadat. The Egyptian leader yester-
day left Cairo for Washington amid
strict security precautions —
probably the first to be exercised
since Sadat took power at the end of
1970. There were no formal depar-
ture ceremonies, and Sadat cancell-
ed a stopover in Madrid, reportedly
for security reasons.
The question of Sadat's safety is

likely to be put to the test when he
goes home after signing the treaty.

Concern was voiced In Cairo over the
weekend after challenges to Sadat’s
policies from opposition circles In

parliament and student campuses.
The Egyptian security forces were
said to have been placed on full alert
yesterday.
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W. Bank leaders reject

Carter call to join talks
By ANAS SAFARI

Post MBfleasl Affairs Editor
Several West Bank leaders yester-

day rejected the latest call by U.S.
President Jimmy Carter to join the
forthcoming negotiations over
autonomy, stressing that Premier
Menahem Begin's claim to Israel’s

continued presence in their midst
left them little to talk about.
West Bank political activists have

called on their followers to stage a
general strike to express their rejec-

tion of the proposed autonomy, and
to protest against tomorrow's sign-
ing of the Iarael-Egypt peace treaty.
Many municipalities and schools
have announced a shutdown schedul-
ed for tomorrow.
Some 30 East Jerusalem

dignitaries on Friday denounced the
peace treaty, after a conference held
in defiance of regulations which ban
unauthorized political gatherings.
The conference, which met in secret.
Included several influential notables
known to control considerable sec-
tors of West Bank opinion. The con-
ferees called on West Bank residents
to boycott the autonomy
negotiations. They vehemently at-

tacked Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat, whom they referred to as "the
ruler of Egypt."
The mood throughout the West

Bank on the eve of the treaty signing,

which Is supposed to herald the
autonomy negotiations, was one of

gloom and despondency. Egypt was
charged with having sold out the
Palestinians and with acceding to

Israel's claim to control the West
Bank and Gaza.
Reaction in Gaza, by contrast, was

less emotional. Pro-Egyptian

elements, who have no counterpart
on the West Bank, were, however,
made uncertain by discrepancies
between the concepts of autonomy
put forward by Sadat and Begin.
Bethlehem mayor Elias Frelj

yesterday accused Begin of
’’denuding" autonomy and leaving it

meaningless in his Knesset speech
last week. Frelj Bald that "not a
single West Bank leader — and that

applies to the moderates" would be
prepared to join in the negotiations

for a kind of autonomy "under which
Israel would remain the dominant
governing body in the West Bank and
the Gaza strip."

Frelj. who Is usually considered a
moderate, said that he himself would
boycott the forthcoming autonomy
negotiations. "We reject Its present
form, and for that matter we reject

the Israel-Egyptian peace treaty by
which President Sadat has sold us
out." Frelj added that he would
refuse to receive Egyptian
emissaries who are reportedly due to
call on West Bank leaders shortly

after the sighing of the treaty.

Frelj went further to indicate that

he and several of his colleagues have
decided to suspend their political

contacts with both the Israelis and
the U.S. "now that the de facto peace
treaty Sadat Is signing has left no
room for give and take."

The Bethlehem mayor said that
American pledges to promote full

autonomy in the West Bank and the
Gaza Strip “no longer have
validity." He said that U.S. as well

as Egyptian guarantees of full

autonomy should have been defined
('CcmxiaoeS'oa page Z, coJ. •)

Arab youths brandish sticks and stones while sitting on the walls of
Jerusalem’s Old City yesterday. .Ratamim lamern

Arabs crowd to Mount
after pray-in rumour

By DAVID RICHARDSON
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Rumours that supporters of Rabbi
Meir Kahane or yeshlva students
would try to pray on the Temple
Mount yesterday sent some 2,000
Arab youths with staves . iron ban
and rocks, into the Temple com-
pound. They also caused a
widespread business strike Inside the
Old City and in East Jerusalem.
A large force of riot police backed

by border police and paratroopers,
were on hand to maintain order. This
was the second straight Shabbat that
there have been disturbances in the
area. The confrontations In part are
reaction to attempts by militant
Jewish groups to pray Inside the
compound. They also take place
against the background of general
West Bank unrest following the
success of President Jimmy Carter’s
peace mission in the area

*

During Friday’s service In the AJ
Akaa mosque on the Temple Mount,
the sheikh who delivered the
traditional sermon told the
thoiuumda of worshippers that an
attempt by Jewish demonstrators to
pray on the site was expected on
Saturday. He asked that they all at-
tend the prayers sessions on Satur-
day.
Late yesterday morning scores of

youths from Jerusalem. Nablus and
Hebron began congregating In the
compound. They armed themselves
with rocks, staves and iron bars and
sealed the compound to all but
Moslems.

.

At the same time groups of youths
spread through the market areas of

the Old City and called on
shopkeepers to close their stores,
and Join the worshippers at A1 Akaa.
Most of the stores Inside the Old City
closed, as did stores in Salah ed-Dia
Street and in the American Colony.
Police tried unsuccessfully to per-
suade the store owners to reopen
their businesses.
Police also asked one of the

Moslem leaders to tell the
demonstrators that the security
forces would prevent Jews from
holding prayers sessions in the com-
pound which Is regarded as a sacred
site by both Jews and Moslems.
By early afternoon the crowd in-

side the compound had grown to an
estimated 2,000. They noticed a
group of some 20 yeshlva students
walking towards the Lion's Gate and
suspecting that they were going to
pray there began stoning them from
the walls above.

Police moved In and detained sixof
the students and 50 of the Arab
youths. The yeshlva students have
been questioned as to their motives
and the police are trying to establish
If they had any association with an
Identified political movement.
Palestinian nationalists are

reported to be planning to hold a
mass demonstration on the Temple
Mount today and there is also talk of
a business strike later In the week.
Security authorities speculate that
nationalistic groups In the West Bank
have decided to focus attention on
Jerusalem as one of the thorniest
issues during the autonomy talks
that are due to follow the signing of
the treaty.

Strike may silence radio

and black out TV screens
By AARON SITTNEK

Jerusalem Post Reporter

Israel’s radio and television ser-
vices coiddbe "off-the-alr" and "off-

the-screen” indefinitely beginning
this morning.
Barring a last-minute change of

heart, more than 7,200 employees of
the Communications Ministry's
engineering division will stay at
home as their leaden push a week-
long slowdown Into a full-fledged

strike.

If this occurs — and the work stop-
page lingers on — the telecasting of
Eurovision from Jerusalem next
Saturday night could be affected.
A ray of hope that the strike could

be averted — or at least delayed —
came last night In a personal appeal
from Housing and Construction
Minister David Levy.
He told The Jerusalem Post: "Be-

ing personally acquainted with the
workers’ leaden, I phoned them to
suggest that they put off their action
at least until Communications
Minister Yitzhak Moda’l returns
home from Washington.
"In such momentous times as

these, when every Israeli thirsts for
news, I call upon the workers to
make a special gesture and call off
their strike — at least temporarily.
"I was told my appeal would be

taken up In the morning, and I am
hopeful."
A similar appeal came from the

Hlatadrut’s Civil Servants Union.
In their strike proclamation on

Friday, the engineering division’s

national works committee sz.'d
operators of radio and television
transmitters will allow only two
types of “urgent" exceptions. They
will activate the equipment for
broadcasting of important informa-
tion relating to security, and for
reports connected with the signing of
the Israeli- Egyptian treaty
tomorrow.

But all other telecommunications
services — telephone repairs and in-
stallation; telex, cable and facsimile
service maintenance; installation
jobs and dozens of other tasks handl-
ed by the engineering division could
he paralysed by the wildcat strike.

About 10,000 phone repair orders
have reportedly accumulated since
the workers began their industrial
action, and an estimated 1,000 ad-
ditional phones become inoperative
everyday.

Meanwhile, the 5,500 employees of
the ministry’s postal service ore con-
tinuing the sanctions they also began
last week. They refuse to load, sort

or move the malls In the afternoons.
As a result, letter carriers making
their morning rounds are delivering
less than a quarter of the usual quan-
tity of mail.

The postal employees' leader,
R&bbenu Levi, told The Post last
night that they bod no plans to
declare a strike. He said the national
works committee will convene in Tel
Aviv on Tuesday to decide future
steps.

1\

Treaty signing tomorrow

Begin, Vance
meet to resolve

final disputes
By WOLF BLITZER

and MALKA RABIKOWITZ
Jerusalem Post Correspondents

WASHINGTON. — Secretary of
State Cyrus Vance and Prime
Minister Menahem Begin were due
to open a final round of talks last

night (after midnight Israel time) to
try to resolve the remaining disputed
Issues in the Israeli-Egyptlan peace
treaty package, scheduled for sign-
ing tomorrow afternoon.
This latest surprise development

was announced following another
lengthy — but not totally successful
— session between Vance and
Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan at
the State Department. Dayan,
Defence Minister Ezer Welzman.
Energy Minister Yitzhak Moda’l,
Ambassador Ephraim Evron. Legal
Adviser Melr Rosenne and several of
Vance's senior aides were accom-
panying the secretary to New York,
where Begin is staying.

U.S. officials stressed that Vance’s
decision to fly to New York did not
represent a crisis in the negotiations.
They voiced confidence that the sign-
ing ceremony would take place as
scheduled. Sources close to the
prime minister were similarly op-
timistic In their assessment of this
latest development.
But Dayan was conspicuously

more downbeat In describing the
remaining snags In the peace treaty
and the accompanying set of U.S.
assurances to Israel.

Regarding the Vance decision to

fly to New York, one Israeli source
close to the prime minister
speculated that it represented more
of a "gesture" to Begin than a last

minute attempt to solve a problem.
Upon leaving the State Depart-

ment. Dayan said that he had been
unable to reach final agreement with
Vance on a proposed U.S.-Israeli
memorandum of agreement design-
ed to provide U.S. political
assurances to Israel in case the trea-
ty with Egypt is somehow violated.
The other unresolved matter, he
said, involves the drafting of a
separate bilateral document pledg-
ing a 15-year U.S. guarantee to meet
a possible shortfall In the supply of
Sinai oil to Israel.

Vance and Dayan opened their dis-

cussions on Thursday evening, im-
mediately after the foreign minister
arrived here. Welzman and Moda’l.
who arrived in Washington on Fri-

day, have been holding parallel talks
with other U.S. and Egyptian of-

ficials on the still unresolved matter
of the exact timing of the Israeli
withdrawal from the Sinai oil fields.

Israel wants to withdraw from
those fields nine months after the
treaty is signed, while the Egyptians
are pressing for a six-month
withdrawal. Welzman spoke yester-
day by telephone with Egyptian
Defence Minister Kamal Hassan All,
and Moda’l met with Ambassador-
at-Large Alfred Atherton and
several other U.S. officials. But
agreement here also remains
elusive.

The other remaining unresolved
issue — the specific repayment
terms of the proposed $2 .2b. U.S.
loan to Israel to pay for the Sinai
withdrawal — will be raised by
Begin personally, probably during
the meeting with Vance in New
York, Israeli officials said yester-
day.
On this Issue. Israel Is hoping that

the Americans will agree to extend
"concessionary" low-interest rates,
rather than the higher "foreign
military sales credits." In addition
to the 32.2b. loan, the Carter ad-,

ministration has agreed to provide
Israel with an $800m. outright grant.
At the State Department, Dayan

told reporters that Vance had
presented a final U.S. draft for the
proposed memorandum of agree-
ment during their meeting yester-
day. "There were some parts we are
not very glad with," Dayan said.
"We would like to see some different

language."
But the foreign minister noted that

he and Vance "to any case" will br-
ing the draft to Begin in New York.
Dayan also said that It may have to
be presented “to the cabinet" — a
development which could,
theoretically, complicate the signing
ceremony.
But most observers here were tak-

ing Dayan’s words with some degree
(Continued on page t. col. t)

In Egypt, Israel TV interviews

Carter calls on PLO
to recognize Israel

Jer.m&lem Post Staff
and Agencies

President Jimmy Carter said that
the U.S. would immediately work
directly with the Palestine Libera-
tion Organization If the PLO
recognizes Israel’s right to exist and
the need for peace.
The president made his comments

in an interview given to Egyptian
television on Friday night. In
another interview with the Israel
TV. Carter said the U.S. was not
changing its long standing policy,
stressing that his administration will

not maintain contacts with the PLO
as long as this movement did not
recognize UN Middle East
resolutions 242 and 338, as well as
Israel’s right to exist.

Meanwhile, PLO leader Yasser
Arafat, speaking in Beirut, turned
down the offer. He declared that
Israel should be the one to recognize
the PLO, and not vice versa.

In his Israel TV Interview. Carter
said he believed the PLO and some
Arab countries would threaten in-

creased violence and terrorism after
the signing of the Egyptlan-Israeli
peace treaty tomorrow.
But he said a period of Increased

violence would be brief because the
expected benefits from the treaty
would demonstrate to the
Palestinians, the Jordanians and the
Syrians the advantages of joining the
Middle East peace process.
Carter said he did not think that

the PLO and others would be
successful In destroying the peace

Washington ready for peace signing and celebrations
By WOLF BLETZER

Jerusalem Post Correspondent

WASHINGTON. — The White House
has scheduled one hour for the actual

Isroel-Egyptlan peace treaty signing

ceremony tomorrow afternoon,
Israeli officials said on Thursday.
They noted that U.S. President

Jimmy Carter. Prime Minister
Menahem Begin and Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat will each
make three-to-five minute speeches

during the historic ceremony. Later
tomorrow evening, at the gala state

dinner under the tent on the White
House’s south lawn, the three

leaders will also deliver similarly

brief toasts.
.

Begin and his official party, which

Includes seven other ministers, are

scheduled to arrive today at 4 p.m.

(11 pjn. Israel time) at Andrews Air

Force Base near here. Sadat and bis

party were scheduled to arrive at 6

pjn. yesterday. Identical formal

ceremonies, Involving the participa-

tion of Vice-President Walter Mon-

dale, Secretary of State Cyrus Vance

and Defence Secretary Harold

Brown, will be given both leaders.

Begin and the ministers (with the
exception of Simha Ehrlich and
Yosef Burg, who are staying In the
U.S. for a few days) are scheduled to
leave Wednesday evening to return
to Israel.

They will be returning In a
specially-equipped Israeli Air Force
Boeing 707 — a decision that raised
eyebrows among some security-
conscious observers here in
Washington. The official party flew
to the U.S., on the other hand, to two
separate planes. Begin arrived on a
regular El A1 flight to New York on
Friday, while the others are leaving

today on the Air Force plane.
Final arrangements for the Sadat

and Begin schedules over the next
few days are still being made, but
here, to capsule form, is the ten-
tative Itinerary:
• Today, Sunday, March 25: Begin
arrives at Andrews Air Force Base
at 4 p.m. Sadat Is staying at the
Egyptian Embassy, and Begin will

reside at the Washington Hilton
Hotel. Nothing, so far, has been add-
ed to their schedules for this even-
ing.
• Tomorrow, Monday. March 26:
Carter wtll see Sadat separately for

one hour in the morning.

Afterwards, the U.S. president will

see Begin for the same amount of
time.
At l p.m. Carter and his wife

Rosalynn will give a lunch for Sadat,
Begin and their wives at the White
House.
Across the street at Blair House,

meanwhile, Secretary of State Cyrus
Vance will entertain some 80 Israeli,

American and Egyptian guests at a
luncheon "reunion." The guests, for

the most part, will be people who
have participr Led, at one stage or
another, ir the peace treaty
negotiation/.
Everyone will then move back to

Thanksgiving at Western Wall tomorrow
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A thanksgiving assembly in

Jerusalem and massed singing and
dancing to Tel Aviv and Haifa will

mark the signing of the Israel-Egypt

peace treaty tomorrow. On a more
solemn note. Gadna youth will place

a red rose on every grave in Israel’s

military cemeteries at 2 p.m., to

recall the part played by the coun-

try’s fallen soldiers In the realization

there will also be a firework display.

The TCI Aviv municipality has ask-

ed the city's residents to decorate
their windows and door-ways with
flowers and flags, and shop owners
have been asked to light and
decorate their shopwlndows.
Prime Minister Menahem Begin

has asked the committee coor-

dinating peace celebrations that

white doves be sent aloft when he
returns from the signing ceremony
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Tel Aviv’s celebrations will open to rather than the firing ofa gun salute.

Kikar Male he! Ylsrael at 8 p.m.. The Education Minister has
with a huge televised screening of suggested that schools invite people

the signing or the peace agreement who took part in the struggle for

in Washington. Israel’s Independence to speak
Acting Tel Aviv mayor and head of before classes. In addition, schools

the celebration headquarters Yigal have been asked to organizejplil
Griffel has said that after the screen- ceremonies and assemblies, accor-

ing, artistic performances will be ding to the ability and Interest of

given on a central stage In the Uielr pupils. Classes will meet as
square, with the public joining in usual.

songs and folk dances. The squdre The main Haifa celebration will

will be flood-Ut and decorated with take place in the plaza outside the

Israeli, Egyptian and U.S. flags, and municipality building tomorrow

night. After speeches by local

dignitaries, there will be mass dan-
cing among the crowd.
Eschewing rock concerts and

other popular entertainment, the'

Jerusalem municipality has decided
to celebrate the signing of the peace
treaty with a 1 'thanksgiving
assembly," at the Western Wall late

on Monday night. Due to be broad-
cast live both on Israel TV and by
satellite abroad, the “assembly"
will begin with a torch-Ught parade
by yeshiva students and youth move-
ment members from Mt. Zion to the
Wall.

The IDF rabbinate choir will sing
and the chief chaplain of the army,
Rabbi Gad Navon, will recite a
special prayer for peace that he has
composed for the occasion.
Mayor Teddy Kolieb will greet the

crowd.
President Yitzhak Navon will ad-

dress the nation In Hebrew and
Arabic on Israel TV at 10 p.m.

the White House at 2 p.m. for the
signing ceremony.
Later to the afternoon, a special

prayer service for the three leaders
will be held. Originally, the White
House wanted the service to take
place at the Lincoln Memorial. It

was moved to the National
Cathedral, but Israeli officials
protested that such a service, in a
church, would be improper for the
Israeli prime minister. No final deci-
sion has yet been made on the loca-
tion.

In the evening. Carter is inviting
more than 1.000 people to an extraor-
dinary state dinner under the tent at
the White House.
• Tuesday, March 27: At 10 a.m.,
Sadat will meet with the House
Foreign Relations Committee, and
Begin with the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee. At U a.m.,

they will switch committees. Both
sessions are scheduled for one hour,

and all members of the two con-

gressional chambers have 'been in-

vited, not only committee members.
Begin is scheduled later that after-

noon to return to New York to rest

before devoting most of Wednesday
to sessions with American Jewish

leaders. Begin is invited to luncheon

on Wednesday, however, with the

U.S. Chamber of Commerce. That
organization will host a dinner on
Tuesday evening in Washington for

Sadat.

process because the treaty between
Egypt and Israel would Improve the
quality of life in the two countries.

"In my opinion, the large number
of Jordanians, who want peace, will

become much more vocal and
perhaps King Hussein and the other
Arab leaders will say, 'well, this Is a
good thing for me and my people as
welT." the president said.

Carter In the past has called for
the creation of a Palestinian
homeland but has been cool to the
idea of an independent state.

Asked by Israeli correspondent
Dan Shilon if self-rule for the
Palestinians could lead to the es-

tablishment of an independent state,

he replied, "It is not up to the United
States to decide the ultimate status

of the West Bank or Gaza."
President Carter told Shilon that

U.S. involvement to monitoring Im-
plementation of the Egyptian-Israeli
peace treaty would qpt include a
defence treaty with Israel. A
memorandum of understanding now
being drawn up with Israel would be
fairly far-reaching, he said, without
giving specific details.

"We have never had any BOrt of

proposals on either side that there be
an actual defence treaty between our

two countries," Carter said.
"I think Israel has always cherish-

ed the concept that they are perfect-
ly able to defend themselves. And I

think that Is an accurate
assessment."

In his interview with Egyptian
television, he said the U.S. wanted
direct links with Palestinians during

(Continued on page t. col. 1)

Bakhtiar sends word

from hiding place

TEHERAN (Reuter). — Former
Premier Shapur Bakhtiar. who led

the short-lived government toppled

by the forces of Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini, yesterday smuggled a

message from his hiding place to at-

tack what he called the "new dic-

tatorship" in Iran.

In his first public message since he
was ousted, Bakhtiar sent a tape-

recorded message to several inter-

national news organizations in which
he also hit out at the forthcoming
referendum on setting up an Islmaic

republic.
The message gave no indication of

the present whereabouts of
Bakhtiar, 63, who went into hiding

five weeks ago.
(See report — page 4)

Spring in JsnisalBin

1979 Festival

^ If See advertisement

on p. 5.

Consumers

in the

Dan region!

A pamphlet of summertime
banana recipes Is available at

marketing chains, .green-

grocers, and markets.

Jelly banana cake
Refreshing "Temoei" suiau

Summer banana drink

Banana ice cream
Banana whip, and more.



SWISSAIR

BUN MAX
X Fr C *r

AMSTERDAM 3 37 8 40 Sonny
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boenosaibes^ M 57 a 72 Owidy
CHICAGO U M 13 S» Rain
COPENHAGEN 1 34 4 39mmuowr_™ c 23 8 43 Osar
GENEVA s 41 13 S3 Sonny
HELmwi • 32 I 30 Cloudy
HONGKONG IS S» to 88 Cloudy
JOHANNESBURG IS S3 24 73 Cloudy
USBON It St U 08 Cloudy
LONDON t 30 11 a Clear
Madrid 0 43 18 01 Rain
MONTREAI s 41 10 08 Sunny
K

-EW yiwk u 2 20 08 Bala
oauo -1 28 1 31 Satnr
PAW* s 37 0 40 Goody
RIO DE JANEIRO a 00 37 00 Sunny
SAG PAULO n 06 a 88 Sonny
STOCKHOLM i M > 37 Goody
TOKYO 8 43 u SB Rain

TORONTO • 32 18 64 Sonny
VANCOUVER : M 13 00 Clondy

VIENNA—J 5 41 14 S7 Goody
ZURICH 2 88 7 40 Rah.

'For the faUcsl miter ccndHIana. cmUact A
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Offices in Israel

Tel Aviv, 53 Ben Yehuda St.

(03 i 243355 .

Jerusalem, 30 Jjhfa St.

(02 J 228868 /233 192 .

Haifa, 2 Sea Road. (04184655

THE WEATHER

Forecast : Partly cloudy with possibility of
rain In the morning.

Yesterday's Yesterday *8 Today’s
BnmldUy Mia-Max Max

Jerusalem 83 11—10 18
Golan 81 11—18 18
Nahariya 14 21
Sated n 10—13 14
Haifa Port 77 16—20 21
Tiberias 50 34 20
Noz.irclh 88 18—IS 19
Afula 85 16—21 21
Shomron 72 12—15 18
Tel Aviv 70 18—20 21
B-G Airport 62 17—21 21
Jericho 42 19—27 28
Gezn 73 17—

a

21
Becrahcb* 62 14—22 23
Eilat- 26 „ .. . 22—31 7 -.-31
.Tirsn Straits 29 ' 22—30 - 30-

r> ii '-r-

arrivals

For meeting* of the Internationa] Om-
budsman Steering Committee in
Jerusalem: Dr. Randall Ivaoy, om-
budsman of Alberta and chairman of the
International Ombudsman Steering Com-
mittee; Mrs. Lieselotte Berger, chairman
of 'the petitions committee of the
Bundestag, and Mr. Maaaengell, director
of the committee's office; Mr. Frank
Flavin, ombudsman of Alaska; Mr. Lars
Nordskov Nielsen, parliamentary om-
budsman of Denmark, and Mrs. Birthe

Nielsen; Dr. Harry Smith, ombudsman of

Nova Scotia, and Mrs. Joy Smith; Mr.
Frank Jones. Q.C., Dean of the Faculty of
Law. University of Alberta, representing
the International Ombudsman Institute.

Family of 4 killed

in highway crash
ASHKELON (Itlm). — An entire
family of four was wiped out in an
accident yesterday morning at the
Plugot junction in the south.

The dead were identified as
Mordechal and Noha Anaf
iRoaenzweig) and their two children
Shai. 12, and Dalia, S. The family liv-

ed in Ramat Hasharon.
The family's Subaru, heading

south on the Plugot road, ran into a
truck which entered the intersection,

apparently without observing a stop
sign. The car was totally destroyed
and its occupants killed instantly.

The truck driver, a Gaza resident,

was unhurt He was arrested for In-

terrogation.

In another accident, a woman was
killed Friday morning in Jerusalem
when she was run over by a truck in

Rehov Agrippas near Mahane
Yehuda. Her name has not been
released.
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Zion Square blast

kills one, injures 1

3

By DAVID RICHARDSON
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Oneman was killedand 13 persons
lnjhred when a bomb exploded near
Jerusalem’s Zion Square on Friday
afternoon. Tlsrael Ya’acov, 72, died
in hospital a few hours after the ex-

plosion.

The bomb, which had been placed
In a plastic refuse bln on the corner
of Rehov hum and Jaffa Road, ex-
ploded just after 3 p.m., damaging
an adjacent clothing store. Pizzeria
“Rimini" and a newly opened ice

cream parlour. Windows In several
other buildings in the immediate
vicinity were cracked.
Most of the injuries were caused

by flying glass and effects of the
blast. The injured were taken to
Shaare Zedek, Blkur Holim and
Hadaasah-Ein Kerem hospitals. All
but one, whose condition was
described

1

as "moderate,” suffered
light Injuries, and five were dis-

charged from hospital the same day.
The bomb, which appeared to be a

fragmentation device and is thought
to have weighed a few hundred
grams, totally shredded the refuse
bin and left a small crater In the
pavement. Sappers searched the
area for other possible bombs and
also collected the remains of the bin
for laboratory analysis.
Injured in the blast were Binyamln,

Biberman of Jerusalem, in
moderate condition, and his two
children, who suffered light injuries.
Also slightly Injured were Ronald
Traul, 27, David Malka, 48, David
Hirshberg, 27, Motti Athlaa, 22,

Albert Mallul, 47, Haim
Tetriashvilli, SO, Simcha Kablu, 02,

all of Jerusalem, Yael PIai, 21, of

Haifa, Aim Sherman, 20, a Canadian
volunteer, and Dr. Otto Hello, 67, a
tourist from Germany.
Police detained some 80 suspects

in the area following the blast hut

most were released after question-

ing. In Beirut, a spokesman for the

Palestine Liberation Organization

claimed responsibility for the at-

tack.

The place where the blast oc-

curred is particularly crowded on
Fridays .with shoppers and
travellers waiting for Inter-urban
taxis at the terminal on Rehov Lunz.
Policemen and shopkeepers said
that if the explosion had occurred an
hour earlier, the casualties could

have been, much worse.
Police questioned taxi driven and

travellers who had been In the area.

An hour after the explosion,
municipal workers bad cleaned up
the broken glass and the roads were
reopened to traffic.

The terrorist attack came despite

fairly intensive security measures,
only partly relaxed since President
jimmy Carter's visit to the city two
weeks ago. A senior police officer

who was at the scene said ; “This at-

tack wasn’t really unexpected since
the terrorist organizations have
made no secret of their intention to

mar Monday's treaty-signing
ceremony In Washington."
The army has also increased Its

state of alert to thwart any possible

attempts by terrorists to. enter the

country by land or by sea. Police
repeat their call to the public to

report any suspicious objects Im-
mediately.

BEGIN, VANCE MEET
(Continued trom page l)

of scepticism. Other Israeli
-
and

American sources said flatly that
nothing could now delay the signing
ceremony. There were observers
who sensed that Dayan may have
been presenting an overly gloomy
description of the latest events to put
some final pressure on the
Americana to accept Israel's re-

quests.
President Sadat was due to land at

nearby Andrews Air Force base last

night, ahead of schedule. Sadat was
originally due to arrive in
Washington this afternoon, two
hours before Begin. But at the last

minute, the Egyptians cancelled a
refueling stopover in Madrid,
deciding instead to fly directly to
Washington.
ABC news reported from Cairo

Friday evening that the Madrid
stopover was scratched fallowing In-

telligence reports that a Palestinian
terrorist "hit team" was en route
there to try to assassinate Sadat.
Security in. Washington; and New
York for the * historic -signing
ceremony-has been extremely tight.

It promises to intensify in the com*
iq&dassj. ssirfj afvjsn .I"

Dayan said yesterday that the
State Department's final draft,
presented during the meeting with
Vance, was “a little bit different

from the one which we got yester-

day." He appeared visibly disturbed
by this development, although he
refused to provide details.

By comparison, however, on Fri-

day, following a meeting with Vance,
Dayan was clearly more upbeat.
"We are not through yet," he said. "I
do hope that tomorrow morning we
will reach final agreement. On
basics, we do agree between us.

Israeli officials said that the
. Americans have agreed, as part of

the memorandum, to reaffirm sup-
port for the 1979 memorandum of

agreement attached to the Sinai n
accord.

Begin was clearcut In discussing
the PLO at Kennedy Airport upon his
arrival In New York on Friday. “The
PLO is the most barbaric organiza-
tion since the Nazis," he said. "Their
barbaric attacks will be dealt with."
Responding to a question. Begin

dimissed PLO leader Yasser
Arafat's threats to try to scuttle the
peace treaty. "I don't pay attention
to —what was his name, you said?—
what Yasser Arafat says. He's not
burning anything, he will burn his
fingers."
Begin rested most of Friday even-

ing and yesterday, reading
newspapers and meeting with some
old friends. He is scheduled to
appear on CBS's “Face the Nation’’
this morning.

, LaterJa .
the afternoon, Begin and

hisdelegallon will board aspecially-
fltted blue- and white. Israeli Air
Force' Bbeing 707 to fly from New
York to Washington for ap, pffiqiaj

arrival ceremony, virtuallyidentical

to the one Sadat was due to receive
last night.

(The plane Is leaving Israel early
this morning with a large delegation
of ministers, reporters, editors and
others to pick up Begin in New York
before continuing to Washington.)
The Egyptian leader, who la a

head of state, does receive a few
more ceremonial honours than
Begin, who is Israel’s head of
government. For example, Sadat
will have a 21-gun salute, while
Begin receives only a 19-gun salute.

CARTER CALLS ON PLO
(Continued from page 1}

future negotiations to bring about
full autonomy on the West Bank and
In Gaza.
But, referring to the organization

which clalmB to have the loyalties of
most West Bank political figures, he
said, "We have a problem with the
PLO. The PLO has never yet been
willing to accept the applicability of

United Nations resolution 242, the
basis for the Camp David
agreements, and I think a document
that has been adopted by all of the
Arab nations as a foundation for
future progress.
The president said the FLO had

never been willing to accept the
document, which essentially calls
for Israeli withdrawal from ad-
ministered lands In exchange for
Arab recognition of Israel. “Also,
the PLO has never recognized
Israel’s right to exist, " Carter con-
tinued.
“And as soon as the PLO itself as

an organization is willing to accept
these bases, then we will Immediate-

ly start working directly with that

organization as such."
The president's position followed

the lines of policy dating back to
August 1977 but this restatement in

the interview with Egyptian TV was
one of his strongest.

Carter also said the success of the
talk* on Palestinian self-rule, which
are to begin in about a month follow-

ing tomorrow's signing of the Egypt-
Israel peace treaty, “will depend to

a substantial degree on the
willingness of the Palestinians and
others to participate in the
negotiations themselves.”

The president said he did not ex-

pect to participate in the future
negotiations, as he has done In the

six month-long Israeli-Egyptlan
talks leading up. to tomorrow's trea-

ty signing.

The president said he presumed
the talks on Palestinian self-rule

would be held in the Middle East —
possibly El Arish. He added that he
wanted' to visit the town and Mount
Sinai after Egypt regained control.

The scene at the corner ol Jaffa Road and Rehov Lnntz in Jerusalem
on Friday afternoon shortly after a bomb went off there, killing one
person and Injuring 13. , (Rahaitim Israeli)

Sharon warns autonomy

may turn into trap
Jerusalem Post Staff

Agriculture Minister Ariel Sharon
said on Friday night that if

autonomy Is not implemented In
what he called “the. right way,” the
plan could turn Into a great danger to
Israel. He also accused a U.S. em-
bassy official of bolding contact with
PLO supporters.
Interviewed on television, Sharon

said that Israel has been called on to

make far-reaching gestures which
would change the situation In Judea,
Samaria and Gaza. These Included
permitting political activity in the
territories and moving IDF com-
mand posts out— “and if I were to
tell you what 1 know, apart from
what everyone has read in the
papers, the picture would look much
worse."
The IDF would have to restrict its

movements In the Gaza Strip to an
extent which would make it extreme-
ly hard to operate, Sharon said. He
added that a U.S. embassy official,

whom he named as Ted Piper, was
telling PLO supporters In the Gaza
Strip that the U.S. would pressure
Israel Into HnUHng- its activities in

the area, and that the “next stage"
would be the establishment of a
Palestinian state.

Sharon said settlements would
continue to be set up In Judea and
Samaria, the Gaza Strip, the Golan
Heights and the Jordan Rift, In the

same way as they had been created
in Galilee, the Negev and the Arava.
He claimed that the government has
made Its settlement policy clear In

the course of the .negotiations with
Egypt, and he did not expect that its

implementation would torpedo the

peace agreement
Sharon had also a word of war-

ning: “I would advise the Arabs not

to court disaster by repeating the
mistakes of 1948. Israel will not allow

disturbances either In Nablus .and
Halhul or within the Green Line.

We shall act fairly but firmly."
Earlier on Friday, Sharon told the

Engineers Club in Tel AvlV that he
would stay In the cabinet "as long as

I can act' for the implementation of

what Is essential" to Israel's future.

But he would resign should the
government “fail to act."
Sharon said settlement in Judea

and Samaria was vital to the safety

of the bulk of the Jewish population,

which lives on the coastal plain. He
said that despite American pressure,
there would not be a Palestinian

state an the West Bank.

Sadat: Carter promised to

work on-Palestine; problSn
CjORO^UPI). — Egyffeudfl Wfiff-
dent Anwar Sadat said. In a letter

published yesterday, that he has
secured a "clearcut promise" from
U.S. PresidentJimmy Carter that he
will make “intensive efforts to solve
the Palestinian problem."
Sadat also said that Israel has

agreed to lift restrictions on political

activity In the West Bank and Gaza
Strip, and to release Palestinian
political prisoners.

Sadat's declarations were con-
tained Is identical letters sent to

Arab kings and heads of state to

brief them on Carter’s success in

breaking the deadlock in the
Egyptlan-Israeli peace negotiations.

The text of Sadat's letter was
published by the weekly magazine
“October."

teJan*:-:

In the letters, dated March 16,

Sadat 8ays he emphasized to Carter
the Egyptian view that the en-
visaged Palestinian autonomous
councils in the West Bank and Gaza
Strip should have executive,
legislative and judicial powers, and
that old Jerusalem la part of the
West Bank.

Sadat began the letter by explain-

ing his objective: "To put the
Palestinian question on the way
toward a solution, by means of
specific arrangements and
measures that will be taken now... so
that Israel cannot perpetuate the
status quo or maintain its policy of
changing the demographic
character of the West Bank and
Gaza Strip."

U.S. fails to cast UN veto
UNITED NATIONS (Reuter;.— The
15-member UN Security Council on
Thursday sharply criticised Israel's

creation of settlements in the ad-
ministered Arab territories and set

up a three-member commission to

investigate the problem. The U.S.,

Britain and Norway abstained.
But Israel has said It rejects the

resolution totally and will not permit
the commission to enter the
territories. The Foreign Ministry
spokesman in Jerusalem- described
the timing of the council's discussion

as an attempt to sabotage the Israel-

Egypt peace treaty and any further

moves towards peace in the region,

particularly since Israel and Egypt
have agreed on a process that will

lead to a solution of the Palestinian
problem.
Ambassador James Leonard, the

deputy permanent U.S. represen-

tative, said the resolution generally
accorded with his government’s
frequently-stated opposition to the

establishment of settlements in the

occupied territories.

But, he added, the "often in-

temperate and unwarranted
language" used by many members
to criticize Israel only tended to dis-

rupt and complicate the search for a
just solution. He also deplored
derogatory remarks by some
speakers against American Jewish
groups and citizens.

Full fanfare at

farewell for Begin part’
BEN-GURION AIRPORT (Itlm). -
In a full-dress ceremony, Prime
Minister Menahem Begin was bid

farewell on Friday morning as he

left for Washtegtonio sign the peace

treaty.

Begin stopped over in London,on

Ms way to the U.S. for an airport

meeting with BritishPremierJames
Callaghan. (See story below)

Ministers, MKs, Chief of Staff

Rafael ‘ Eitan, other officers and
dignitaries were on hand to see the

prime minister off. Begin was ac-

companied by his wife! Allza,

Defence Minister Ezer Weizman and
Energy and Communications
Minister Yitzhak Moda'i, on an El A1
plane.
Begin announced before leaving

that he would fly from Nqw York v*’
:

Washington today withthe rest of fc
!

;

Israeli delegation. He said that . ,

'

was "praying that this win be t

first step towards a comprehend.
'"

peace in the Middle East." -v
!

After his shortspeech, delivered • •- -
"

Hebrew and English, Begin revie -
• :>f

ed an IDF honour guard. He stood/
r

attention and bowed his head befd* >
•'

the blue and white flag, and fo.
returned to the rostrum, acc©jr .

"

puled by music by the IDF ban^'V-
The premier and Ms party th - r

V> -
'

faced journalists and spectafoV''J<'.-

standing bn the ceremonial
carpet, while Hattkva was pIayiV

J
.

Begin waved and then the travelle

:

got in the carwhich brought them
.
:*

4f

»
the waiting plane.

. _

Britain pledges full support^;
f

to help fulfil peace
'j-

'

LONDON. — British Prime Minister

James Can*gii»n on Friday pledged
Britain's support to Israel and Egypt
In the 12 months of “hard
negotiations" which will follow the
'signing' of a peace treaty. The two
countries with the U.S. playing an
active part need all the help they can
get from the European powers and
all those interested In peace, he said.

Callaghan waa speaking shortly

after meeting at London Airport'with

Prime Minister Menahem Begin who
was eil route to- the U.S. to sign the

treaty with Egyptian President
Anwar Sadat.
The British premier made his

comments at a luncheon of the
Variety Club of Great Britain follow-,

ing the airport meeting. -

Israeli circles here contrasted

Callaghan’s enthusiastic support ;'-.;;:
;i '

the Israeli-Egyptlan treaty, with f'.- -• -t
more cautious note sounded
Foreign Secretary David Owen,

r

,i j

was not & the meeting. -
.

;* • •

Begin and Callaghan had a 4 ^ \ .w~
hour discussion at the airport - - r

~:'>

'A British spokesman, said
.8"

i

.v

Callaghan “emphasized the <-r

port” of Britain for the treaty,

the British government saw sj-iS'"''"

'ffirst and significant step toward
.comprehensive settlement." ' 7,.-c::rr

The two leaders had a '•‘•i

useful discussion of tbe movea w;:,^ ? •

will be taken after the signature"
the peace treaty towards this ;!

»

s

achieving a comprehensive
ment the spokesman aaftL ’

Begin and Callaghan
keep In close touch. (Reuter, ,

• !
; ^jfeusec

U.S. military aid credits

to be requested for Egypt
-

. By WOLF BUTZER
Jerusalem Post Correspondent

WASHINGTON. — UJ3. Administra-
tion officials yesterday confirmed
that President Jimmy Carter will

shortly ask the Congress forthe first

time to authorise financial
assistance to Egypt to pay for U.S.-
purchased military equipment.

- The officials said that the proposed
package of “foreign military sales

credits" to Egypt will total $Uib.
over a three-year period.

In addition, the officials said.
Congress wiU be asked to approve an
additional |900m. special economic

aid package for Egypt during :
‘"

period.
At the same time, Eg^wfl£fc£:** :,%-

tlnue to receive fib. in variousiffij ri:
!-" -

of economic assistance as partial .riser- e:

administration's annual foreign!? jr-' • :

programme. V J r srr.e

The 31.5b.

pay for F-4 Phantoma, tanks,

marines, destroyers, armoured
sonnel carriers and other

equipment about to be"

proved'for sale to Egypt
Saudi Arabia mid; other

states have- paid tor Egypt’s

purchases in the UjS. In.

WEST BANK LEAD
n i s i«** wplotijacy of peraussio.

before the signing of the treaty, to Ms deffiAratfons-with>

ensnre a comprehensive peace aohi-' -Jagypt
tlon.

“Now neither the Americans nor
the Egyptians can even influence the
Israelis against establishing Jewish
settlements in theWestBank and the.

Gaza Strip— let alone force them to

accept the right of the Palestinians
to setup an autonomoushomeland of

their own in these areas."

FnrlJ said that President Carter’s
call to establish direct communica-
tion with local Palestinian Arabia

would go unheeded, unless the local

leaders were formally assured on
“two main points: the cessation of

Israeli settlements, and total self-

rule for the West Bank and Gaza."
He Implied that a positive response

to these two conditions would prompt
Jordan as well to join the peace
process.
Freij claimed that West Bank

residents had never before been as
united as they are now ontwo issues

:

recognition of the Palestine Libera-
tion Organization (PLO) as a

The Bethlehem mayor
pessimistic note forthe future

West Bank, saying, “Onthe
our people are determined to

their voices heard,
.and on

the Israelis are determined
firm their presence;"

spokesman for the Palestinians, and
opposition to any autonomy scheme
that la leas than full self-rule over
their territory.

Freij charged that President
Carter had alienated both the West
Bank and the PLO leadership "by
airing ultimatums to them.” He said
that Carter had deprived the Palestl-

'

FIRE. — A vehicle for tarring roads
caught fire while at work on Friday
In Rlshon Lezion- Two persons were
slightly injured In the blaze.

With great grief and sorrow, we announce the death of our
very dear father and grandfather

SAMUEL S0RIN
of New York

Shiva will be at the Cohen's house, 3 Rehov Danin (Shikun
Zameret), Tel Aviv.

Daughters:
Lea and Henry Apfel — New York
Rivka and Aaron Reinhold

Dina and Avner Cohen
and all grandchildren
Sisters:

Rivka Stein and Family, New York
Henny and Joao Valerio and family,

Lisbon
Brothers and sister-in-law:

Abram Goland, Lisbon
Helen Sorin and family, Lisbon

Hadassah and Nahemyah Katz, their sons,

and families

Our dearly beloved
.

Dr. JOSEPH JAGL0M
has left us.

The funeral will be held today, Sunday. March 25, 1979.
leaving at 2 p.m. from the Municipal Funeral Parlour.

.

5 Rehov Dafna, Tel Aviv, for Hoion Cemetery.

A bus will be available for those attending.

His Wife, His Son, and- the Family

JERUSALEM ACADEMY OF JEWISH STUDIES
8 Rehov Hayeshiva, Geula, Jerusalem

On the yahrzeit of

Rabbi Dr. MUNK 0.B.M
(Tuesday, March 27, Ad&r 28) a alyurn of Masechet Baba. Kama
will be held at Yeshivat Dvar Yeruahalayim, 8 Rehov
Hayeshiva, in memory of the never to be forgotten and beloved
Rav Munk. The slyum will commence on the above date at 1.00
p.m. Rosh Hayeshiva, Rabbi Baruch Horovltz, will give the
hadran, followed by a aeudat mitzva In the dining room.

Talmidim, friends of Rav Munk are cordially invited to par-
ticipate in the siyum.

THE OFFICERS AND STAFF OF
THE UNITED JEWISH APPEAL
In the United States and Israel

mourn the untimely passing of

Merrill L. Hassenfeld yt
and offer condolences to his wife Sylvia and his family.

Irwin S. Field
National Chairman

Frank R. Lautenberg
President

Irving Bernstein
Executive Vice-Chairman

Chaim Vlnitsky

Director-General, UJA Israel

On the thirtieth day afterthe passingofour dear

ZALMAN PORAN (Protmaii)

there will be a memorial service and unveiling 61 the
tombstone on Monday, Mardh 26, 1979, at 4.30 p.m., in the .

Mount of Olives cemetery.

Minha and Maariv at the house of the deceased at 5.30 p.m

.

Our thanks to all who offered condolences.
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mVP pleased with
— Th® World Jewish

s-aelia are to*™38 Bwernlng board on Friday
f^^^Igratulated Israel’s premier,
k "e r p lahem. Begin, the government,

et and people on the forthcom-

peace treaty

.
...conclusion of a peace treaty with

ach one a
.

tn or belefcSpong the 100 members from 20

ned by wWries attending the three-day

nQ of Jes^^STwhich ended on Friday were
;d ‘ '

. ,, observers from the Hungarian
? Jerusa'M*flai,. community. TOda was the

;d!e of soraaty time in several years that

jIks of
*“ t«ea represented.

board adopted a resolution ex-
Eng -disquiet on the intensified
testations of anti-Bemltic and

^ the Soviet

media. It hopes to find an ap-
propriate framework for examining
these issues with the Soviet
authorities.

It also adopted a resolution against
the application of statutes of limita-
tion to war crimes and crimes
against humanity, and discussed the
emergence of Islam as a political

factor, in the light of events in Iran.

AMvft Levinsky was elected chair-

man of the WJC general council, and
Prof. Israel Singer director of the

North American branch of the
Congress. 1116 meeting was presided
over by the board’s chairman. Lord
Fisher of London.
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e slide in share index
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the beginning of March these shares
have declined by more than 10 per
cent.
However, the hh&res of Solel

Boneh rose by nearly 10 per cent.

Two major factors are responsible

for this upward movement. The com-
pany is Israel’s largest construction

company and holds some 20 per cent
of the market. It has the capability to

undertake major projects and should

be a major participant in redeploy-
ment activities.

From a technical point of view
there are relatively few shares out-

standing and small demands for the

company's shares will tend to move
the price up sharply. Analysts have
suggested that the management of

the Tel Aviv Stock' Exchange in-

vestigate whether the shares are be-

ing manipulated by a small group.

Helping to perk up the share
market last Thursday was the
prospect that on Tuesday Clal

(Israel) Investments will announce
excellent financial results for 1978.

The shares ore currently selling at a
price-earnings ratio In the order of 4,

aid should the results live up to

anticipations the P/E ratio will fall

even further and enhance the attrac-

tion for these shares. In any case.

ClaTs shares rose nearly by 10 per

cent last week to 483.

The sbares of the American Israeli

Paper Mills also gained nearly 10 per

cent to 725. The country’s only paper

producer is gearing up for a major

capital expansion programme which

will result in the setting up of the

fifth paper making machine.

Overall the general impression is

that the security markets will con-

tinue to reflect demand for index-

linked bonds. The share market, on

the other hand, will be doing well If it

can consolidate at existing price

levels- In the currency market the

devaluation of the pound will

probably continue over the near

term.
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terested In peace and stability in the
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***'“ «« diplomat af-

Slrman did not conceal hla un-
BcreenlnS he™ of

Midnight Express." a film which
conditions in a Turkish

Jail. "We regard this film as a racist
di8reSardlag the

historical truth." be said. The Israeli
authorities, he intimated, promised
to postpone the screening indefinite-
ly. or at least to cut out the most
offending parts. "But nothing
happened," he stated.
Events in Iran were not likely to

Influence Turkey’s political aeene.
Slrman said. “Turkey a secular
regime, though 99 per cent of Its pop-
ulation are devout Moslems.
Politicians who banked on Moslem
votes lost heavily in recent elections.
I cannot believe my country is mov-
ing towards an extremist regime of
any kind."

aWTwKt * I
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New field school

to be sited in Negev
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The Society for the
Protection of Nature has announced
the construction of a field school on
Mount Ramon In the Negev, 29 km.
southwest of the town of Mitzpe
Ramon. This is the 21st field school
built by the society.
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All phone requests could be

filled with existing equipment

Hammer to

bang the gavel

Peace on the TV screen

By MARK SEGAL
Post Political Correspondent

TEL AVIV. — The cabinet will be
chaired today by Acting Premier
Zevulun Hammer. It is the first time
a religious minister ever sat at the
head of the cabinet table, although
the late Halm Moshe Shapiro did
stand in for premier David Ben-
Gurion several times at other
events.

It is understood that Hammer In-

tends to raise social and economic
issues which have long been on the
cabinet agenda, but were set back in

priority by the peace discussions.

The NRP minister is thought to be
coordinating his positions with Herut
strongman Housing Minister David
Levy.
Hammer is not expected to push

any of his favourite hawkish views,

and will act only In keeping with the
guidance of Premier Menahem
Begin, with whom he is said to have
an open phone line.

(Interview with Hammer on back pajee)

U.S. army group
here for

air base talks

By HIRSH GOODMAN
Post Military Correspondent

A 24«lpn\A
delegktUirt4t&3 arrived in Israel XO'

finalize details on the building of two
air bases 'in' the Negev.'

’

Comprised of technicians from the

Air Force, the U.S. Corps of
Engineers, and Ordinance Corps, the

Americans will meet their Israeli

counterparts to round off who will

build what and what will be financed

by whom on the two air fields.

The delegation arrived in Israel on
Thursday night and Is scheduled to

stay for about two weeks.
At the time of the Camp David

agreements last year, the
Americans undertook to finance the

building of two alternative fields to

the ones being given up at Etzlon

near Eilat and Eitam in Raflah. At
the same time, Israel Itself will be
building a third airfield, also in the

Negev.

Mailbag thefts case:

29 porters charged

TEL AVIV. — Twenty-two porters at
Ben-Gurlon airport, all charged with

mail bag thefts, were ordered
remanded in custody until the close

of proceedings against them by the

district court here on Friday.
Seven others were granted bail,

but of these three remained in prison
because of orders made by other
judges in the same court.

The porters were brought before

the court In four groups, each charg-

ed with thefts on specific days, and
some with two thefts. The bags that

they stole were marked as con-

taining valuables. (Itim)

Cape Town students

protest pro-Arab group
Jerusalem Post Correspondent

JOHANNESBURG. — One hundred
University of Cape Town students,

most of them Jewish, have petition-

ed the students representative coun-

cil to veto the establishment on cam-
pus of a Moslem-initiated anti-

Zionist society to be called the "Pro-

Arab African Student Association."
Association members say that

their aim Is to "express solidarity,

as victims of apartheid-racism, with
the Arab people, and particularly the

Palestinian Arab nation, who are

similarly victims of Zionist racism."
The petition protesting the

legalization of the association says

that organizations promoting
terrorism against innocent civilians

have no place at the university. It

also says that to label Zionism as

racist is "an infamous lie.”

FIRE. — A fire at a spinning mill in

Yahud on Friday was put out by four

fire engine teams from Petah TIkva
who prevented £he flames from
spreading to nearby factories. No es-

timate of the damage has yet been

made.

STRIKE OFF. — Kupat Holim dis-

pensaries will be open today as usual

following negotiations between the

pharmacists and the Kupat Holim
management after a strike threat

made on Friday.

J|
Jerusalem hilton Meetings dinners OCIACIUCt
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By JUDY SIEGEL
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Television will go all out to ensure
that Israelis share the excitement of
the peace signing in the U.S. and the
celebrations at home.
This evening, starting at 9 o'clock.

TV will cover the reception for Presl-
deijt Anwar Sadat and Prime
Minister Menahem Begin at the air-
port outside Washington. The
regular Mabat newsreel will also in-

clude a rebroadcast of Mordech&i
Klrschenbaum’a film "Crack in the
Ice" which covers the negotiations
at Kilometre 101 after the Yora Kip-
pur War. There will also be a review,
by Yoram Ronen, of the various
stages in the peace negotiations
following Sadat's visit to Jerusalem
last year and up to the present.
Viewers should tune In at 8 p.m.

tomorrow, when television will cover
the signing ceremony In Washington,
the Tel Aviv peace celebrations and
a thanksgiving assembly at
Jerusalem's Western Wall. Presi-

dent Yitzhak Kavon will speak In
Hebrew and in Arabic. If the TV
technicians permit broadcasting
after midnight, there will also be a
musical programme, featuring the
Israel Philharmonic Orchestra with
Zubin Mehta conducting.
The "peace broadcasting"

schedules for Tuesday and Wedr.es-
day are still tentative, but,
provisionally scheduled for 4 p.m. on
Tuesday Is live coverage of the
White House luncheon and the
appearance in Congress of Sadat and
Begin. Also still tentative, is a Yaron
London Interview programme in the
evening, which will bring Israelis of
ail walks of life and from ail parts of
the country onto the screen.
Again tentative, and timing still

unkown. Is a Wednesday Blokcd in-

terview with Begin, from the U.S.
Thursday will offer live coverage

again — but this time from
Jerusalem, os the Knesset receives
the prime minister and welcomes
him home.

By SHLOMO MAOZ
Post Economic Reporter

Correct use of equipment already
in possession of the Communications
Ministry, and connection of new sub-
scribers to existing central

switching stations, could supply
phones to almost all who have
applied for them.
The number of pending in-

stallations requests as of January
this year was 193,000, but only 20,000

new numbers were Installed last

year, and only 40,000 scheduled for

this year, according to the ministry's
recently-published budget.
Unexplolted Investment by the

ministry will total IL?.2b. for the
coming fiscal year, about half of
which Is In finished projects. IL45b.
will go to pay for phones connected
during the year.
Connecting a new telephone costs

IL58.G00. about half of which goes for
equipment in the central office, and
a third for connection of subscribers.
The ministry budget reveals that the

labour component of phone in-

stallations is very small, as is use of
subcontractors.

As far back as a year ago, there

were 100,000 available new phone

numbers, many more than
necessary for regular or emergency
operation. Lines need only be install-

ed outside customers' homes In

order to fulfill these 100,000 requests.

The cost would be ILl5 ,000-20,000
each.

In addition, another 180.000
numbers were at various stages of

preparation a year ago. The whole
process takes no more than two
years from the time equipment is

delivered to the ministry.

Eleven new switching stations are
scheduled to be opened in 1980
throughout the countryi but new
phones as a percentage of already ex-
isting ones dropped to 7.3 per cent in
1978 from about 11 per cent five

years ago.

Among the reasons for the drop in

work hours devoted to installing new
lines are transfer of labour power to
maintenance tasks, employees sent

to training courses, as agreed in

labour contracts, and difficulties in

filling positions.

Eurovision contestants begin to arrive
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Three of the 18 foreign delegations
from countries competing In the
Eurovision song contest on Saturday
night arrived in Israel over the
weekend, and the rest are expected
soon to take part in rehearsals and
the contest itself.

The Spanish. Danish and Italian
groups, comprising performers,
journalists and recording company
officials, flew here on Friday and
yesterday. Each foreign country
participating in the annual contest

has been Invited to send up to GO

representatives.
Jerusalem's Binyenei Ha'ooma,

which Is being turned into a massive
TV studio for the event, is now closed
to the public to allow Israel TV
staffers to work almost around the
clock. TV coverage of the peace trea-

ty signing in Washington has
somewhat disturbed staff
arrangements necessary, for putting
on the sang contest. A final dress
rehearsal will take place on Friday
afternoon.

Peres warns of Syrian military threat

Sheikhs:, Gov’t met with wrong Beduin
Jerusalem Post Reporter

BEERSHEBA. — Twenty-four
sheikhs from the Abu Juweid and
Abu Amar Beduin tribes have
accused the prime minister's acting
adviser on Arab affairs, Blnyamln
Gur-Arye, of misrepresenting their

claims.
The sheikhs claim that they, and

not the ones Gur-Arye met with .

last r.weekrrare threatened by the
1

base
j

Beeriheba. 'They sent' a tetter" to
1

Prime MinisterMenahcanBegUMmd !

other cabinet members explaining
that they are willing to meet with
government officials for
negotiations over compensation for
their lands.
The letter denounced what the Be-

duin called attempts to make it look
as though they own little or no land,
and to depict them as interested only
tn.

J redelying 'tyare TtfoHejt'iTbe
'sHeflftfif smd that 'they want ‘to dla-

By MARY HIRSCHFELD
Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAIFA. — Shimon Peres, the leader
of the Labour Party, on Friday
warned of a possible conflict with
Syria. Speaking at the Maritime and
Economic Club here, he noted that
Syria has the capability to wage war
without Egyptian help.

"Syria today is as strong as any of
the NATO countries. They could
start a war of attrition, encourage
acts ofterrorism, or even precipitate
an aU-autTwar," Peres declared.

rfstrmcpressed'his reservations
about the peace treaty.

“It leaves three main problems

unsolved. First, this is not an overall

peace, but a relative one. Second, it

significantly increases our
dependence on the U.S.
"The third point is, of course, the

autonomy question. The government
is for granting full autonomy to part
of the territories. However, the
Alignment feels that granting partial
autonomy to the territories is a
better solution."

Peres went on to describe his im-
pressions of Egyptian President
Anwar Sadat. "He is a man of an In-

credibly strong will. Sadat has his

mind set bn peace, and will not
budge from It." O—

Two ways to avoid
the departure rush

:

Leave before or after.

Lufthansa does both.

X

By the time B. G. Airport gets really crowded and confusing, Lufthansa passengers on
their way to Munich lean back comfortably in their seats and the stewardess serves
breakfast. Lufthansa flies nonstop to Munich every Sunday, Tuesday at 7.20 and Friday
at 6.40 in the morning.
Our businessman passenger, who has to be in Germany tonight, is still in his office
because Lufthansa also leaves daily in the afternoon for Frankfurt, after lunch and after
the ’hectic departure rush.

He arrives in time for his European and and even his South American connecting flights.
For further information and bookings contact your I.A.T.A. Travel Agent, your Carqo
Agent or Lufthansa.

Q) Lufthansa

parties
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Khomeini asks support

for Islamic republic
TEHERAN. - Ayatollah RuhoUah
Khomeini, leader of the Iranian
revolution and de facto head of state,

yesterday appealed to voters to en-

dorse his plan for an Islamic
republic.

With less than a week to go before

a referendum in which Iranians will

be invited formally to sign the death
warrant of 2,500 years of
monarchical rule, Khomeini warned
his supporters that there might be
attempts to rig the ballot.

In a statement broadcast by the

national “Voice of the Revolution*'

radio, the ayatollah appealed to his

countrymen “as a brother” to follow

his example and vote for the Islamic
republic.
The statement came as calm was

restored, at least temporarily, to the
troubled province of Kurdistan
where Kurdish rebels had been
fighting government soldiers in the
city of Sandanaj.
The Kurds, who want autonomy or

even Independence for their region,

fought as fiercely as Iranians of
other regions to overthrow the exiled
shah. But they mostly reject the idea
of an Islamic republic.

In his statement yesterday,
Khomeini said next Friday’s voting
would be free and it was the national
and Islamic duty of every man and
woman to participate.
The National Democratic Front, a

grouping of secular antl-shah forces,

has called for a boycott of the
referendum in protest against the
limited option open to voters: Do you
want an Islamic republic to replace

Soviet religious leader, 83, sentenced
MOSCOW (Reuter). — The 88-year-

old leader of the Soviet Adventist
Church has been sentenced to five

years hard labour for anti-state
slander and Infringing citizens'

rights, dissident sources said yester-

day.
Vladimir Sholkov. who has led the

Soviet Seventh Day Adventists for

the past 30 years, was one of five

members of the sect who were con-

victed on Friday in the Soviet central

Asian city of Tashkent, the sources

said.

All five were accused of spreading
deliberate falsehoods to discredit the
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conductor
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conductor
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SPECIAL CONCERT
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conductor
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Soviet state and offending against
citizens' rights and duties under the

guise of religious activities.

The court, which twice adjourned
its proceedings in January and
reopened its hearing on March 12,

sentenced church-member Ilya
Lepshin to the same term a3 Sholkov
— five years in labour camp at strict

regime and the confiscation of his

house, the sources said.

AL the time of his arrest last

March, Sholkov had spent 23 years in

exile, prisons and camps. Relatives
of the sect leader said after one ad-
journed session last January that
Sholkov told the court that all he had
done was document cases of dis-

crimination against religious
believers by the Soviet authorities.

TV for Soviet spacemen
MOSCOW {AP).— Claiming a first in

space technology, the Soviet Union
sent a direct television transmission
to Its cosmonauts aboard the Salyut 6

space station yesterday, including a
picture of "Pravda."
Cosmonauts Vladimir Lyakhov

and Valery Ryumin, who have been
living in the orbiting lab since
February 26, said the TV picture
quality was “good".

Carter proposed for

Nobel Peace Prize
OSLO (UFI). — President Jimmy
Carter is among this year's Nobel
Peace Prize candidates and the
Norwegian Nobel Committee ex-

pressed its pleasure at tomorrow’s
signing of the Egypt-Iarael peace
treaty in Washington, the director of

. the Nobel Institute said.

Jacob Sverdrup, director of the

Nobel Institute, said yesterday that

Carter was proposed last year, but

after the February 1 deadline. “This
means he is automatically among
the candidates this year."
Sverdrop did not disclose who had

nominated Carter but said the
American president had been
proposed by "several persons since

be was first nominated last year."

PRESLEY. — Singer Elvis Presley
left an estate valued at $7.6m. in-

cluding almost 88m. in various
royaltiesccounting shows. An ac-

counting of the estate approved on
Friday by Judge Joseph Evans of

probate court in Memphis,.
Tennessee, gave the first public
glimpse of the singer's holdings.

is

0m-

the monarchy?
Those who approve the project will

drop a green slip marked “yes" into

the ballot boxes. Those voting "no"
will be identifiable as they select a
red slip.

The ayatollah called for the young
militiamen who have enrolled as

"guardians of the Islamic
revolution” to keep a careful watch
at polling stations and guard against

"plots by traitors to rig the vote and
tamper with the ballot boxes."

In Sanandaj, hundreds of persons

gathered around the battle-scarred

entrance to the isolated array
barracks to rejoin soldier relatives

and await the release of more
civilian hostages. ReUable sources

said the army freed 16 of the 113

hostages held. They were captured

when fighting erupted between Kur-

dish autonomists and government
troops a week ago.

Ayatollah Mahmoud Taleghanl, a

close aide to Khomeini, had disclos-

ed on Friday that the army would
release the youngest hostages first, a
result of two days of negotiations

between the town's Kurdish
representatives and a government
peace delegation.

Interior Minister Ahmad Sadr Haj
Seyed Javadi said he had promised
the Kurds semi-autonomy along the

lines of states in the U.S., and that

the first reactions had been very
favourable. He also said that under
the proposals made to the Kurds,
their language would be taught along
with Farsi (Ferslanj in local schools

for the first time. (AP, Reuter)

; i ‘-rf*
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Cause of Paris riot argued
PARIS (Reuter). — The French
government and trade union leaders
yesterday argued over the cause of
violence which erupted after a mass
demonstration in Paris on Friday to
protest against rising unemploy-
ment.
Clashes between riot police and

gangs of masked youths lasted
several hours and left almost 200
people hurt and 54 shops wrecked in
the elegant boulevards of central
Paris.
The communist-led Workers'

Confederation (CGT) which organiz-
ed the 70,000-strong march, said In a
statement that Its stewards bad
grabbed a plainclothes policeman
among the rioters, throwing stones
and metal bolts at regular police
forces.

Forty-six demonstrators will be
' tried for their roles in the violence,

the French Interior Ministry said
yesterday.
In a communique, Interior

Minister Christian Bonnet said 169

demonstrators had been taken into

Police reject link between

Holland, Belgium slayings
THE HAGUE (Reuter). — Dutch
police yesterday officially rejected

the idea that the murder of a Belgian
banker was lined with Thursday's
killing of Britain's ambassador to

Holland, Sir Richard Sykes.
Ballistics tests on the bullets used

in the attacks showed they were of

widely-differing calibres, Hague
chief police spokesman Nico
Laterveer told Reuters.
The Dutch evening paper "Het

Vrije Volk," however, said yester-

day that one of its reportershad been
told by Belgian police that the two
murders were connected.

Speculation that the killings were
linked was spared by a warning
earlier this week from the Irish

Republican Army (IRA) that It in-

tended to hit British targets In .con-

tinentalEurope to put moreprekrtre
drrBritfctn to end-ttrruletrfNtortbtrn-

Irelandl ; • • v.

•
r •

Btfriker Andre MIcbabj?,- 4

murdered in Brussels nine hours
after Sir Sir Richard was killed here,

lived across a street from Britain's

deputy ambassador to NATO, Paul
Holmer, and there was suspicion he

WALL STREET WEEK

Continued large margin debt

keeps market nervous
NEW YORK (AP).— Almost six
months after last fall's "October
massacre" in the U.S. stock market,
many Wall. Streeters are still a little

Jittery about the amount of money
borrowed against stocks.
These loans, known as margin

debt, reached a record Ugh of $l2.4b.

last September. They were widely
cited as a cause of forced selling a
month later when the Dow Jones In-

dustrial Average took a drop ofmore
than 90 points in just two weeks.
The total of margin debt has come

down somewhat since then — it stood
at 510.79b. at the latest report from
the New York Stock Exchange. But

Notice to Subscribers to

Series 7, Tel Aviv

Subscription Concert No. 7
on Monday, March 26, 1979

WILL START AT 7.00 P.M.
(instead of B.30 p.m.)

To enable the audience to watch
THE SIGNING CEREMONY
of the _
ISRAEL-EGYPT PEACE TREATY

some analysts maintain that it still

could cause trouble if the market
should go into any substantial
decline.

It certainly wasn't any problem
this week*, as the market reached its

1979 high. The Dow Jones average
posted its third straight weekly gain,

rising 6.93 to 859.75.

The New York Stock Exchange
Composite Index gained .53 to 57.08,

and the American Stock Exchange
Market Value Index climbed 4.03 to

176.80, its highest closing level since
It peaked at 176.87 last September 13.

Big board volume averaged
32.17m. shares a day, the busiest
pace since an average of 43.97m.
traded last October 30 — November
3.

The point of concern about margin
debt is so-called "margin calls." The
collateral on margin loans is usually
stock, and if the price of the stock in-

volved goes down, its value as
collateral Is naturally reduced.
When the stock falls to a certain

point, brokers are required to send a
margin call requestinq additional
collateral. If the investor Is either
unable or unwilling to put up that ad-
ditional collateral, some stock must
be sold from his account to bring It

back within legal limits.

This kind of forced selling was a
major factor In the great crash of

1929, whose 50th anniversary will be
observed later this year.
Considerably tighter controls on

the use of credit In the market are In
effect today, and few of those who
are worried about margin debt now
are predicting anything of the
magnitude of 1929.

AMERICA — ISRAEL CULTURAL FOUNDATION —
SHARER SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAMME

YOUNG ARTISTS' WEEK
YOUNG ARTISTS' DAY

In BEERSHEBAr Wednesday, March 28,

from 5.00-10.30 p.m.

At the BEERSHERA Conservatory and library

Youth Band, Young Composers, IDF String

Quartet, Plano Recital — Ltora Zlv-LI, Young

Israeli Cinema, Exhibition of Young Artists

BEERSHERA Orchestra: Conductor — Elli

Jaffe, Soloist — Doron Toister (cello)

TEL AVIV, Monday, April

In HAIFA, Thursday, March 29, from 4.00-

10.30 p.m.

At the Haifa Auditorium and Cinematheque

Youth Band, Piccolo Ballet, Young Composers.

IDF String Quartet, Young Israeli Cinema,

Haifa Symphony Orchestra: Conductor ' Yoel

Levi, Soloists — Llora Zlv-LI (piano), David

Shamban (cello)

2, Mann Auditorium, 8.30 p.m.

THE ISRAEL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA

CONDUCTOR: YOEL LEVI
SOLOIST: LIORA ZIV-LI (PIANO)

PROGRAMME: Ben-Haim: "Psalms"; Beethoven: Piano Concerto No.3;

Brahms: Symphony No. 4

Tickets: IL40.-, 60.-, 80.-, 100.-,

available at the IPO box office and Union, 118 Dizcngoff St.

Hanoi: New
incursions

by Peking

Yonng rioters breaking windows of a restaurant on the Boulevard
des Italiens, near Place de l’Opera at the end of Friday’s massive
demonstration organized by the Communist-led trade unions.

(UPI telephoto)

custody during the clashes, but only
the 46 would be charged and tried.

The precise charges had not yet been
filed.

Bonnet confirmed on television
that the man, 35-ycar-old Gerard le

Xuan, was a plain-clothes officer on
duty, but he described as outrageous
allegations that le Xuan had at-

tacked the riot police.

The communist newspaper
"L'Humanite" published details of
police identification cards found on
the man, said to have been over-
powered by CGT stewards early in

Friday night's street battles.
Bonnet confirmed on television

that the man, 35-year-old Gerard le

Xuan, was a plain-clothes officer on
duty, buthe described as outrageous
allegations that le Xuan had at-

tacked the riot police.

The union, which organized the
march, said the demonstrators had
nothing to do with the bands of
wreckers, some of them helmeted
and armed’ with iron bars and
Molotov cocktails.

BANGKOK (AP). — Vietnam has
accused China ofnew incursions Into
Vietnam and said two Vietnamese
regiments were being sent to the
northern border area, the Voice of

Vietnam Radio reported yesterday.
Regiments 15 and 16 ofthe Nguyen

Hue division were dispatched yester-

day after ceremonies in Hanoi, the
radio said in its broadcast monitored
here.

In a note isaed by the Foreign
'Ministry on Friday, Vietnam ac-

cused China ofmoving "many troops
to the Vietnam border," and said

China has "intruded into many
places on Vietnamese territory."

The broadcast called on China to

withdraw immediately and uncon-
ditionally to "the other side of the
historic border line, so that
"negotiations may start in Hanoi on
March 29 as proposed In the March
21 note of Vietnam’s Foreign
Ministry."
The Foreign Ministry note said

China is "expecting a great deal"
from negotiations to "legalize oc-

cupation of many are-as on
Vletneznese territory."

China said yesterday it had no
troops In areas given to Vietnam by
border treaties and Hanoi's charges
that Chinese forces had not fully

withdrawn after their recent
.

inva-

'

sion were an ill omen for the peace
talks.

A New China News Agency com-
mentary said existing border dis-

putes should be settled at peace
talks. Hanoi could not expect China
to comply with Vietnam's territorial

claims before negotiations started, it

said.

Hanoi says thousands of Chinese
troops are still in Vietnam after the

month-long war that began on
February 17.

China says the last soldier was
withdrawn on March 16 “to the
Chinese side of the boundary line

delimited by treaties concluded
between the then Chinese and
French governments, a boundary
line which both China and Vietnam
should respect." (AP, Reuter).

might have been the target.
~ The Amsterdam dally' newspaper
“De Telegraaf" said on Friday it

received an anonymous call claim-
ing the Irish Republican Army was
responsible for the killing of the
British ambassador. Sir Richard
Sykes, in the Dutch capital of The
Hague.
“This is only the beginning. It's

war. Tomorrow we will kill either

the (British) ambassador in
Belgium. France or Germany." the
caller said.

The newspaper reported he spoke
with an Irish accent, but there was
no reference to the later shooting
here ofbank official Andre Mlch&ux.

In Belfast, Northern Ireland, two
newspapers reported receiving
telephone.calla purporting to befrom
IRA provisionals saying both killings

"CdulH 'he the’ work of omT'of ’dtir

groups but if it is, we know nothing

In The Hague. Dutch Prime
Minister Andreas van Agt said on
Friday he had no Information about
a possible European offensive by
Irish extremists. (AP, Reuter)

Lebanese troops

replace Saudis

in Beirut zone
BEIRUT (AP). — Saudi Arabian
troops of the Arab peacekeeping
army withdrew from key positions in
Beirut on Friday and were replaced,
without incident, by Lebanese army
soldiera.

Some 250 Lebanese troops took up
the vacated positions In the
predominantly Christian sector of

the capital after attempts the night
before had been thwarted by rightist

militiamen. Right-wing Lebanese
leaders ordered their troops to desist

a
on Friday, and the army arrived to a”
warm ’we5conie,rhy the dnfttauIiMJ:

residents of the area. ’.

This Was ;,the firstf^tafie the
regrouped army has taken charge in
the capital since the national force
fell apart during the 1975-76 civil

war, when thousands of soldiers
deserted to Christian and Moslem
sides.

Saudi Arabia recalled its 1,850-

man contingent of the Arab
deterrent force on the grounds that It

was needed for defence duties at
home as a result of the Yemeni
border conflict.

The positions they turned over to
the army had been hot spots in the
off-and-on conflict between the
Syrian army and the Christian
militias.

EXHIBITIONS
CERAMICS MUSEUM
Israel in Its Land — From Settle-

ment to Monarchy —
Finds from Institute of
Archaeology, Tel Aviv University,
Excavations
MUSEUM OF ETHNOGRAPHY
AND FOLKLO
Hie Yemenite Way of Life
Paintings by Rahel Poles
Costumes, Jewellery and utensils
from Museum's collection
Exhibition closes on Saturday,
March 81

KADMAN NUMISMATIC
MUSEUM
Coins as Jewellery
GLASS MUSEUM
Art Nouveau Glass
MUSEUM OF HISTORY OF TEL
AVIV-YAFO, 27 Rehov Bialik, Tel
Aviv Scrolls of Tel Aviv — From
Dizengoff to early seventies,
written and Illuminated by David
Davidovltch. *

Exhibition closes, on Saturday,
March 31
EXHIBIT OF THE MONTH
Museum of History of Tel Aviv-Yafo
Purina Queen coronet — Yemenite
Jewellery work
LA5KY PLANETARIUM
Demonstration: (in Hebrew)
Dally at; 10.00, 11.00, 12.00

on Tuesdays also at 19.15

EVENTS
Thu. KADMAN NUMISMATIC

MUSEUM
29.0 Lecture: Prof. Daniel

Sperber
20.30 Methods or monetary adjust-

ment In Talmudic Period
Sat. . MUSEUM OF HISTORY OF

TEL AVIV-YAFO, 27 Rehov
Bialik, Tel Aviv

31.3 Guided Tour of Museum
11.00 Guide: Mrs. Michaels Wex-

ler

Participants meet at the en-

trance — Admission free
SHABBAT AT RAMAT AVIV
CENTRE
MUSEUM OF ETHNOGRAPHY
AND FOLKLORE
81.3 Guided tour of Museum
11.00 Guide: Mr. Amlt Dobkin

Participants meet at the en-
trance — Admission free .

GLASS AND CERAMICS
MUSEUM
31.3 Guided tours of Museums (In

Hebrew)
10.30 Participants meet at the en-

trance of Glass Museum
. Admission free.

Callaghan confidant expects

loss in ‘no confidence’ vote
LONDON (AP). — Home Secretary

Merlyn Rees predicts that the 1

Labour government has little chance

of surviving a “no confidence" vote

IntheHoqse ofCommonsonWednes-
day.

' Rees’ statement In a television in-

terview on Friday night climaxed a

day of election fever during which

stock market prices soared on the

London Stock Exchange, spurred by

the prospect ofan end to five years of

socialist government.
The home secretary, a close confi-

dant of Prime Minister James
Callaghan and manager of the cam-
paign that brought Callaghan to the'

Labour Party leadership In 1976, was
interviewed on the British Broad-
casting Corporation's “Nationwide"
programme.
"Do you think you are going to sur-

vive?" asked Interviewer Robert
’

MdKenzie. "At the bottom of your
heart, do you think you are?"
"No." Rees replied.

"You will not survive?" McKenzie
pursued.

"Well, If you ask me, at the bottom

of my heart, I don't know," the home
secretary said. “But I have just a
feeling that at this moment we have
a very good chance of being
defeated."
' Defeat on the “no confidence" mo-

tion- introduced- by the opposite
Conservative Party would fore
Callaghan to resign and ask QuN
Elizabeth n to dissolve parU&men
A general election would folio?

probably In May.
The key to the vote is a group of b

dependents, Welsh and Scotu*
nationalists and Ulster unionist

They, along with 13 middle-of-tfc

road Liberals, have been fceepio

Callaghan's government in power \
making his 308-vote plurality into

weak majority In the House of Coa
mons. The Conservatives, with a
members of parliament, have see
their popularity increase sharply j

the last few months as p 0
respondents and voters In fa]

elections react, to their demand
i

bring labour unions within the la*
Wildcat strikes, with pickets vi

tually immune -from proseeutlo
have tied up public services and t

January caused losses to dozens
>

industries — many of which were a
directly Involved in disputes,

Scottish Nationalists — u strox— started the rebellion again,
Callaghan after his government laj

ed to put overa bill to give Scotland
regional assembly — a move tfa

many Labourites, as well as Const
vativea, feared would lead to t
breakup of the United Kingdom.

OPEC weighs i

oil companies’

steps to limit

superprofits
GENEVA (Renter). — Member
states of the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries are
alarmed at the prices some western
oil concerns have been charging for

crude oil since the Iranian shutdown,
OPEC sources here said. -

Many 6(1 states believe that they,-

rather than western oil firms, should
reap all the benefit from the current

price boom. Sources said thatOPEC
ministers, who meet here tomorrow,
might consider taking steps to cut

out oil companies as middlemen and
sign direct contracts with
governments instead.

Faced with a near free-for-all on
the world market following the 10-

week stoppage of Iranian oil exports,

the ministers also may consider
moving away from their current
pricing system, it was reported.

- Currently, a "marker" price Is j

for. .Saudi Arabian light crude, a
other prices are adjusted for qua

1

and proximity to markets. Propoa
call for a “bracket price system,"
which upper and lower prices woi
be set, with producers able
negotiate their own deals accord
to. market fluctuation, sources
plained.

' 1
.

Some OPEC members are pn
ing tor top priority.at this wee
meeting to be given to increaa

prices above the modest rise va
last December: A gradual 14.3

cent increase over the year.
Several states* includi

Venezuela. Kuwait, Qatar, In
LlbyA and the United Ari
Emirates, have, already impos
surcharges of aboixt‘10 per cent

mop up some of the oil companii
windfall profits.

Actor Ben Lyon dies on cruise

LOS ANGELES (Reuter). — Ben
Lyon, American film actor who
made a second career as a radio

comedy star in Britain, died aboard
the liner Queen Elizabeth2 on Thurs-
day night, aged 77.

He apparently suffered a heart at-

tack in his cabin as the British liner

.sailed from..Honolulu Xoc.Long.
Beach. CaMoriUa, tte^ruiw^c^

Theirradioshow "Hi Gang" beg

in 1941 and was one of the mostp
ular British shows of the war ye&

This was followed by "Life v
the Lyons,” which included tb

children, Barbara and Richard, i

ran for 18 years on radio and thi

more on television.

Lyptr was to have entertained
passengers with lectures on theYmfax1

world and his life in show business

—

including his acquaintance with
Jean Harlow, with whom he starred

in "Hell's Angela," and Ms discovery.

of another blonde 'bombshell,
Marilyn Monroe.
Lyon, and his first wife Bebe •

Daniels, who died in 1971, '.were

appearing at the London Palladium
when Britain declared war on Ger?

!

many in 1989 .and they stayed on to

entertain troops and civilians.

* Armaffeee idol in theearlyyean
talking pictures r hls-fihni hiatal

“Indiscreet,” I Cover, the Wa|

fBq^lAB^?“Treaeheiy jayhe#
Seas."
• After World War n, as hear

casting of a major studio, he

covered. Marilyn Monroe i

Richard Wldmark.
. I

tyon got his own first break on

U-S.. stage with."Mary theTUra
which he appeared with ajwthrojm r :r_v ;; „

known, Humphrey Bogart. :;;^aag
His second wife, . the acWSpi ^

Marion Nixon, was With him rofen-cu
cruised

v*
,

:.*'",3Ss ir.j

2*=^* A:

wfc«
2Vew»*-

had r

if
I
6 e«Kfr.K
******
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VISITINGHOURS y ,

Tel Aviv Museum, *7 Sderot Shatd Hamelech
"

‘l :-i0?
Sun.— Thor. Mam.— 10 pun.;Fri-10 sum.—2p.m.rSat-3/—D
Saturday mornings the Museum Is open 10 am. -l piiij sffi

free. ' - \ • .
•

:

Library: Sun., Mom, Wed., lOa-ra;— 4 p^tThar.:
lfreuin.rr^

r
l.I

4—9 p.m. Friday closed. •'

]

EXHIBITIONS i
* '•

ARTIST’S CHOICE; :

Organised by the Israel Painters and. Sculptors Association.

ERIC MENDELSOHN — DRAWINGS OF AN ARCHITECT
HF.R73.in PROFILE — Herd's Image In tbe appHed arts .:.

MUSIC
Tuesday, March 27, 7.00 pan.
RAPHAEL 9SOMER, CELLO — JONA1.’'AN ZAK, PIANO
Beethoven evening: 5 sonatas for cello t».:d piano; Variations ha

theme from the Magic Flute; Variations jon a theme from Jndas
cabaeus by Handel ... .

Thursday, March 29, L0JO a.m.— L00 p.m. • :
.*V

"'jA

OPEN REHEARSAL
for a concert to be given 9.4.79
Music in a New Dimension .

Klaus Huber: Timeless Breath No. 3'

Mario JDavldovsky: Synchronism No. 2.' ..

LUNCHTIME THEATRE
Tuesday, March 27, L30 pan. ‘

:
V- "i

"Emma Zunz” and *‘EI Zakir,” two stories by GorgeTkris Berir^'.

Shabiai Konorti and Rachel Shor. ---v -7 !
r
:

Mi.'

GALLERYTALKS —IN TOTE EXBUBmONl
ERIC MENDELSOHN — DRAWINGS 'OFAN -ARCHITECT 7

'

given by Ettt HUevIch
' ->* >-'/!' :-.

Monday. March 28, 8.08 pim. (Instead of Tuesday, March 27L
Saturday, March SI, 8.80 p-m. - - - .

In connection with the exhibition^ Artiste Choice / / -.'i

MEETING WITH ARTISTS — .-'" \ : ?;v

'

Wednesday, March 28, BJO p.m.’ — Shimon Xvny
' "

Thursday, March 29, 8.00p.nu.— ShrauelBak 00.

Ok.

.
"•Is -V 1'

MUSEUMADVENTURE
'v.

Gallerygames mid workshops for childrsn.Ewry
p.m. The actlvlty is' scheduled for the entirejcbootyr*.& -

^

. March 29—What’s goingon behind the ptcture? (G

... CINEMA
"La DenteUiere?’ — 20th week.

I
Daily: 4JO, 7.15, SJO p.m.;,Saturday ev«iiBg^ 7

Tel Aviv Municipality,. Culture,
Next Saturday at ll.00 a.Rn -

• „
>
j;'

'-J y^
Weapon* may uot be taken into
for storing |Mnk,

.

:
.£:'t
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Zacker\ P^dent of the World* Council of Synagogues; Rabbi
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Sunday, March 25, 1979 The Jerusalem Post Page Five

Headmaster with
‘carrot and stick’

By YITZHAK OKED/Jerusalem Post Reporter

i. i -n ' * '— «* vvum.ii Vi oyxiliKvKUCS: mtDOl
Waxmau, vice president of the World Council of Synagogues; Simon

Schwarts, president of the United Synagogue of America; and Rabbi Benjamin Z.
Kreltman, executive vice president of the United Synagogue of America.

(Lester J. MQIma.n l

Med ]gV

al aamJ!*kid- No more crying in the wilderness

?tUly,
a

.. ?

)nces areuC>

^iSji
a bracijg
UF'Per and&
" »Uh

fa CONSERVATIVE Movement
Israel has decided to stop crying

, fee wilderness About Its treatment
ifi fa li fee hands of the Orthodox ea-u MJ |jpfchment. Instead, It hopes to gain

by fait accompli; growing
rvw ai no one is able to prevent It from

DFhfcfflhig official recognition..
new tactic was disclosed

a ni . wstly by Rabbi Mosbe Tutnauer,

itrif V B 'W e president of the Israeli branch
Rabbinical Assembly, which is

,._,
es ar?ajC > American union of Conservative

By JUDY SIRGEL/Jerusalem Post Reporter

'« will try to create facta," he
iWe used to scream that our
a here weren't allowed to of*

•le ^eir at marriages. Now, some
.

el nun^ciservative Jews in Israel go
J - ^bugh the regular religious council
e 0PEc ntnJM ceremony as they would a civil
r top Mi^femony In the U.S. and have a se-
>g to be ceremony conducted by their
above Conservative rabbi."
member- ijjha Conservative Movement, of-

icreaae *Dy less than a decade old in this

era! au! ,

ftl
®try. calls itself "The Movement

uela. gQyT'.fCasorati Judaism in Israel." ap-
i and tbepji®tly because the term “Oonaer-

tes have
doesn't mean much to native

rees nf and because "moaorafi"

V mb.* JJ^aditionai") Is. the accepted
II nmn« ®tjrew term used to describe the

p
tees of Israelis who are neither

-Alar nor Orthodox.

eniicp E MOVEMENT now boasts 28
gregations (quite a few of them

,
alttedly using schools and other

radio ihnvr
and was wt
ritish THE ETHNICALLY aware
was fciltattiitrican Jewish dog which hashad

yons.” vUs sake do with a blandAnglo-Saxon
?*. Barbara at; a happier day is in the offing
r 13 years am the introduction of Mother
on leleMsta. n's Kosher Style Dog.Food.

, other Klein promises a choice of
a.mee idolste

flftvours: ••brisket- df^beef."
= ^'^“ “wost-dhoppod livyr}’*l,»Bd',
cr-eet,

! without the soup/'
,r
‘;'

ar.c - TrEadB^g- pioneering: i5v£ntbms,-
.concept emerged from a light*

.

r woria Wc xted brainstorming session
% oi 4 ‘“fr'peen two New York advertising
•«d Mar!!n^

# Jlm Weller and Peter
rd Wldmait troulls, and their friend Peter

fir®* thoughtwe would sell the
aa-a gag or only to Jewish

recalled WeUer. "But
‘ found the public in many areas

V.;
MQ„Jieives kosher style as meaning a

- Nixon, rs
e care amj better in-

dients."

Jarting modestly a year ago, the.

m 0H»*Jiaitrepreneura picked as their

market the "typically
Srican'’ town of Fresno, Califor-

jfchalfway between Los Angeles
Jh flan Francisco. Fresno has a

«es*B^Sfeail©n of 200 ,000 , of whom lessWBfeone.per cent is Jewish.
^Hnce the New Yorkers had not yet

^•eloped the actual product, they
a line of existing high-

P^pty dog food and wrapped their

I |labels around the cans. The
I feimprlnt bears the picture of a
I Sbf-thercentury matron sur-
^nded by the product’s name and

rented facilities). 2,000 member
families and 7.000 High Holiday
worshippers around the country. In
addition, new synagogue buildings
are. going up or being planned In

Jerusalem, Omer, Ashdod and
Ra'anana. The French Hill
"traditional" elementary school,
though having no formal connection
with Conservative Judaism, was
founded by a group of Jerusalemites
who graduated from the (Conser-
vative) Jewish Theological
Seminary.
Over 100 former American Conser-

vative rabbis have settled here — a
large number considering the fact
that they cannot easily find pulpits in

IarAel. Most of them are either
retired from the rabbinate or are
working in education and counsel-
ling.

Although Zionism in the U.S. is

often viewed as simply giving finan-
cial support to Israel, the Conser-
vative movement Increasingly
recognizes its obligation to en-
couraging aliya, Tutnauer says.
A group of IS activists in the move-

ment spent five days this month
studying the possibilities of in-

creasing Conservative aliya. They
toured sites of potential settlements
and met with Jewish Agency and Ab-
sorption Ministry officials.

Among the recommendations in-

cluded in their report was the es-

tablishment of a "trial aliya" centre
In Safad for American Conservative
Jews who are considering aliya.

Since jobs and housing are available,
along with an existing Conservative
synagogue and rabbi, Safad was con-
sidered an ideal site.

They also suggested a programme
to bring 10 immigrant couples to the
Segev region in the Galilee, where
Industrial and service moshavlm arc
being established. Following the
success of the Reform Movement's
Kibbutz Yahcl in the Negev, the
Conservatives are planning their
own kibbutz or r-ioshav.

ALIYA, says Simon Schwartz, presi-

dent of the United Synagogue (the

Conservative synagogue organiza-
tion) of America, "will not weaken
Conservative Judaism in America,
but in the long run strengthen it."

Now that the World Council of

Synagogues (the international
Conservative synagogue organiza-
tion) Is part of the World Zionist

Organization. Its United Synagogue
Youth Is the largest Zionist youth
movement in the world. With 39,000

youngsters, it now tops the Orthodox
B'nal Aklva and Hadassah's Young
Judea.

The main reason for the
movement's Joining the WZO two
years ago. according to council
president David Zucker. was to
make a statement to the world that It

supported Israel against the UN's
Zlonlsm-means-raclsm resolution.
Conservative Jews "always felt

Zionist," adds Rabbi Benjamin
Krcitxnan of the World Council of
Synagogues. "But the step meant for-

mal membership." It may also
mean WZO funding of Conservative
projects here and abroad.
The World Council, which held Its

international convention In
Jerusalem recently, adopted a
resolution that is viewed favourably
by the WZO: All Soviet Jewish
emigrants leaving Russia on Israeli

visas must first go to Israel and then
decide where they want to live per-
manently.
This resolution, the first of its kind

by a major Jewish organization, is

aimed at bringing down the high
dropout rate of Soviet Jews who
forgo Israel at the Vienna transit

camp.

THE POSSIBILITY that women will

be ordained as Conservative rabbis
at some time in the future haa caus-
ed some excitement in the move-
ment. A commission appointed by

‘ALMOST CHOPPED LIVER’
LETTER FROM LOS ANGELES/Tom Tugend

atmee moli

t pictures,

ereet," I

ar.c "Tra

aoisi

the legend "Quality Since 0738." The
date, one year ago according to the

Hebrew calendar, commemorates
the beginning of the enterprise.

SIMULTANEOUSLY, Weller
launched a small-scale advertising
campaign through the Fresno
newspaper and radio station. One ad
pictured a homely British bulldog

and the headline, "You Don't Have
•to be Jewish to Love Mother Klein’s

Kosher Style Dog Food."
"What’s not to like?" the ad asked.

"We start out with only 100 per cent

brisket of beef in kitchens so clean

your dog could eat off the floor... look

for it in a nice neighbourhood store

near you."
Purchases by Fresno' pet owners

were brisk and the Inventors claim
that they have been besieged by dog
food jobbers and distributors.

Now that the label has proven Its

pulling power, there remains the lit-

tle problem of what to put inside the

cans. Partner Coutroulls has assign-

ed the job to a Los Angeles food

chemist and promises a treat no
canine gourmet will be able to resist.

"It’s gonna be terrific," he
predicts. "I swear, it already smells

just; like a Jewish -dell-"- -As fn most
, To -feed the multitude?, Saul- dls-

dfeb
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^Hing Hours:
Sunday, Monday, Thursday: 10 a.m. — 5 p.m.
Tuesday, Wednesday: 3 p.m. — 10 p.m.
^Friday, Saturday: closed.

**; iv Organized tours must be pre-arranged (Tel. 03-425161).

ChiWren under 6 years old are not ndmflted.

TEMPORARY EXHIBITION GALLERY:

Image Before My Eyes
A photographic History of Jewish Life in Poland. 1864-1939.

Prepared by YTVO Institute for Jewish Research. New York
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:
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Jewish delicatessen, the ingredients

are careflully labeled . ;ga Kosher
stylo, rather than kosher, to protect
the innocent and attract the gullible.

To date, there have been no rab-
binical objections to the enterprise,

Mother Klein’s minions maintain.
Coutroulls expects to have his

three flavours on market shelves in

major American cities within five to

six months, and he is already looking
for new worlds to conquer.

“If this works," be exults, "we can
see extending It to kosher style cat

food and plant food."

WHEN THE OWNERS of kosher-

style fed dogs get a hankering for

their own deli delicacies, they are

likely to phone Junior's in West Los
Angeles. If the customer Is wealthy
and ostentatious, not uncommon In

nearby Beverly Hills, Westwood and
Bel Air, he will add |60 to the bill and
request delivery by chauffeur driven

Rolls Royce or Cadillac.

Marvin Saul, the owner of the

tonlest dell in California, prides
himself on such little touches and his

menu covers used to proclaim
"We're the Rolls Royce of
Delicatessens." Eventually the

British automobile maker threaten-

ed to sue for unauthorized uBe of Its

name and now the menu sports the

more subdued slogan "A Touch of

Class."
Junior’s fancy delivery service,

though, is only the icing on the cake.

The bulk of his $2m. a year In sales

comes from some 15,000 weekly
walk-in customers, who frequently
Include movie stars from the nearby
20th Century Fox studio.

"Vincent Price Btops by here,"
says Saul. "He likes our ham baked
in sherry wine. Anthony Quinn
brings his son and orders chicken In

the pot."
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' penses 52 tons of corned beef a year,
80,000 bllntzes, eight tons of coffee
and 7SO,000 eggs.

Saul protects his profits by main-
taining rigid cost control and
employee security systems. He says
that he was once asked by the
Hebrew University in Jerusalem to
lecture on how to run a small
business efficiently. The real secret

of his success, he reveals, lies In

meticulous attention to his
customers’ wishes.
"Many times the same people eat

here three or four times a week, and
if there’s anything wrong they’ll tell

me," he says. “I want them to do
that. If there is a bone In the lox I

want to know about it. They are pull-

ed out with needlenose pliers, but it

can happen."

WHEN THE STEINBERG family
sat down for its family reunion, it

could have used a caterer, as well as
Interpreters and a world atlas. The
mishpoche came to 220 persons,
spanning four generations and
gathered from eight countries and
seven states In the U.S.

The Idea for the four-day global
reunion originated with the Beverly
Hills branch of the Steinbergs.
"After we saw ’Roots’ on television.

Dr. Gerson Cohen, chancellor of the
Jewish Theological Seminary,
recommended to the Rabbinical
Assembly li to 3 that women should
be ordained by the movement (at
present, only the Reform Movement
ordains women rabbis).
After hearing the report, the

Assembly decided to wait until the
Seminary's faculty senate votes on
the Issue. Although some of the more
traditional Conservative rabbis
strongly oppose the recommenda-
tion, the movement as a whole "will
not split up over this," according to
Rabbi Mordechal Waxman, the vice
president of the council. Most
believe that the proposal will even-
tually be approved and Im-
plemented. but differ on how fast It

will happen and how many women
should be admitted to the Seminary.
While the ravages of assimilation

and intermarriage — and most im-
portantly the low Jewish birthrate—
are taking a toll on the American
Jewish community, the Conser-
vative rabbis interviewed do not
think that the situation Is hopelessly
deteriorating.

"It is a much better organized and
more vibrant Jewish community,
with many more schools and syn-
agogues than there were In the
1930s." suggests Rabbi Waxman.
"We will probably have a million

fewer American Jews in the year
2,000, but they will make up in

quality what they lose In quantity."

we became Interested in tracing our
own background and relatives. We
redoubled our efforts after watching
'Holocaust,'" says Elaine Steinberg,

the driving force of the project.

The local Steinberg committee
started writing to first and .second
cousins, studied genealogical charts,
a.ad. -Advertised -In. .JewisJi
newspapers around the world. Their
search led back to the Polish ihietl of

Skarseika-Kamiena, from which the
Steinbergs had spread out across the

globe, after family patriarch Sam
Steinberg left for the U.S. in 1913.

Hundreds offamilymembers were
annihilated during the Nazi terror,

but the survivors and those who left

earlier generally did well in their

new countries. All paid for their own
trips from Israel, England, France,
Brazil, Columbia, Sweden and
Canada, and for their share of the
meals and 36 rooms reserved at a
local hotel.

As in all family reunions, much
time was devoted to recollections,

exchange of photos and catching up
on recent news. But there were also

seminars in which various
Steinbergs discussed their
professions, a Sabbath dinner and
service, disco dancing, city tours,

Ping Pong and bridge tournaments;

and a farewell brunch.
The final order of business was to

lay plans for the next reunion, five

years hence in Israel, where some 75

family members live. By that time,
the organizers hope, they will be able
to identity, track down and gather
together all of the estimated 500

Steinberg relatives from the four

corners of the world.
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RXSHON LEZION. — As he enters
his second year as headmaster of
this town's Ha'amlt vocational high
school, Zvi Kvody seems determined
to make the place an officers' train-
ing school for industry.

Kvody is known by both his
teachers and pupils as a strong dis-

ciplinarian. Kvody admits he is,

because he believes the pupils must
be trained to be precise, courteous,
and properly dressed.
"First because we are training

them for our Industry, which needs
workers who knowhow to be precise.
Most Important though la that before
they go into industry, most of them
will have to go Into military service,
where these characteristics are very
Important to an army that relies on
high technology."

All the high schools in Rlshon have
uniforms for their pupils. But only

Ha'amIt's brown and yellow uni-

forms are visible. Kvody holds a
parade every morning, come rain or
sharav, at exactly 7:43 a.m. If a
pupil isn't properly dressed or la

late, he receives demerit marks.
If a pupil accumulates 25

demerits, strong action is taken
against him, which could even lead
to his expulsion from the school.
Kvody believes in the "carrot and

stick" theory. So next to the
demerits there is also a merit mark
column. If a pupil Improves in his

studies, he receives merit marks. If

he volunteers to do some odd jobs
around the school during his free
time he also receives merit marks.
At the end of the year, those with 25
or more merits receive awards,
which include scholarships.

KVODY ADDS that today a
vocational high school haa very cost-

ly equipment In its classes. "If we
didn't have strong discipline in the
school, the equipment would he turn-
ed into pieces of junk In a very short
time."
Kvody believes that today a

vocational high school teaches a
child nearly everything. A vocation
can mean even a high ad-
ministrative Job in a bank for in-

stance, he points out.

But Kvody emphasizes that what
Israel needs is highly trained per-
sonnel for industry.
He emphasizes that Industry needs

all kinds of the pupils. Those with
higher grades can continue their
education to become engineers and
those with lower grades can go
directly into Industry as technicians.
He also pointed out that pupils lear-

ning In his school's optical or elec-

tronic studies, can enter para-

Zvl Kvody

medical professions, and not just In-

dustry.
Kvody estimates that In the 1980s

Industry will need about 20,000

engineers and technicians. Some 50

per cent of all Israeli pupils today
study In vocational schools, he said.
Kvody maintains that parents can-

not go wrong by sending their
children to a vocational high school.
“Not only will the child benefit, but
so will the economy of the country,"
he says.

KVODY. In his ’ate fifties, was born
In Poland. Afte-the war he made his
way to Israel ia Poland and Ger-
many, arriving here in 1949.

While in Germany he finished his

technological studies, and completed
a teacher's course at Ort's
vocational teacher’s college in
Switzerland. Later he earned an
M_A. in education.
He served in the Air Force, and

then was put In charge of es-
tablishing a new Ort school in
Glvataylm. Several years later he
was entrusted In establishing a new
vocational high school in Safad.
Three years ago he did It for a

third time, when he started planning
Rlshon Lezlon's first vocational high
school. The school Is called Ha'amlt,
"the friend," and is named for the
late Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey.
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Spriqs in Jerusalem

festival 1979
THEATRE
* “Habeas Corpus” (Britain). A comedy by Allen Bennett.

Jerusalem Theatre: 19.4, 21.4

* Bob Berley (U.S.A.) Pantomime-Clowning. Khan Theatre: 24 .4 , 28 .4 . 28.4

* “Concerto” (France). A "crazy clowns" happening of sounds and
movement. No spoken language. Jerusalem Theatre: 28.4, 28.4.

* “LeS Gatehouses” (France). Musical surrealistic parody.

Khan Theatre: 2.9, 3A, 5.D

* La Mama (U.S.A.) After S successful years In festivals throughout the

world, the Greek Trilogy In Jerusalem. At the Cltadel-Da vld'n Tower.

• “Medea’ * — Inspired by Euripides and Seneca's tragedies. May a, 12

• “Electra” — Miracle Inspired by Sophocles. May 8,7,3,9.10,

1344,19.18,17 (9.30 p.m.)

• “Trojan Women” —Opera epic. May 8,7,8,9,10,1 34445,16,17

(7.1S p.m.)

* Members of the Royal Shakespeare Company i Britain):

• “Merry England” — An Irreverent look at the Englishman.

Khan Theatre: 8.9, 9.5, 104
• “Songs of Songs” and “Black Marigolds.”

Israel Museum: 13,9. 184

• “Pills to Purge Melancholy” —Recital by BUI Homewood.
Israel Museum: 14.9

JAZZ — CABARET
* The Mike Westbrook Brass Band (Britain).

e “Mama Chicago” -Nostalgia Of the 20fl.

Jerusalem Hilton: 28.4, 1.9, S.5 \ Including wine!)

• “Goose Sauce” — Jazz Review, serious and humorous songs.

Jerusalem Hilton: 29.4, 2.5,U (including wine!)
• “Bright as Fire” —Based on Poetry by W. Blake. Y.M.C.A.: 7.5

OPERA
* “H Barblere Di Siviglia” —Opera by Rossini, full stage

performance. Jerusalem Theatre: 12.4, 14.4. 15.4

* “Yoram” —Oratorio by Paul Ben-Halm (World Premiere i Jerusalem
Symphony Orchestra. Jerusalem Theatre: 29.4

* “Orfeus and Euridice” -Opera by Gluck f partly Staged i

Beeraheba Orchestra. Jerusalem Theatre: 7.9

DANCE
* Royal Danish Ballet. BLnyenel Ha’ooma: 12.4 (9 p.m.)
* Bat Dor Dance Company (Premiere). Jerusalem Then ire: 12,5

* **Kol Udmaraa" — Sound and silence. Jerusalem Theatre: 13.5

MUSIC
* Secolo Rarococo (France 1. Soloists from the Orchestra de Paris.

Jerusalem Theatre: 24,4

* Israel Chamber Orchestra -- "Spring in Music." works by

Mendelssohn, Brahms, Kurt Weill, Purcell and Haydn. Jerusalem Theatre:

29.4

* Jerusalem Symphony Orchestra IBA — Independence Day I

Concert. Soloist: Eugene Istomin-piano. JeniMilem Theatre: 1.5 1 7.45 p.m.

i

* Ellgene Istomin (U.S.A.l Plano Recital. Jerusalem Theatre: 2.5 (9 p.m.)
* Michael Lorlmer (U.S_A.) Guitar recital. Jerusalem Thralre: 9.5

* Amaud Dumond (France) Guitar k lute recital. Isme! Museum: 10.5

* Chamber music concerts — JUmn Theatre: 15.4, 22.4, 29.4, b.5, 13.3

* Piano Recitals — Israel Museum : Varda Nishri. 28.4. Hilda Somer, 5.3

OTHER EVENTS
* Jubilee Singers (U.S.A.). A vocal group — spirituals, Afro-American

songs and modern ballads. Jerusalem Theatre: 16.4

* Armenian Music and Dance. Armenian groups, "Ariel"

Ensemble and the Rubin Academy Choir. Jrruutlrm Tbcalrr. 22.4 (7 p.m.»

* “Mos&ico Espanol”. Spanish dance and Songs. Isrurl Museum: 12.5 I

it Charles Aznavour (France) with orchestra.

Bfnyrnel Ha’ooma: 9.5, 10.9, 12.9

Street Performances will be presented In Jerusalem during the festival.
Please watch for notices.

At the Cinematheque — Theatre and Dance movies during the festival.

Tickets: at the Jerusalem Theatre, Sun.-Thur.. 4-8 p.m. Tel. 02-687187 and nt
•Cartls-Onr "Bcn-Naim” and "Cabana." Tel Aviv: "Union." "Rococo" flnd
“Hadron." Reduced rales for groups In Jerusalem: at the Jerusalem Theatre ami
"KL-tini," 8 Shamal St., Tel. 02-240893 And In Tel Aviv: "Rococo.” 93 Dizcngoff St
Tel. 03-248824, 223603.
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(Above) ofkitchenanddining area. The kiWlienUo^tm^ihaiit^^^h fa

and oven on the right side (not visible in the photograph). Behindfa Wattjwrtngfa %•
photograph is -the refrigerator. The dining area has a country-style table and two wooden benches. The l^ .

of the old plan were olosed offand the recesses used for open storage alcoves. .

:

(Left) Detail of fa kitchen cabinets. The lower oabinets am qf browr^wood ydth a white marb

counter. The upper row ofcupboards is ofwood withfrosted, glass doors. Bhte andiMite.cemmio tOeeffa. .

space between lower cabinets and the central wooden shelf. ‘
-

.

:
'

."-I :

(Below) View from the street of the front of fa building. "Our” apartment is.at fa back.
.'ty*

(Bottom left) Viewfrom fa dining area and kitchen towards the U\oer.level of fa apartment, showing.,

living room arid the door leading out to the garden, where meats are served onsummer days. The uppevUr]:

fon the left} consists of a play comer which can also be transfortned fnto a guest bedroom.'
.

(Bottom right} Viewfrom the lower living-room area up towards fa kltchen dnd dining &rea, showinffX[--

haUway connecting the new section with the old. -
:

* ;

...

'

Kitchenconversion
From being of only marginal interest, this Haifa kitchen was transformed into the focal

point of the whole apartment. Deborah Lewin reports. Photos by Judy and Kenny.

[
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THE HOUSES on Shoshanat Hacarmel St.

on the Carmel mountain of Haifa lie half-

asleep amid the year-round foliage of green
trees. The upper floors are visible to any
passerby, but the lower storeys are below
street level and hidden from view. The uni-

queness of these lower apartments is in their

windows and porches fac frig "Serosa- the wadi
rich in greenery, giving the tenants a feeling

of complete isolation from the bustling city.

These buildings were built in the late 1940’s

— some of them after World War II and some
after the War of Independence. The common
factor between these two waves of construc-

tion was the need for a quick solution to the

urgent problems of housing in the state in the

making and of the new state. These buildings

have a standard construction plan. Small
apartments for those of modest means were
built on the lowest level, each apartment con-

sisting of two rooms, a small kitchen,
bathroom and porches. "Large” apartments
for the well-off were built on the upper level,

facing the street. Each large apartment con-
sists of three rooms, kitchen, bathroom and
balconies. In both types of apartments, a
small area was designated for the kitchen.

This was a result of the days of austerity: in

those days the palate of the Yishuv got by on
scrambled eggs, leben and salad on weekdays '

and stuffed fish on the .weekend*"— ThuS^thST"*

kitchen played a marginal role in the plan of .

an apartment.
Ora Morag, a Sabra mother of eight-year-

old Tomer, was an actress and is now a
designer of stylish patterns from old lacework
embroidery. Her apartment is on the lowest
level of an apartment house built over 80 years
ago.
Nine years ago Ora and her husband, the

engineer Yitzhak Katz, bought this two-room
apartment for a relatively small amount (see

the “Before" plan). Ora's imagination and her
husband's engineering skills turned the small
apartment Into an impressive achievement by
exploiting the mountainous topographical con-

ditions. In this case, they served as an Impor-
tant advantage in planning. The addition to
the apartment was built over a hole that was
dug beside the porch which faces the w&di. As
a result of the excavation, a vertical space
was created, which became the sitting-room
and gallery. A "staircase connects the older up-.

'^pfei^KVel'Wttfrthe new lower owe. As a result,

the. apartment now has an entirely new func-
tional arrangement, to suit "the needs and
preferences of the whole family.

The kitchen was shifted from the edge to the
centre of the apartment, a dining nook was
added alongside it, and together it forms the
dominant element of the living area.

Its old location was transformed into Ora’s
studio.

The construction took half a year and for
over three years Ora worked on renovations
and minor changes, using all her imaginative
powers. As she says : "Planning an apartment
is never done.”
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LIKE EVERYTHING else, floor
tiles have their fashions. Ripping
them up and laying down a new set

is, however, such a strain on the
household that only the most inane
and rich among us would do soimere-
ly to keep up with the latest trend.
But If floor tiles were placed one

layer over the other, like dti ligation*
or coats of paint — & tile tel, say —
then we could make an
archaeological slice and observe our
own tile history of the last century.
For many years, the standard

floor tile here was cement and stone,

20 cm. by 20 am-, and you could have
it in any colour so long as It was
oatmeal. When I first saw these, I

thought them a wonderful piece of
Israeli decor, so practical and
somehow more exotic than the fine

old parquet which is standard
abroad. This was before I saw the
old, decorated Arab-style tiles which
our plain oatmeal replaced.
Nowadays, tiles have grown to 30

cm. by 30 cm.; their cost has in-

creased geometrically. The new
trend is to have the mosaic mixture
include quite large pieces of marble,
often Italian, as well as little hunks
of stone. They now come in prac-
tically every colour, from off-white

to nearly-basic black, from forest
green to cold salmon, flecked by
chips or chunks of all sorts of other
colours.
Also very popular in this kra of

happiness through excessive home-
furnishing are ceramic tiles for
bathroom and kitchen floors, and
sometimes for other rooms. Ceramic
tiles (fired clay with a baked glaze)
usually cost at least twice as much
as ordinary cement _ones.. This
means that they are naturally much
in demand here, especially when
imported and really expensive. Once
upon a time ceramic tiles appeared
only on the walls around bathtub and
sink and any colour other than white

Socio-archaeology

of floor tiling

Marja Wolska does some ground work.
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The Oiuska father and son with their ethnic, tiles. (MHIman)’

would have been thought madness.
Now. in a surge of expansionism,

they are found on floors as well.
When I asked, at two local ceramic
tile showrooms, why it was good to
have them on floors. I was on both
occasions given a glance of contempt -

combined with pity, for any fool

knows that "It's a question of
beauty'.* and "They are much better
and are easier to clean.’’

But I found myself troubled by a
vague realization that something is

wrong with the idea of ceramic tiles
1

for bathroom or kitchen floors in a
land where

.
the whole house is

traditionally floored in waterproof

cement tiles.

Suddenly, in the middle of the

night, the explanation came to me.
In Europe and America, where most
floors are wood, something water-

proof in kitchen and bathroom is

needed. What we are doing now. by
mindlessly copying this arrange-

. meat, seems conspicuous consump-
tion to the point of idiocy. As to which
wear better : cement tiles come in all

qualities and much depends on how
well they are laid. Also, there are
always some lemons in^everything. I

have seen 25-yeor-ald ones looking
good as new, and brand new ones
•chipping and cracking.

Back now at our tile tel. we Inspect

the earliest layer of this century.
Look! Our dusty eyes are suddenly
gladdened by a series of charming
geometric designs much like the
patterns made by a kaleidoscope,
that fascinating toy which preceded
and in its way exceeded TV.
These are the floor tiles that once

graced the better homes of this part
of the" world. Geometric, identical,

.. four of them making a unit but also

continuing on to connect with the
next repeated unit, they were almost
always in traditional colours of
brick, yellow ochre, dark grey,
sometimes greyish green or blue.

Friends who lived in these old houses
before air-conditioning tell me that

one of life '8 pleasures in a heat wave
was to wet the tiles and pad around
on them barefoot. I am also told that

they were easy to clean and even
grew more beautiful with time. Cer-
tainly they were built for the ages:

you sometimes2 see parts of such a
patterned floor still more or less in-

tact where once a house stood.
The obvious theory to occur to our

theoretical tile archaeologist would
certainly be: "What awful
catastrophe must have struck here!
what disaster engulfed this former
highly developed civilization to ex-
plain the decline In living standards
and home decoration, this descent
from gracious and pleasing design!
What rfun the earlier, more
sophisticated Inhabitants must have
had staring for hours at the soothing
geometry. Too bad they were engulf-
ed by barbarians from - elsewhere.
with their later layers of primitive,
undecorated though sometimes gar-
ishly mettled tiles of on obviously
lesser culture.”
When I ask friends who once lived

among the old tiles how they explain
the change to the plain ones, aside
from the mass-production re-

quirements of the mass-immigration

period — they shrug rather sadly

and say, “Well, it's Just a change of

fashion..."
Of course, a patterned floor —

either bordering the edge of the

room, or overall, or centred— limits

room arrangements and can become
"tiresome.” On the other hand, this

is the atmosphere of the Middle
East, of which we are supposed to be
a part and whose tradition is neither

Instant nor disposable.

Those Israelis who do not believe

every room ought to look like one in

Scarsdale and are attracted by the

tiles of yesteryear are almost always
. those whose origins are (like mine,
for instance, and most of my
friends') far from the Middle Blast.

People with such quaint tastes

have a hard time finding ethnic tiles.

Either they have to pay contractors'
demolition teams to spare the tiles

of old houses and, at great expense,

scrape off the old cement. Or else

they track down Arab suppliers. I

have a friend who located some in

Tulkarm and exhausted herself lug-

ging them to Tel Aviv.
Imagine my excitement, then,

when I learned that, way down on
Herzl Street (No.130), a father-and-

son establishment is today produc-
ing these very decorated tiles. The
name of the place is "Lariats"; the
Arm's main business is supplying
the material for what is called
“schpritz" and also the normal
modern "mosaic" tiles in various

colours, which are manufactured
elsewhere by two associated fac-

.

tortes. The father and son are
Ya'acov and Avner Gluska. The alt-

neu tiles are a small and hardly
profitable part of the business. They
produce them — imagine — because
they love them. What makes this

even more remarkable Is the fact

that the Glwktus are Yemenites.
Imagine, a successful young
/Yemenite who is entranced by the

beauty of his own traditions! Avner,
at 41," is, I should explain, so zriuch

part of the modern world that he
practises yoga, is manned '..to a
teacher of Polish origin, arid lives in
Zahala (he built his pwn.'hbuqe).
Perhaps the fact that fa&has comqteo
far from his origins explains -bis

devotion to the tiles he grewirip with,

in Neveh Zedek-
Ya'acov Gluska, at T8,'Still.doer a

full day’s work hauling' ..material

around town to fill orders. His older
brother, the late Zacfaarfa Gluska,

.

was a famous figure hithe Yemenite
community here. He waa anjembet
of the First Knesset and trie founder.^

of the Yemenite party land, the hus-
band of an Americaja-born
Ashkenazi woman), arid the author
of a book on the Yemenites, which
Ya’akov proudly showed me. .

Zacharia, Ya'acov, their .parents
and brothers and sisters camefrom

•

the Yemen in 1909 and settled in

Neveh Zedek, in a house on Rehov
Kfar Saba, where Ya'acov still lives i

and where Avner was born!
The present tile establishment is a

continuation of one set up in Jaffa

years ago by Ya'aCov with an' Arab
partner. The decorative tiles are to-

,.

day. still made'; lay Arabs:.
"Nowadays you can’t getJewa.to doT-

this kind of work." Avne* send* t£e

raw materials to Gaza, and claim* ,

that h 1 a r eq.uir.era enter : a rtd

specification* are higher than What
,

the Arabs produce . in their own
.

'

workshops. The Gaza factory with,-

wfaich he is associated belongs to an '

old family friend — "a shefkh myy
father used-to work/with. Iri fact/ it^_

was my father who wri* asked to go ;j

to the father of the sheikh's bride to -,

ask for her hand in marriage',-'which ,v
-

was a very great honour.” -
~

Small quantities of three different;

patterns are in stock in the Gluska*'
Herzl Street establishment, a busy *

,

and far from glamorous, centre for

.
construction workers. I to

protesting that the price for

decorated ones — about half tbs

many ordinary ' tiles, far leu ti

half of most ceramic tiles, and 1

.than some linoleum,ones I have a

. - is ridiculously tow. (The plao

. worth a visit
-

Just for the experie

•of complaining about low prto

AKhbqgn.
the',decorative tiles ax

labour of love, there is no shorts*

customer* among bright yo»

couples building dream home*
- places like7 Herzliya Fituah

RamarHasharon. (This may he

place toymention that families’

continue" .to live in the equal®

.-tower Herzl Street. The passing!

:

vfic rears practically inside t

. Jaedroom*,'.- .and ' their
1 cone

' certainly do not include ebarn

* nostalgic elements of decor.)

Both Gluska* agree on tf

; favourite among the patterns. I

. of these toes make a circular i

and It hangs, on the wall frame
;
. dark grey half-tiles. Set inthe ce

of a -floor, it would look UJ
' marvellous rug. The dlssdvam
*of course/is that it can’t be chan

.. On toe other. hand, tt can’t be iw

- The

'

designs are made wit

'cooper form, grey with u«

.

: measuring 20 by 20 cm. ItlookaU

ycookie-cutter with delusion!

grandeur. The cement-ao“^
mixtures, in different colours, g*

after the other, into each com}

- toenf arid axe .-then stamped
: “We are actually using tw*

;modem of two methods," Avne

* plained. Vlnihe old-days, a
J

mbeture yas" used, so tw ®

•separation was really twaudfoiJ

act.Today, in the interests of*

. tad tasev s more liquid

used, and tt. drips through, ®

colour separation is riot so an*

“Bat Fin thinking of going oi

the old method,**, he added *

dreamy look..

MODERN STYLED
KITCHEN IN

MANY DIFFERENT
DESIGNS AND COLORS
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's Choice

kitchens & accessories

•j karinj
n,.-**

L kitchen remodelling
of planning and chopping

The time to start is aa early
alble — before the new

_ Is completed (find out what
builder puts in and what•-ood _

WaKdjfi^
,Nwance. he maHea for sub-

or before any changes
:*t u oi „ (made hi the old kitchen.

el<,f th.
choice, to make la mainly

a^tween one of the local modular
a p companies, or & private

S^Ji^jpenter. Imported kitchen
n ana Jinwi^tneta are also available In Israel,

ranches ofDanish Interiors, or at
Itat, In Tel Aviv,

largest modular kitchen com-
with branches all over the

'dry, are Regba, at 30 Ibn Gvirol
'et in Tel Aviv, Danar, at 23 Ibn

>>1, Mahal, at 13 Ibn Gvirol, and
j, at 166 Derech Petach Tikva.
»ere are quite a few good reasons
jrderlng from one of the above
bushed companies, security be-

| |

Pbe main one. The kitchen com-

| j
1

jes work with set prices accor-

I
1

, to contracts. They keep to the
i |ery date promised, and offer a
L-rear warranty on repairs. Even
- 1 the year's guaranteed period,
v mstomer still has an address to~

*to if something goes wrong,
r many people there la comfort

from sample kitchens
|

r many
Loosing

About to buy a new
kitchen, or have your
present one remodelled?

Jennifer Arenstein tells
«

you how to do it.

and picture catalogues. They know
exactly what they are buying, and
can much better envision the finish-

ed kitchen in their own apartment.
Moat of the companies offer quite a
large selection of designs, with
variations of colour, trimmings and
accessories.
Trained designers are present at

every branch office, to draw up a
plan for the kitchen and estimate the
cost, a service which is included In

the price of the kitchen.
The larger kitchen companies

mentioned above work according to
modular units, not “running
metres" or any other method of pric-
ing.
The rough estimate is the first step

of the ordering process. You can do
this for yourself by studying the
company’s catalogue, and choosing
the units that appeal to you accor-
ding to how much space you have.

(Ml11man)

The designers at the branch office,

however, arc trained for this pur-
pose and will make you a rough es-

timate for no cost — and for no
obligation.

The designers take all factors Into

consideration, such as the number of
people in the family, how much they
use the kitchen, and special
appliances. They try to design an ef-

ficient kitchen, with the least space
between the three centres of cook-
ing. refrigerator and work space.
This preliminary design usually

remains in the hands of the com-
pany, until the customer makes his

final decision to order. At this time, a
deposit Is paid, an agent comes to

your home and takes exact
measurements, and a draftsman
draws up a final plan.
With this technical plan, final

choices are made with regard to

model, colour, accessories, etc., a
contract Is signed, and a sizable
down payment is made, usually 40-50

per cent. This secures the price, un-
less the customer himself delays the
delivery date for long periods of time
because of apartment alterations or
some other problem. The large com-
panies offer 20 per cent plus Value
Added Tax off for new immigrants.

It is wise to make sure that all

preliminary work in the kitchen will

be completed well In advance of the
Instalment date agreed upon for the
cabinets. A checklist would Include
the following Items:
• Plumbing: Do the water taps and
drain pipe conform to the final plan
for the cabinets? (In an old building,
the architectural plans for the
building should be available at the
City Engineer's Department.!
• Electrical and gas outlets must
also conform to the plan. The elec*
trlcal outlets should no: be behind
the cabinets.

• Plaster work: Are the walls
straight and the floors level? Are
they in good condition?
The delivery date Is usually four to

six months after the signing of the
contract, depending upon the com-
pany and the model ordered. (Wood
takes longer than formica.) The final

payment is made upon Instalment,
or a few days before the Instalment.
The kitchen companies, os a rule,

provide only the cabinets and
counter-tops. Tiling, for example,
must be ordered elsewhere, although
the kitchen company will advise you
with regard to decorating Ideas. The
central Regba showroom at 30 Ibn
Gvirol St. in Tel Aviv shares a floor

with Dlran furniture and also a tile

company, providing for one-stop
finishing of your kitchen.
Most companies sell either for-

mica counter tops with stainless

steel sinks, or marble tops with
porcelain sinks. "Decora],** or tex-
tured formica, is very popular for
counter tops. The Rim company
offers only formica counters, with
the choice limited to three colours.

The modular, mass-produced
kitchen companies make their
cabinets primarily from chipboard,
or pressed wood, known in Israel as
"sebU." The inside of the cabinets,
the shelves, and the Inside of the
drawers are usually covered with
P.V.C. qr whlte Melamine.
The matter of materials used Is the

cause of many questions asked by
prospective buyers. "Seblt** has
developed a bad reputation in Israel,

largely because It is cheaper than
“sandwich*’ board (layers of
plywood and chipboard), and can
swell under damp conditions.
*‘ MSeblt” users claim that this
reputation 1s undeserved, and. caus-
ed by the inferior work previously
done with It in Israel. If "seblt'* Is

covered properly, with formica or
P.V.C., its quality matches tbat of
"sandwhlch" board at 20 per cent
less cost. "Seblt,” made Industrially

through a process of compression,
affords absolutely no chance for In-

sects to live Inside it.

The fashion aspect of choosing a
kitchen, and the big price
differences, are all In the doors.

Today IMfefcXPQ

Regba and Danar offer about 30
different models — a few more if one
counts colour variations. *Pjrr. dis-
plays six models, or sev£n if a
change in the handles is included.
The door models are chipboard
covered with formica, textured for-
mica, or wood veneer, or, in some
cases, solid wood.
Wood doers are carefully treated

against water and insects through a
Jong drylng-out process. Regba
offers a mahogany panelled door.
Danar features solid oak or pint*

doors. The imported, treated woods
ore very expensive, costing 40 to 50
per cent more than formica. At pre-
sent. Rim offers an oak veneer door,
though new wood models are in the
making.
Although there arc hundreds of

formica colours arid textures on the
market, most companies work with
about 12 standard colours, with other
choices possible for an extra charge.
Rim limits the selection completely
to three or four colours per model,
with no variations possible, but
claims that these colours are
carefully chosen for suitability and
popularity, and that some of the
colours ore exclusive to them.
The mode! designs are constantly

changing, although slowly. Usually
one or two designs are dropped or

added each year. Some prospective
buyers feel that this slow turn-over
will result in their ordering exactly
the same kitchen that many before
them or after them have bought or
will buy.
This desire for something unique is

one of several reasons why many
people choose to go to a private
carpenter for their kitchen. The
modular kitchens are well made,
and contemporary in styling, but
there are those with an aversion to
anything mass-produced.
There are other perfectly valid

reasons why someone may choose to

hire a private carpenter. Frequent-
ly. only part of the kitchen is being
remodelled. Involving a few custom-
made units, with the old doors being
replaced to match tbe new ones. In
some cases, the^dtehen - or the
customer’s needs present special
problems that the modular kitchens
cannot solve. Sometimes the
customer wants closer control over
the materials being used.

Price, of course, is always a fac-

tor. although in this case an elusive
one. Depending upon the Job to be
done and the carpenter hired, the
final price may be as high as twice
as much, or somewhat lower, or es-
sentially the same as a similar job
by a kitchen company.

A well-established carpenter will

usually be able to quote you an ap-
proximate price per running metre
(today about IL3.500 for formica in-

side and out i , but some will only give
an overall-estimate based on your in-

dividual plan.

The most Important single factor
for success In hiring a carpenter is to

know who you're dealing with. Ee
sure he’s well recommended, and by
all means go and look at work he's
done and talk to the clients. In hiring
a carpenter, the customer Is not well
protected. Endless problems may
arise, unforseen shortages, price
hikes, and army service may
appear, and the customer bears the
brunt.
Private carpenters as a rule do not

appreciate things like contracts,
receipts, warranties, and
guarantees. Again, your best protec-
tion is to have hired a trustworthy
carpenter. There are. however,
some basic steps you con take to In-

crease the chances for success:
• Be sure you know exactly what
materials the carpenter Is using
every step of the way. i Carpenters,
as opposed to modular kitchen com-
panies. usually use sandwich board
rather than chip board, and cover
the inside of cabinets and shelves
with formica rather than P.V.C.).
You should know what you are pay-
ing for. This includes the hinges,
rollers, handles.
• Find out exactly what he is going
to need before be starts working, and
buy It all, right from the beginning.
(Be sure be has a place to store it).

This should eliminate price rises due
to the price changes in the market.
• Make sure that all the
preliminary conditions in the kitchen
are satisfactory \as before putting in

a modular kitchen): wails, floor,

plumbing, electrical and gas outlets.
• Often a carpenter's work reflects

what he wanted and not what you
wanted. Be sure he understands.
• Be sure you understand what
you've ordered. Sometimes what
was agreed to in the plan does not
turn out to be what the customer had
in mind.
• If the carpenter works with an
architect in drawing up your kitchen
plan, find out If this Is included in the
price, or If there will be an additional
architect's fee.
• Is the delivery Included in the

price?
• Tiling is done after the floor, or
bottom, cabinets have been install-

ed. Are the dates coordinated? (In-

cidentally. & lot of bargaining and
dealing goes on with tiles. Be sure
you know if you are buying local or
imported tiles.)

Today is edited by Joanna Yehiel

|pots from Taiwan or crockery from Britain;

i local stores are bringing the outside

into our kitchens, writes Michal Yudelman.
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Plus is a store full of
Tamara’s view that things can be

both beautiful and functional- Andis a store cuu or ooui oeaumui «««•«- -----

jtfJ'toil. wings. Although you can ' everything is exclusive (in Israel) to

--.everything here from cushions
•

=n
't;:^or*H|ats. the speciality is

.r ware.
‘ ' -V feSE

8®® much of our everyday
kitchen." Those hours

"toade enjoyable, says
“aUniAu, creator and

r ail: Danish Plus shops.

>es that people should

.1 things for their own
i tbeybuy them as gifts

triepda. With this
.ahe .has designed and
'.'hew stores, which
c!rutting browsing site-

L,to-Danish Plus has
selected to reflect

Danish plus.

Expensive? "People assume our

shops are more expensive. But it Is

definitely not more expensive than

other local shops selling similar

quality stuff.”

The best proof of this, Tamara

believes, is the kind of people who

shop there. Danish Plus shoppers

come from all walks of life. Including

mosbavniks buying in quantity for

several families at once.

”1 don’t think young people should

have to wait years until they can af-

ford nice things.'* Tamara states,

and shows me many items almost

• Wicker stool

from the
East (left)

and *traw
mat, both
from.Class.

anyone could afford — that is,

anyone who cares about beautiful

things.

Every item in a set of crockery,
pots or storage containers can be
purchased individually, "so people
can start building a set over the
years, even if they start with only
one cup," Tamara explains. - -»

The pottery in. DanishPlus is hand-
made In England and comes in con-
tainers for sugar, flour, soup bowls,
teapots and complete dinner and tea
sets, all of the oven-to-t&ble variety,

meaning they're handy to cook in
and attractive enough to serve In.

Elegant one-flower vases run from
IL00 to IL250. A Chinese wok costs

1L460.

Tamara Tollman worked
previously as a designer and
overseas buyer for Danish Interiors.

With that experience, and Danish
Interiors' backing, Tamara, who im-
migrated to Israel from Argentina in

1663, decided to launch a new
business venture: Danish Plus. The
chain of shops, some Inside Danish
Interiors stores, some entirely on
their own, is owned by Danish
Interiors and Tamara together.
Tamara also sells furniture, woven
rugs, baskets, bedroom linens and
accessories, wine glasses and
everything you can imagine for a
kitchen. She Imports the merchan-
dise from England, Denmark, Italy

and the Far East; textiles are
printed In Israel, but like everything
else she sells, are exclusive to
Danish plus.

LESS exclusivity, but more variety
awaits the shopper In Dizengoff’s
Class. Amos Flnklestein, the
manager, explains that the store
belongs to Argad Import Company,
which imports 90 per cent of all the
merchandise and distributes It In its

stores.
Most of Class’s kitchen and dining-

room ware come from the Far East
"because they're big on producing
that stuff right now," says Flnkle-
stein.

Class has many different sized
cast iron pans, whose main advan-
tage Is in heat preservation. They
heat up speedily but cool down slow-
ly, and are very easy to clean after
soaking. And they're cheap, com-
pared to other pots and pans.

Still relatively new In Israel are
ceramic cooking pots. They are ex-
tremely decorative, and after using
one for cooking and serving, you can
store it in the refrigerator as It is. A
big pot costs 11/199, while a smaller
one costs XL119. Deeper pots with
lids run from XL199.
We move to the crockery shelves

and here I am told that all the
chlnawarc from the British
.Midwinter firm Is oven-proof, or
"oven-to-table" as they say In the
trade.

A cute little tea-for-two set, in
three patterns, from Japan and
Taiwan, costs IL299. .Porcelain
Chinese soup bowls complete with
teaspooon cost IL99,

Class has an amazing selection of
mugs, mostly imported from tbe Far
East. These come In all shapes,
colours and sixes. Especially attrac-

tive to the Israeli buyer are large
mugs, used also for soup bowls,

which are ILT9. The manager tells

me that the Orgad company is

Israel's largest Importer of mugs,
straw and wood products.

All the wooden bowls, cutting
boards, goblets, serviette rings and
chopsticks in Class are made of teak.
You can also find wooden trays,
plates, cutlery, ashtrays, pipe-
stands. serving bowls.

Italian glass eating sets are also
available by the piece.

And of course, we must not forget

the wok. The cheapest one comes by
itself for IL16B, while the more
elaborate one comes complete wllb a
ladle, tossing spoon, a stand, a Jld

and an oil separating screen, for

IL699.

THE tMf-PRICE KITCHEN WITH
THE DHRAB1E EHRSH THE HKH-KICBS
CAN’T HUTCH.
Rim introduces Compact A

unique kitchen ensemble with the
new Alkor Top finish. An imported
high-quality coating, stronger and
more durable than anything you’ve
ever seen before. Alkor Top resists

stains, cracks, scratches, scrapes— even dry heat and steam won’t
affect it That’s why Alkor Top is

such a hit in Europe, where it

faithfully serves some of the
world’s largest manufacturers of
kitchen furniture.

if you’re looking for a modem,
superior kitchen, Rim would like to
introduce you to Compact You
won’t find it with any other
manufacturer or private carpenter
... only at Rim. And Rim offers you
Compact at an unprecendented
price.

tiiiixilid
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The ideal antiseptic

for cuts and scrapes.

Non-burning, non-

staining. Used in all

\ hospital operating

\ , rooms. Now
' 1

in all Pharmacies

\

* for home use —
) in liquid or cream.

iWHAT’S ON
Notices In thin feature are charged at TLMM per line Including VAT; insertion '^ve.
day costs IL730.2O Including VAT, per month. Copy accepted at offices of The Jerusalcr
^at and aU recognized advertising agents. -r

TELEVISION- . .

EDUCATIONAL: 8.10 English B. 8JO
Language and Communications 3-5.

s.oo Regiuh s. 0.20 Math/Geometry fi.

9.40 Programme for kindergarteners.

10.10 Literary selections. 10. SO

Math/Geocietry 9. 11.10
Algebra/Geometry 8. 11.30 Advice
and guidance 7. 13.00 English 9. 12.30

Literature 7-9. 12.40 Geography 6.

13.00 English 10. 13.40 Biology 9-10.

14. SO This la It (repeat). 15.30
Everyman's University — English.
10.00 Handiwork. 16.1B English 9.

.

16.38 Books and stories. 17.00 Popular
Science

CHILDREN’S PROGRAMMES:
3.7.80 The Mouse Factory: Which
Witch Is Which?
18.00 Programme for children —
from Bialik to A. Hlllel

ARABIC-LANGUAGE programmes:

18.80 News roundup
18.32 Flash Gordon. New series about

a mysterious star threatening the

world.
10.80 News and weekly magazine

21.80 Second. Look — news
background and analysis
22-00 Rubens. Part 2 of a new 6-part
Belgian serial about the life of the
famous16th century artist
22-55 Entertainment — James Last
and his Orchestra
33.40 Almost Midnight — News

HEBREW PROGRAMMES
resume at 20.00 with Up to Eighteen
— bi-weekly youth magazine
20.30 All In the Family — Mike and
Gloria inert

23.00 Mabct newsreel

JORDAN TV (unofficial!

:

17.40* Cartoons. IBJSO French Hour.
19.00 News in French. 19.80 News In

Hebrew. 19.45 Music Box. 20.00 News
la Arabic. 20M The Good Life. ZU0
Eddie Capra. 22.00 News in English.
2215* Lily Langtry.

* (JTV 8, Shows with asterisks con-
tinue on JTV 3.)

I First Programme

Second Programme Army

7.07 Morning Melodies
8.10 (Stereoj: Morning Concert —
Gustav Mahler: Symphony No. 3, ,

Paris 2 & 0 (Levine): Lteder Elites

Fahrendan Gecellen (Fischer-
Dieskau, Kubelik); Movement for

Plano Quartet, Cantilena; 3 Songs
from Des Knaben "Wunderhorn
(Ludwig-Berry-Bernstein) ; Sym-
phony i\o. 7 Nachtgeaarg (Solti);

Symphony No. 4 Finale
(Hellin'*)

;

"Symphony No. 8, Scherzo
(Levine i ; Lleder aus der Jugendzeit
(Fischer-Dieskau) ; Symphony No. 1

Part 3 i Levine)
10.05 Radio story
10.13 Elementary school broadcasts
11.35 Tunes from the Distant Past
12.05 (Stereo): Yalr Klees, violin;

Arieb Vardl, piano — Telemann:
Fantasy In A, for Violin Solo;
Mozart: Sonata in G, K. 879; Mar-
ttnon: Sonatina No. 9, for Violin
Solo; Stravinsky: Divertimento
33 .00 (Stereo): Britten ; Excerpts
from the opera The Rape of Lucretia
(Janet Baker, Heather Harper.
Peter Pears, John Shirley-Quirk)
14.10 Children's programmes
ISIS Speaker's Podium
19.55 Notes on a new book
16.05 (Stereoj: Bach: St. Matthew's
Passion-Finale (Karl Richter)

;

Telemann: Zhr Voelker. faoert, Can-
tata (Fischer-Dieskau, Rampal)

17.15 Meir HamIk. piano — Doran:
Chaconne: Burgmueller: 12 Pieces
for Children; Shostakovich: 2

Preludes ; Prokofiev: Sonata No.7
22.05 (Stereo) : Part 1 — Tel Aviv
Rubin Academy Orchestra, Shalom

,

Ronli-Rlklla conducting: Mosart:
Divertimento. K.136; Partos:
Concertino for Strings; Schubert:
Rondo for Violin ft Orchestra;
Tchaikovsky: Serenade for Strings;
Part 2 — Schubert: Trout Quintet
lEman Wlesel, Yoram Lipaid, Irlt

Lavie, Doran Tolater. Gideon Leven-
- son)
00.10 (Stereo): Chamber 'Music —

.

Beethoven: String Quartet, Op. 18,
--„ No. 9; Mendelssohn: Viriatloaa and

Scherzo for String Quartet

7.00 This Morning — news magazine
8.10 Good Morning — songs, chat
13.08 Midday — news commentary
14.10 Stage and Screen — songs from
musicals
15.05 Nostalgic songs
16.10 Direct Line — Press conference
17.10 In the Shadow of the Stars —
thriller (repeat)

18.05 Programme for Senior Citizens
38.43 Sports magazine
19.00 Today — people and events In

the news
19.47 Bible Reading — Ezekiel 87, 88

20.05 Middle East Crossroads —
political commentary (repeat)
21.05 Light music forwind ensembles
22.05 Programme on halacha
28.05 Magazine on entertainment and
the arts

DIAL LOCATIONS
AM In hlloHi-rts

FM in MrgaHerUM Pro-
Hrammr

tndPro-

pnun me

Central
Israel AM: 37A 638

FM : 91.3

J*mam AM- STD

1189
639

710
FM: 1.3

'

Haifa
arm AM: S73 1203

B’sheXui
FM- - 89.4 103.9

area AM: STD 536
FM: 888 103.8

Baled
area AM: STS 843

FM 8GB 10] 1
IT|lpf AM: 143? 1169

FM. 102.9 99 3

7.07 On Drivers and Traffic ; reports
from police positions, features on
transportation, quizzes, information
on tours of the country
8.05 IDF morning newsreel
9.05 Israeli Winter — Ell YlaraeU
presents three hours of music, gags.
Jokes, guest stars, news flashes and
the "Red Line" — Listeners 1,1111 03-

880222 the moment something
newsworthy happens
12.45 15 Minutes — political com-
mentary
13.05 Today's Favourite — songs
with a special them*

_

16.09 We are not alone —the lost two
'hours (part 2, repeat)

23.35 University on the Air (repeat)
22*.05 The Story of a Convoy during
the War of Independence (part 2.

repeat)
23.05 Music Lover — Rail Lavie

,
presents classical music selections
00.06 Night Birds — songs, chat with
Danl Karpel

NEWS IN ENGLISH
7.00 (Fourth, Fltth) •

14.00 (Fourth. Fifth) *

18.00 (Fourth) '

.20.00 (Fourth) •

‘22.00 (Fifth) •

.30 (Fifth) •

Fourth programme: 737 kHz;
Jerusalem area 674; central and
southern Israel 1025
* Fifth programme: Shortwave and
FM S8.2 MHz

VOICE OF PEACE
Continuous music 24 hours a day.

News broadcasts: Weekdays—hourly
7.00 a.m.-18;00 p.m.: 22.00-24 .OftSatur-

daya 9 a.,n-18.00 p.m.; 22.00-24.00

NEWS BULLETINS
Army Radio: Every houron the hour.
First Programme: Every two hours,
from 7 a.m. to midnight. 6 p.m.
broadcast Is In easy Hebrew. Second
Programme; 6.05 a_m., then every
hour on the hour until 1 a.m. Third
Programme: Hourly, from 6 a-m. to
midnight.

NEWS COMMENTARY
Second Programme: Following, the
news at 7 a.m. 1 p.m.,and 7 p.m
-Army-Radio: Foliowingrfiie 8*Stan,

and 5 p.m. news and at 11.40 p,m.

BBC •

1322 KDoHertz:
‘Overseas'Service newsreels at 14.00,

17.00 and 20.15. . \

CINEMAS

Jerusalem: 4, 7, 9

Araoa: Beach Police; Cinema 1: The
Night of Cablria 7.30, Decameron
9.15; Eden; Crazy Horse; Edison:
Superman 4, 6.45, 9.15; Habirah: Go
tell the Spartans; Hfir: F.LS.T. 6.80,

9.15; Mitchell: Foul Play 6.45, B.15,

Wed. also at 4; Orgll: Deniu Uzala 4,

6.45, 9; Orion: Scorcby; Orna:
Summerfleld; Ron: Convoy;
Semadar: House Colls 7, 9.15; Small

Audltorinm, Blnyenel Ha’ooma: A
Touch of Class 7, 9.15;

Wooden Gun 4.80;, 7.10, 9.30; Hod:
Mean Dog Blues; Limor: Vlolette

Noziere 4.30, 7. 9.30: Maxira: Comes a
Horseman; Mograb!: Convoy 4.80,

7.30, 9.30; Ophir: Gypsies go to

Heaven; Orly: The Thirty Nine
Steps; Paris: Alfredo, Alfredo, till

Divorce Do Us Part 10, 12, 2, 4, 7.15,

9.30; Peer: F.LS.T.; Ramat Aviv:
Halahaka 715, 9.30, Tues. also at

4.30; Royal: IAm Not Feeling Myself
Tonight 10. 12, 2, 4, 7.30, 9.30;

Staabaff: Interiors; Studio: Valentino
4.30;. 7, 9.60; Tchelet: An Enemy of

the People; TelAviv: Superman; Tel
Aviv Museum: The Lacemaker;
Zafon: Mon Premier Amour.

Play: Ron: Convoy; Shavlt:
Providence 6.45, 9.

Ramat Gan 7.15, 9.36

Annon: Saturday Night Fever 4, 7,

9.30; Radar: The Silent Partner 4,

7.15, 9.80; Lily: The Goodbye Girl;

Oasis: Coma 7.15, 9.80, Island on Top
of the World 4; Ordea: Every Which
Way But Loose 4.30. 7.15, 9.30 ;

Rama :

Femme Cherchee.

BeraUyu

David: The Wooden Gun 4, 7, 9.16;

Tlferet: Force 10 From Navarone 7,

9.15.

Tel Aviv: 4 JO, 7.15, 9.36 Haifa 4, 6.45, 9

AJJeoby: Foul Play; Ben Yehuda:
Girl Friends; Chen: Saturday Night
Fever 4.80, 7, 9.30; Cinema Oze:
Blackout 6.30, 7.10, 9.30; Cinema
Two: The Sailor who fell from Grace
with the Sea; Defeel: Midnight Ex-
press 7, 9.15; Drive-In: Chitty Chitty

Bang Bang 7.15, Kelly's Heroes 9.30;

Esther: Sybil; Gat: Dona FLor and
Her TWo Husbands; Gordon: The

Amphitheatre: The Dirty Gang; Ar-
men: Saturday Night Fever; Atz-

mon: The Wooden Gun; Chen: House
Calls; Gator: The Ghost 10, 2, 7,

Starship Invasions 12, 4. 9; Miron:
Young Lady Chatterley; Moriah:
Blume in Love 6.45, 9; Orah: Super-
man 4, 6.80, 9; Ordan: Julia; Orton:
Confessions of a Porno Star; Orly:
The Lacemaker 6.45, 9; Peer: Foul

Hoton

MJgdaJ: The Goodbye Girl 7.18, 9.30.

Petah Tikva

Shalom: An Unmarried Woman 7,

9.30, Wed. 7 only.

Netanya

HaZaV— Builders of Zionism Groups

Dor Hemshech of the World Zionist Organization
Israel Zionist Council

Settlements and new challenges in Israel await people of initiative and groups from
among Jewish communities abroad.
Groups of Israelis and new immigrants are in the process of crystallization for the pur-
pose of establishing ntew style settlement projects in the Judean Hills, Jerusalem and the
Negev. The projects will be based on enterprises in the following spheres : sophisticated
agriculture, tourism and vacationing, electronic and computer industries, education,
solar energy, research and development.

For complete details and registration, please contact Baruch Shalev, the HaZaV Move-
ment, 4 Rehov Alharlzi, Jerusalem, or 109 Rehov Hayarkon, Dor Hemshech, Tel Aviv.
Tel. 02-639301/594.

REQUIRED

CLERK
for Export Documentation Dept.

Good English and basic Hebrew essential.

Experience desirable.

Good conditions for the right candidate.

Please apply to the Personnel-Department, P.03. 75 — Brenhtw
1

— Discretion Assured —

KA WORKS LTD ^
KEEP YOUR EYES OPEN!

REPORT SUSPICIOUS
OBJECTS

An Expert's Advice

Best Vocation Buys

SWITZERLAND: Magnificent
mountains, lakes, picturesque
villages, excellent hoste tries have
made tourism the number one in-
dustry.

A team of experts from our own
Zurich office has spent weeks in
search of the beat vacation buys.
The result ib the new 24-page colour
PRESTIGE VACATION planner,
published by TRAVEX and now
available FREE from your travel
Agent.

Holidays (Including air fare) start
from IL8.600. with weekend in
Zurich, to H.14,990 for a 15-day
vacation offering 20 hotels, each In a
different resort, and Include a
self-drive ear with unlimited
mileage.

You are Invited to get expert
consultations at TRAVEX LTD.
IN JERUSALEM: 8 Sh&rooi Street— or in TEL AVIV; DAN and
BASEL Hotels, Hayarkon Street,

CLASSIFIEDS
DEADLINES Jerusalem: Weekdays; lo.a.m. of day prior topubUcation. For Friday's
paper; 5 p.m. od Wednesday. For Sunday's paper: 3 pjn. on Thursday. Tel Aviv and
Haifa: Weekdays and Friday: 12 noon two days prior to publication. For Sunday's
paper: 12 noon' Thursday.

'

Ads are accepted at all offices of The Jerusalem Post (for addresses see masthead on

back page) and at all recognized advertising agencies.
. .. ,u,uuL„.,.__ ,

v
. - _ ... M fji— wards: tt.u no for- each ad-- woodcuts- of tne lS-IBtn cenum

h"S .ve »«: Mlnlraum charge of 1UM for . P^ofL

iwords: uue.oo for each additional ward. All rates -Include VAT.

WHERE TO DINE PURCPASE/SALE

A SQUARE (KOSHER) meal for a fair price.

Balfour Cellar, Haifa, Tel. (K-662219.- 665300.
SEGAL BUYS everything, televisions,
steroes, furniture, liquidations. Tel. 08-

838790. 03-863748.

DWELLINGS KAROL BUTS EVERYTHING: Men's,
women's and children's clothing, household,
electrical appliances. TeL 08-984480.

JERUSALEM
GIFTS.' GIFTS, GIFTS! Biggest selection —
Lowest prices. Zolbo warehouses. Ahuxa,
Mercaz Hacarmel and Klryai Bialik.

U.S. ENGINEER working In Baylt Vegan
until September needs clean room near
kosher restaurant. Phone at work: 02-424880.

ELECTRIC BALL-TYPEWRITER, English-
•Hebrew, sought. TeL 02436933/4, 7.30 a.m. —
3 p-m. ••

TEL AVIV

RENTAL. North Tel Aviv, luxurious 2

bedroom apartment, furnished, telephone,

lift. Tourists. Tel. 03-769858.

SITUATIONS VACANT

£555?
Avivim. Tel. 03-424412, 03- perfect commend of Hebrew and English,

typing In both languages. Call: 03-294222, ext.

OTHERS Si, from 8 to 20 a.m. only.

SALE RAMAT HASHARON. cottage: west
side, special planning. IL3.2B0.000.
"National." Jel. 03-482058. 03-472430.

FOR NEW YORK Manhatten travel agency.
Full appointment: person with UJBJL
residency permission sought. Preferably
with own portfolio. Excellent opportunity.
P.O.B. 3273, Tel Aviv.

INSURANCE
ADERET ENTERPRISES Herzllya (In-

dustrial area) require English clerk/typist

.for export department. 8 a-m. — 4 p.m. Tel.

03-938831/3 (Mr. Eloenberg).

BEFORE RENEWING household,
automobile Insurance, phone Goshen, Tel. 08-

717611. 02-719178.

iunfiiKfimiKUUKiniiKfiffiuiuunniiUHiiH

T.V.& RADIO
PERSONAL

TOURIST!!! For escort service, dial:

265883 112 noon — 7 p.m.).

TELEVISION REPAIRS within one day, in

advanced laboratory. Special department for

o£ colour T.V. "Electron," TeL 08-447030, 03-

443136.

URGENT! WANTED
FIRST CLASS COOK

Good terms

CLIFFTOP VILLAGE MOTEL
Sharxn e-Sheikh

Also dining room, kitchen help.

Phone 057-99333.

Jerusalem
MUSEUMS
Israel Museum Exhibitions: Arts In

Palestine In the 20th Century; Exhibition

In honour of the 80th anniversary of the

State ofIsrael, revealingthevarious fields

of artistic activity in the iBth century in

Palestine. Honors Daumier — Nothing

New Under the Son. Daumier lithographs

on centenary of his death. The Katflshman
Connection — works by more than 100 ar-

tists on proofs of a WmBahirum print; with
the generous assistance of Golden Pages,

the Israel Classified Directory. From-
Concept to Product: Bang end Otafoen’s

Design for Sound.- Development and
production of outstandingly designed elec-

'tronl'c sound equipment. Neolithic
figurines from Bha'ar Hagobw.Childhood
Drawings and Paintings by Israeli Artists

(side by siBe with their mature _works).

Chiaroscuro: The Beginning of Colour

Woodcut. Exhibition at rare European
woodcuts of the 16-lSth centuries.. First

Creatlye

work wttirpeocU.
Exhibit of the Mbutb: Rare scroll of

Esther, Venice, early 17th eentury.
Handwritten and illustrated. In Ink on
parchment. Woven' and Printed textiles.

. At the Rockefeller Museum: TVs Egyp-
tian bronze statuettes of Imhotep (Egyp-
tian). Bronze figurine of Alexander the
Great, late Hellenistic period. Prehistoric
tauten', sitesin northern Sinai.

Faley Centre {Youth Wlpg near
Rockefeller Museum): The Art of Ancient
Egypt Vhdtiug boors: Israel Museum:
Sun., Moil. Wed., Thimr. 10 a.izu-5 p.m.;,
.Tuel-4-10 p.m,; Fri. iQ o.hl-2 p.m':; Sat. 10
OJB.-2 p.m. Shrine of the Book, BEr Rose
Art Garden: Sun-, Mon., WetL, Thur. 10
;ama.-0 p.m. Tue.io a-m.-lO p.ni.; Fri.. and
[Sat 10 ajn.-2 pah. -

Rockefeller Museum:
‘Sun. — Thur. 10 a.m-*d pan.; Fri.. Bat 10
_a.rn.-A pan. Tickets for Sat and holidays

.

• must be purchased In advance, at the

.

Museum. Cabana or major Jerusalem
hotels; in Tel Aviv at Rococo, Hadron and
Kastel. Free guided tours In English, Sun.,

Wed., 11.06 aon., Tues; 4JJ0 p.m. fromup-
per entrance han. •-

.

CONDUCTED TOURS
Hwdaasah Tours
1. Medical Centre, In Klryat'Hadaju&h.
Tours In English at 9, 10,11 aon. and 12
noon, leaving from the Kennedy Building.
Tour Includes Chagall. Windows. No
charge.
The Hadassah Synagogue— Chagnii win-,
dows — open to the public from ,1.30-4.00

.

p.m.. Sunday-Thuniday. Buses 19 and 27.
.2. ML Scopus Hospital: Tours from 8M
AJn. to 12.30 p.m. No charge. Buses 9 and
28. Tel. 818111.

3. Morning half-day tour of 'all Hadassah
projects, 35 per person towards transpor-
tation. By reservation only:. TCI. 416833.

Hebrew University, tours In. English, at 9
and 11 a-m. from Administration Building,
Glvat Ram Campus. Buses9and28. Mount
Scopus tours 11.80a-m. fromtheReception
Centre Building. Buses 9~snd'28. Further
details: TeL 882819. . . • r .

Emnmh — National Religious Women's
Organization, Tourist Centre, 26 Rebov
Ben Maimon. TeL 0342468, 80620,, 811588.
American Women. Free Morning
Tours — 19a Keren Hayesod Street,
Jerusalem, TeL 232758.

10.00 p.m. in English; Sundayand riad
day at 10.00 p.m. in French. Tickets eta
entrance. Please come warmly dressed

MISCELLANEOUS
Jerusalem Biblical Zoo, SchneUer Whj
Romuns-TeLMim, 7JO a.m. — 7

if*

1
:tl

Tel Aviv
MUSEUMS jj- ..

Tel 'Aviv .Masetim, Sderot AiJ
Homelech. Exhibitions: Artists’
Eric Mendelsohn — Drawings 01 i*
Architect.

'

Hand in Profile - Hertl’s Image la
Applied Arts.

V -

Visiting Roars: Bm., Mon., Tue„
£LTn.-io p.m. Fri. 10 ajn.-2 p.m.; 8*C &,
p.m.' New Museum Building openp.m. New Museum 'Budding open

i

a.m.-l p.nL, entrance free. -

Beth Hotetotsoth. The Jewish *'

past and present. preseDfcd fey -the S'..-
modern technology, and grajpfi*
techniques, films,' slide shown-W-.i:--- -

vlnial jHWflentatUmi, displays, ©
" ‘

'

terminals, etc. In the exhibition _
'Tmage Before zny Eye*'’
photographic history of Jewish -

Poland (1894-1838) .- Visiting hours

-Mon., Thur. 10a_m.-5pjn.Tuc.,:
pjn. Fri.. Sat-.ciosed.Beth:
located at -Rehov Klausher; Raauit

,

(entrance through gate 2 of . Tel'
University campus).

•z.£t
A

,0.;.
fth-Wiso Otfiee.g.-:^

1
'

1. 227060.

lslts please conS-'.--

CONDUCTED TOURSm—sh — National BeUctmn
Organization: "KssteL” i« Rehov
Gabirol. Tel.. 440318, 788942, 708440:
Canadian Badassata-Wiso
RehovHayarkon.Tel
ORT Israel: Vor visits please
ORT Tel Aviv, TeL 383281. 762291-2l
Jerusalem, Tel. 533141; ORT
Tel. .33744: :

American BDiraoM Women. Guest
Tel Aviv — TeL 2W187. 243106. ) «

' Pioneer Women'— Na’amat: Free _

See ' our socioreducational services:

for reservations, Tel Aviv, 03-256089,

1

MISCELLANEOUS
Hadassah Todrismr Office, JRoohf

T
;

Sheraton Hotel, TeL 03-389784... . . a 7--

M- and- K. Llpskl, .Varied
Cuisine: Open afternoon and _
Rehov Yefet, Jaffa. TeL-08-828456.

Fondue Bar. Traditional
mosphere. Open . 12 noon —
Rehov Dlxengpfi.

Haifa /"••••

MUSEUMS --j-3
.. -p

Vistt the Haifa museums: -
Modern Art, WRehoir ffluifatal «-

5232S5-8. Nattdosl Maritime,' -TeL '

Illegal Immigration. TeL OMttM. ~m)g 1'"

TeL 644485. Japanese Art, TeL SSOOiShi^ 2

Katz. TeL 8848Z; Dagoa Grain
Tel. 904221. Artists' Houser Tel.
MISCELLANEOUS -. .

Hadassah Tonrism Offloe,
"

Hadassah Bzold. Phone 04-984879,

1

What's On In Haifa, dial 840849.

SHOWS
A Stone In David's Tower. Sound and Light
show in English, every evening (except

.

Friday and festival eVes) at 8.40 p~m. at
the 'Citadel near Jaffa Gate. Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Saturday also at.

Rehovot f '

'

The Welamaim Institute open to'

from 8.00 aon.'to 5.30 p.m!, Viritorz

to see film on -Insttinte's

tivitfos, shown regularly at luio
3.00 pjs( Friday UJX) a-m.:only.
Tours of- the Welzmaan HOose
hour from 9.00 a.m. to 850 p-m
noon on Friday. Nominal fee for

. to Weizmann House; . jo i f

For Tours of the . House please
054-83280. 054-88828. .

'

•Si-C iri

'Srixfd
L— <.«—

-i
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ISENEBALftSSlSTaNCE i.i if I.T FLIGHTS

FIRST AID

Jerusalem: Ramat Eshkol, Commercial
Centre, 810552; New Tazziz , Azzabra St.,

282040.

Tel Aviv: Beni, 174 Dlzengoff, 222886:

YanI, 67 Yehuda Halevi, 812474. Holon: Dr.

Houri, 70 Sokolov, 842488. Bat Yam:
Mazur, 20 Haviva Reich. 888860. Ramat
Gan: Rasbl, 13 Raahi. 790971. Baanana:
Ahuza, 184 Ahuza. 91762. Netanya:
Netanya. 11 Herzl, 22842. Rlsbou: Tzel

Alonlm. 59 Hagdud Halvrl, 941830.

Hadera: Negbl. 74 Herbert Samuel, 22150.

Haifa: Neve Shanan, 37 Hatlchon, 285530.

Beers beba: Rarabam, Shlkun Daiet,
Merkaz, 78014.

Magen David Adorn first aid centres are
open from 8 p.m. to 7 a.m. Emergency
borne calls by doctors at fixed rates- Sick
Fund members "should enquire about
rebate.

: 2145 El A1 328 Paris
'

:2X$Q&f Athena
2300M Jaaifi Londoh
2310 El A1 392 Lisbon,

2355 El Al 5158 Munich, Athtaay
ThvrxcHedulcUsubjectlaxhMgwxMiantt*~ T.

“
prior notice. Readers are advised to call
Ben-Gurion Airport Flight Information,
(OS) 97I461-SS for ossa9444 for. Bl. At
flights only}.for changes in times of
Arrivals and Departures.

- iA:rr r.

Dels

ar^c 5

is Pucr.4

tfifre*.

- •- - -

Departures.

SUNDAY

Pbone numbers: Jerusalem, Tel Aviv,'
Haifa — 101 . Dan Region (Ramat Gan,
Bnel Brak, Glvataylm. Klryat Ono) —
781111.

Ashdod 22222
Aahkelon 23333
Bat Yam 885553
Beersheba 78338

EUat 2333

Hadera 22333

Holon 803133
Nabariya 923833

Nazareth 54388

Netanya 23833

Petah Tikva 912333

Rehovot 054-51333

Rlsbon Le2aon 942333

Safed 80333

Tiberias 20111

Jerusalem: Hadassah (pediatrics,
ophthalmology, E.N.T.). Share Zedek
(Internal, surgery, orthopedics) , Mt.
Scopus (obstetrical.

Tel Aviv: Rokah (pediatrics'. Internal, sur-

gery p.

Netanya: Laniado (obstetrics, Internal).

Haifa: Rarabam (all departments).
•Bran" — Mental Health First Aid. Tel.

Jerusalem 669911. TCI Aviv 253811, Haifa
538888, Beersheba 32113.

Miagav Ladach: Open line from 4-6 p.m.
every Monday answers to obstetrics,
gynaecological, sterility and family plan-

ning problems. Tel. 02-633856.

SUNSET-SUNRISE

Sunset 17.55; Sunrise tomorrow 05.38

Dial 100 in most parts of the country. In"

Large foreign travel
agency

urgently requires

Reservations Clerk
English, Hebrew.

Experience an important asset.
Tel. 02-637530, 03-663991.

Arrivals

0005 El Al 6058 Munich
0285 Balalr 418 Zurich

0715 British Air 8302 London, GatwlCk
1315 Sabena 201 Brussels

1300 AUA TU Vienna
1400 KLM 531 Amsterdam
1405 Hapag.Lloyd 877 Munich
1425 El Al 019 New York
1455 Lufthansa 904 Frankfurt ’

1505 Bapag Lloyd 873 Munich
1510 TWA 830 Kansas City, Chicago, New
York, Athens

,

1520 Bavaria 7770 Munich. Rhodes
1525 TWA 800 New York; Paris

1540 THY 824 Istanbul -

1515 SAS 771 Copenhagen
1715 TWA 810 U.S.A.. Paris, Rome. Ath&s •

1745 El Al 016 New York; London'
1800 Alitalia 746 Rome
1805 Swissair 332 Zurich

1815 Cypratr 302 Larnaca
1910 Olympic SOI Athena

1925 El Al 358 Frankfurt
1940 El A) 386 Rome
1945 El Al 848 Zurich
2040 El Al 324 Parts

2060 British Air 576 London •

mo Air France 136 Paris

itai

Concert

k«h 27, 8.

March 28,

afe;:

?Meuuhi!

.
0333 Balalr 417 Zurich

'

0700 Swissair 333 Zurich

.

. 0710 TWAm Rome, Paris,.:

Chicago; Kansas Oty, LOs
• Francisco .'V

0800 El Al 391 Marseille, Lisboa

083n Air France 187 Paris •

0850 British Air 577 London * -

0900 El Al Oil-London, New Tort's,

ana TWA an Athens. New.York
iooo El Al 387 Frankfort

1020 El Al 323 Paris-
; .

3040 El A) 847 Zurich .

1100 El Al 315 London *' _

1140 El Al 327. Paris -•-.
; V .

:

;
1200El Al gsoTtome-:

:

: - vr \v
’ 3345 El Al 5157 'AU^anir; Munich. ;

' -

1430 Sabena 302 Brussels •> : . -i ^PSar.l

(

3440 AUA- 712 Vienna’ ••''. \n
1505 Hapsg Lloyd 878 Munich
1550 Lufthansa^607 Munich. Fraidtfuri-

M00 KLM 582 Anwftsrdam •
'

"^Olhefo-op
: 1610 BapagUyod 874 Munich -

flft,
-*er

1980 THY- 825 Istanbul '
*

' Afs..
e *er*i;

•er.mg

1710 El Al 541 Athens
1780 SAS 772 Copenhagen-
1900 Cypralr 303 Lanwca
2920 Alitelia 747 Roma .

t-\0.

This flight information is supplied

Ben-Gurton International Airport

disation Centre

:

'
*

'
•

Tiberias dial 924444, Klryat Shmona 40444.

/
'

' ULPAN GREGG, directed fey Mr.
‘ one-month course on April 1,1979 In

English
and/or-Hebrew

.

.

.

:—-— .W
H. Bar-Kama. begins

1 <& Success guaranteed! -Enrol at .once :. : ,.

Tel Aviv — 22 Rebov Wrismann, Tel. 03-254829; .. '
. V- '

^

llaila — Bama’sleh Scboet, 80 Rehov Shmaryahu Levin,

JERUSALEM POST
ARCHIVES

TWQ-lN-QNEERQSSWaR
RETRIEVAL AND
RESEARCH FROM

THE JERUSALEM POST
ARCHIVES

Reprints, research,
synopses and photographs
now available on people
and events in Israel.

Middle East.
World and Jewish Affairs.

Service by individual orders
or by annual subscription.

For detailed information write to:

Jerusalem Post Archives, P.O.B. 81,

Jerusalem. Israel

i

CRYPTIC CLUES
ACROSS

sveeplnga

6

Steal wttii
stroke ? (5)

_ A fruity port of Tel-Aviv ?

9 A well - known porridge
maker (7)

10 Was unconscious (5)
11 A river It's no good to cry

about (5)
12 The fictional Sexton? (5)

13 Always is a hit of a young
beast (7)

16 It's a verb (3)

17 Get ready to publish (4)

18 One may be embarrassed
when In it (6)

19 It may be washed ! (5)

20 It's In Texas (6)

22 One Roman's name (4)

8L James's

26 He gets the information
drat (7)

26 Hit up m the sir (5)

27 A cut key is sharp (5)
28 But it can hardly ha

charm for the soldiers <

ive

(61.

Consumer Shield
Association

Invites members
to a meeting to wind up

ONETZ Csmsaar Aaudrton —
tMHOttWd

Twnliy, April 3, 1974. at p.m. at Beit B'xftl

B rttS. IS Bebo> bpliuh Tel Avir.

29 Got there with the Md of
a driver 7 (7)

30 Energetic people are full
of them to)

81 Agree to M i sort of
clerk ? (5)

straightforward ..

-w:glues- r

BOBOt*-’ ..-7

oal 17)^^: *3

17 anptoyod
.
-

M ftok (6): j-,*

SM JfooUsU . (5)

22- *1*1"*1 (i) .-

94 -Attention "•
.
;

-ii 0^?%^
96 Spins C7J . -: . *3
26 naort 15)-

73 Fort 'Cfi

ns&Bird

DOWN
2 Surrounded by a hairier

KEEP YOUR EYES OPEN!

3 She's a darting (S)
« A necessary unng to

6 some metal work 3
6 He has some cards on .

7 A singularly bitter plant

• Reckon the amount • (6)
12 Russian beasts ? (8)
13 The city that's the first t

we near

do

(5)

a
to

go, we hear (5p
14 The. flower of the orches-
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tagby title
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By JACK LEON
- Boat Sport* Reporter

'hi try two minute* from the
rr-i .S' ^Sb^SJS**® gave ft* Hebrew UniveraUty

pr^l^TStoxnatic 12*8 victory over Tel
e.wfl

i w*vASA "A” in yesterday’* playoff
syaV^-V sJviivet '

Ramiur the 1878/TB nation*]
B"- league championship.

’Mate,
*ni

:?
tos£

3ian

{*** the Jerusalemite*' first oat-

V.'fe

3

h*d shared
*Ki hiJ Hfcrown with ASA in 1973. when the

«* initiated toy die then** f’~-. s»7
:«jAjrty-/onnedNaSonal Rugby Foot-

“*le
<2 *'. R,

tVh
3 UnIcm. The Hebrew University

Since twice settled for the
' a,t

-
v ^^tber*-up position ft* their Tel Aviv

3X0.,^^** id*, took- the crown In 1975 and
n
"-««ah

tD
lb*. tin lftftt.year.

cani^ejT Testorday. it looked a* though the
5*“o: t?

: 1Z 1i might once again elude them
ft* KorfatocH at fr-aS In the
minute* of a hard-fought con-

?I In ft draw, the title would still

1, 'Aiij'T>bi» gone to ASA, as the rule*

i viVinMethat In the event of a tie. the
I'vttli the most tries wins. At
point, Tel Aviv had scored the

of the game.
flank Colin Clarke in-

near the Tel Aviv line and
passingmovement end*

wtth 17-year-old winger Garry
fer going over in the corner for &

' -book ending to his first season
the Hebrew University XV.

.... v°P^T^l‘tvya Wolf succeeded with hla dlf-

iiV«- .
*• j35 !* conversion, to put the issue

“^n tfihger Wolf *»* *!«> on target
a?se % two first-half penalties to give

]fa home team a 6*0 lead at the Inter-

SeVvl . The Jerusalemites were in full

h ,h; p trol in the opening 33 minutes,
"-ra their Industrious forwards
-M-j kiJnslMtiHg the tight and the loose.

Sf5 immi^Vrop Alvin Hoffmann — the lone
Jjto^^wcar of the Hebrew University 1372

Tel W«T*Kip — flanks Barry Miller and
.'p7r

: An^rfte, and lock Dave StarUe all
*

swT***®0®^outstanding games.
tBA were much more In conten-

^ciRafter the turn-round, and in the
minute their talented winger Zvi

hovoi f
completed a lovely passing

rement along the line with
n 3 !“! ^fcther try In the comer,
je* Aviv’s captain 1

',n<fr «,_ ’ti.

?
** s;

re**rs
»tl*J

’'fiimaaa

:;^-Bl Aviv’s captain Lawrence
in. Shaw,,^pert — who like his opposite
? Pnii,', a*

|her Simon Cooper, had a good

? -v^enn :«* it’s match-winning effort.
fti ii>f iw --- —

' lines E.O.S Ocasio

VEGAS. — Larry Holmes
shed young Ossie Ocasio to the
ras four time* In the seventh
d and stopped the Puerto Rican
longer at 2.38 of the round to re-

the World Boxing Council
~ 1B* yweight championship oh Fri-

' ijiW.-tt ’
’ •••*'-

Zi‘ ?ara

ZZebrew University skipper Simon Cooper receives trophy from Shlomo Berlin, the un-
iversity’s sports director, after the capital's fifteen won the national rugby title by
beating Tel Aviv's ASA “A” by 12-6 In Jerusalem yesterday. (Rahanum Israel) i

Heavy security in Irish cross-country

classic as Israelis, Arabs compete
LDfERICH (Reuter). — Armed
detectives will mingle with an ex-
pected crowd or around 20.000 In a
tight security operation during the
world cross country championships
here today.
With Israel among the 81 nations

taking part in the championships,
the Limerick authorities are taking
no chances. A1 Guy. the secretary of
the championships organising com-
mittee, said: "We don't expect any
trouble but we must be safe. We feel

we've taken adequate precautions."
Not all the 30 detectives on duty

will be armed, but they will be back-
ed by ISO soldiers, officially acting as
stewards but readily at hand in case
of trouble.

With the murder of 11 Israelis by
Arab terrorists at the 1972 Munich
Olympics still very much In mind,
the Irish authorities also agreed to
Israel's request that their contingent
of five runners and two officials

should be accompanied by an Israeli

security guard.
Since their arrival here on

Wednesday night the Israelis have
also been under constant guard by
plain-clothed Irish security men.
Asked whether Israeli teams were

always accompanied overseas by
iBefr ~dwn aedtn-iiy^pedple, coach

inurim Theatre

- Jelevision Concert No. 4
.:*'a:r 2S2e

t v. * Fa^esday, March 27, 8.30 p.m.
:;s *15aWednesday, March 28, 8.30 p.m.

;;; ;-iJonductor and Soloist:
'. * - v*V-. ITt

T ;i3fehodi Menuhin
rv.r.

A ^lololst: Jeremy Mennhln, piano
i ) 'rogranune:

c v! :.j fbaart: Concerto No. 9 for Violin, K. 219

; !». fiozart: Symphony No. 29, K. 201

f.

-. /»w JlDboa: Kathros Upsanterln (national premiere)
• ‘ i ^^ethoven: Concerto No. 3 in C Minor for Piano a

:
'.tc.

and Orchestra

v:a i.

*”? '^acVtt-DO p.m. In the foyer; 'Introducing the Concert,’ Dr. Uri Ep-
. : ’^sriitein discusses the evening's programme. For those coming to

^Ir^fhe concert that evening only.
rirv .j{

[

f. V-s;.A3*»rbe concert has been transferred from Binyenei Ha’ooma.
i ;3^(abscribers are asked to exchange their tickets at the

c.
'.^i^ferusaJem Theatre box office, Sunday— Thursday, 4 p.m. — 8

a - ” \.m., or on the evening of the concert.

y limited number of tickets are available at the Jerusalem
r^J:fteatre box office only (Tel. 687167).

U j5.V

World Council o( hyu|acvn
United Syufoewc of

Amrricn - «,

Svl

Martin Baber Centre
for Adult Education

1^.#, ol the Hebrew University

^ HEBREW UNIVERSITY FORUM
Every Monday evening in English at 8 p.m. «

at the United Synagogue Centre »

2/4 Rehov Agron, Jerusalem

26 I WAS A ZIONIST PRISONER IN LEBANON
— the story of a heroine
Lecturer: Mrs. Shula Cohen

.
RIGHTS OF THE CHILD .

Lecturer: Mrs. Doris Lankin, Lawyer, Journalist
- AUTONOMY IN THE WEST BANK??
Lecturer: Professor Benjamin Akzin

Please be in your seats by~ien minutes to eight.
’ _

Dept

Admission HAM
r

.. , information Centre, Ministry of Education

Social Integration. Ministry of Immigrant Absorption

Otp sad save. Next odvartisement Aprfl A

<- B^R -ILAN

• +L

r.

Dept, of Physics

The public Is cordially invitedtoaguest lecture (In English) by

Prof. P.A.N. DIRAC
Nobel Laureate

on
>»

“THE EINSTEIN THEORY
in.the Natural Sciences Auditorium (Kamat 10)

on Monday, March 26, 1W9, at 10.15 ajn.

BAR -ILAN
UNIVER

<-.* The Department of MusIcoloKf
'

i; Is happy to announce a lecture by

v
j Prof. Boris Schwar*

Schubertand the Violin
JJs®4ay, March 26, 1979, 6.99 n-m- Musicology Building, Boom

Nathan Pantllat said : "It’s not so un-
usual, and it’s not something we dis-

cus* freely, but we're very happy
with all the arrangements here.
“We have had more cooperation In

Ireland than anywhere else. We feci
we can enjoy our visit. The security
la not a burden," he added.

Israel's participation in the cham-
pionships for the first time will bring
them up against Arab rivals from
Algeria, Morocco, and Lebanon —
and Lebanese runner Nabll Chouerl
at least Is perfectly happy with the
situation,

"I have nothing against the
Israelis," said Chouerl, 28, from

Beirut, who Uvea in Belgium. “I am
not interested In mixing poilltlca
with running. Sport is sport. The
Lebanese Athletics Federation gave
me permission to run — so I am run-
ning. That's all there is to it."
The Israelis and the Arab teams

are viewing with some concern the
break In the weather after Friday's
bright, warm sunshine.

If yesterday's wet and windy con-
ditions persist, the Greenpark
course could become muddy, giving
the advantage to runners from
England and Belgium who are ac-
customed to heavy, difficult con-
ditions.

11th Hapoel int’l

meet now named
‘Peace Games'

By PAUL HOHN
Post Sports Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The Ilth International
Hapoel Games from May 2 to 8 will
be named "The Peace Games,"
Hapoel Secretary-General Yitzhak
Ofek announced on Friday.
"We would warmly welcome an

Egyptian sports delegation to the
event," said Ofek, who is also presi-
dent of the Israel Olympic Com
mlttce.

He added that if Egypt were to
send only a symbolic contingent to
the games It would be seen as a
gesture ofgoodwill and a tangible ex
preasion of the new relationship
between Egypt and Israel.

Hapoel has already established
contact with sports bodies In Egypt,
but it was hinted there that Egypt
would not begin sports ties wlib
Israel before diplomatic relations
were established. Ofek expressed
the hope that after such ties were set
Egyptian sportsmen would appear
here and Israeli athletes would be in-
vited to Egypt.
The opening of Hapoel's "peace

games" will take place on
Independence Day. when a mass
pageant will be held at the Bloom-
field Stadium in the presence of
President Yitzhak Navon.

West^German wins

Mount Tabor run
1 TEX, AVIV. — A volunteer from West
Germany, Guenther Kohl, running
for Emek Hefer Hapoel, yesterday
led from the start to win the 10-km
Mount Tabor run In 39 minutes, 14
seconds.
Nearly 5.000 runners participated

in the 27th run, 1,000 of them com-
petitively.

Ell AvLsrur, 24, also of Emek Hefer
Hapoel, was second in 39 minutes, 19
seconds, followed in third place by
hla 23-year-old brother Shimon, run-
ning for Kfar Sava Hapoel, in 39.24

minutes.
Another Wet West German runner,

2i-year-old Elizabeth Schacht. won
the 2-km. women's race in 7 minutes
flat. Schacht. the German 800-metre
champion, finished 34 seconds ahead
of Pazlt Pavian. 18, of Bat Yam.

8 new courts to promote squash
By JACK LEON

Post Sports Reporter

TEL AVTV. — Work Is well under
way on a four-court squash centre at
Ramat Gan's Kfar Hamaceabiah
sport* club, and plans are now being
finalized for the construction of
another four courts in Ra'anana.
At present, the country’s es-

timated 1,100 playersjjbqyg.fiLaiakfl-
do with a total of 10 courts. 'Four of
these Jerusalem, divided
between the Hebrew University and
YMGA, and two courts each in Haifa.

Ra'anana and the Tel Nof Air Force
base.
However, the Tel Nof club is for

military personnel only, while one of
the Haifa floors Is located at the oil

refineries and also closed to the

general public. The seven open
courts are heavily overbooked, with
shortage felt particularly in the Te!
Aviv area.

Hlllel Bloomberg, committee
member of the Israel Squash
Rackets Association (ISRA), told

The Jerusalem Post on Friday that

the Maccabiah courts should be com-
pleted by next wintqr.

The four international standard
courts will be part of a modem
EL,7m. complex, which will also em-
brace a multi-purpose sports hall.

The squash centre includes a gallery

with seating for several hundred
spectators, a restaurant and chang-
ing rooms with all facilities.

ISRA Is co-operating closely with
Kfar Hamaceabiah in the am-
bitious project, which is being built

with the help of overseas supporters

of the Maccabl world union.

At Ra'anana. the land for the four

courts Is being provided by the

sports-minded local council. They

will supplement the two opened
there in 1977. Construction is to start
shortly and the centre is scheduled to
be finished by the end of this year at
a cost of IL5m. Funds are being
provided by a group of South African
Investors. British experts will come
to Israel to supervise the last stages
of building at both Kafar Hamac*
nablah_and Ra'anana^

. _

Squash originated in England in
the mid 1890's and the British later
took the game all over the world. In
Palestine, they put up courts at the
YMCA, the Haifa refineries and Tel
Nof. The Hebrew University’s two
courts were constructed In 1965.
while one was recently built In
Haifa's bayside area.
In spite of the shortage of courts,

the game has experienced
something of a boom since ISRA was
set up four years ago by Jerusalem
economist Dan Llron, the
association’s present chairman.

Squash was promoted by settlers

from South Africa and other English-
speaking countries, some of whom
played a good-class game in their

countries of origin. It has recently
become increasingly popular with
young SRbras, who today constitute

about half of the active players,.
Bloomberg says. He foresees
another big leap forward in the pop-
ularity of the sport once the eight
new courts are ready for use early in
1980.

The growth of squash here hAH
been paralleled by a phenomena]
worldwide expansion of the game.
Its North American ..equivalent,
racquefbhrr. haH swept the' U.S.,
Canada and Mexico in the past
decade and It is now being played in
the three countries by as many as 10
million people, who have the use of
some 60,000 courts.
ISRA is affiliated to the 50-year-old

British squash rackets association,
which, together with the inter-
national squash federation ' Is the
governing body of the sport. Egypt
was among seven of the world's ma-
jor squash-playing nations that set
up the International body in 1967, the
other founder-members being
Australia. Britain, India, New
Zealand, Pakistan and South Africa.
The association was Instrumental

in introducing squash to the Mac-
cabiah tor the first time at the 1977
games, with more than 50 players
from seven countries competing in a
tournament In Jerusalem.

Gurwitz wins shoot
TEL AVIV. — Michael Gurwitz of
Jerusalem Hapoel has won the
national shooting championships
from three positions with a total of
1,098 points of a possible 1,200 at the
Raxnat Gan range.
Mlcha Kaufman of Petah Tfitva

placed second with the same number
of points but returned a poorer per-
formance in the last 60 shots.

Stableford golf

Jerusalem Post Sports Reporter
CAESAREA. — Alec Rathouse, Bill

Byer. Shaul Shlfrin and Edgar
David, playing as a foursome,
yesterday won the Alliance four-ball
Stableford golf competition here
from 86 golfers .with a score of 52.

The second, team was composed of

Issy Rozow. Uri AyIon, Dudley
Kessel and Gene Handelman.

Make sure of your stall

at the Silver Jubilee Fair

at the

Ein Hod Artists’ Village

Pessahl979

Ein Hod Artists’.Village is celebrating the silver jubilee of

its founding, during the intermediate days of Pessah,

April 12 — 18. The celebrations will be combined with a

giant 100-stall fair.

Street performances, entertainment for all the family,

restaurants and cafes.

Make sure of your sales stall at the silver jubilee celebrations of Ein Hod Artists'

Village, Apply today to the offices of Media Firsuxnim Ltd,, Central Carmel, 5

Derech Hayam, Haifa, Tel. 04-248703, 04-254954.

Liverpool nearer league crown

Blank Ipswich 2-0 as

Derby holds Everton
LONDON. — Kenny Dalglish, the
Scottish International with the
golden goal-scoring flair, blasted
home hla 19th goal of the season
yesterday to send Liverpool another
giant step nearer the English First
Division soccer championship.
Liverpool, who meet Manchester

United in the semifinals of the Foot-
ball Association (FA) cup next
Saturday, defeated Ipswich 2-0 to ex-

tend their lead to five points.

Dalglish's goal was his 50th in 101
matches since he joined the club in
1977. Liverpool's second came from
former Ipswich striker David John-
son.
Second-placed Everton battled to a

0-0 draw at Derby, but It was a point
they could hardly afford to drop with
Liverpool in such all-conquering
form.
West Bromwich Albion kept alive

their slim hopes of catching Liver-
pool with a scrambled 2-3 home vic-

tory over struggling Queens Park
Rangers, leaving Albion In third
place.
Liverpool moved on to 48 from 30

games. Everton had 43 points from
32 games. West Bromwich 40 from
27, Arsenal 39 from 31 and Leeds 33

from 32.

Andy Ritchie, an 18-year-old
reserve, was called into the
Manchester United team at short
notice and scored three goals In a 4-1

win over Leeds at Manchester.

Two hours before the game. Scot-
tish Internationa] Joe Jordan failed a
fitness test.

Ritchie scored his first two goals in

19 minutes and virtually wrapped up
the game for Manchester.

Ray Hankln scored a simple goal
for Leeds in the 90th minute, but
Ritchie had not finished. With ten

minutes left, he scored another fine

goal after a run by Steve Coppell on
the left wing.
Tottenham scored three goals in

six minutes In the closing stages to

come from two goals down and sur-
prise Aston Villa 3-2 at Villa Park.
Bolton downed Southampton 2-0.

Middlesbrough kept Birmingham in

the division cellar with a 2-1 win,
Norwich blanked Bristol City 3-0 and
Wolves came from behind to beat
Chelsea 2-2 in a relegation duel
which all but sealed the Londoners'
fate.

Nottingham Forest, who last
Wednesday reached the last four of
the European Cup. swept aside
Coventry 3-0 with goals from Tony
Woodcock, Gary Birties and Dave
Needham.
Arsenal were held to a l-l home

draw by Manchester City and badly
missed the midfield generalship of
Irish international Liam Brady, out
with a knee Injury. But he is ex-
pected to be fit for the Cup battle
against Wolverhampton. (Reuter,
AF)
Results of English Division One matches

yesterday:
Arsenal 1, Manchester City 1

Aston Villa. *, Tottenham Hotspur 3
Bolton Wanderers X, Southampton 0
Chelsea l, Wolverhampton Wanderers 3
Derby County a Everton 0
Liverpool 2, Ipswich Town D
Manchester United 4, Leeds-United 1

Middlesbrough 2, Birmingham City 1
Norwich City 3, Bristol City 0
Nottingham Forest S, Coventry City 0

West Bromwich Albion 3, Queens Park
Rangers 1
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EXPORT SURPLUSES
winter wear & grade “B"
Dresses and hostess gowns
Women's, men's and children’s shirts,

from cotton velour and fine knit.

Sale at the plant: Homa Umigdal St.

(behind Bet-Landa, Hamasger St.,

Tel Aviv) from 8 ajn. to 5 p.m.

SALE
as long as stock lasts

Tourism Administration

Jerusalem Region

Municipality of Jerusalem

Department of Torn Culture

JERUSALEM CITIZENS

who are willing to

host tourists on Seder night are asked to
register at the Tourism Administration, Tel.
237311.

The Israel Electricity Corporation

Ltd.

notifies Its consumers that all electricity rates for elec-

tricity consumption have been increased by 13 ag. (ex-

cluding VA.T.) per kWh, as from February 26, 1379.

Full details are available at all the offices of the

Corporation.

Hama Gidron Hotel
Talplot, Jerusalem

will be

Open to the Public in April
after^renovallona and modernisation

Wc will be pleased to accept reservations (bed and breakfast only) nl

popular rates.

PurticuUirs at “ON" Hotel Reservation* Centrr. Lid.:

Tel Aviv - U 1 Rehov Allcnby (arcade), Tel. 612567

K3k.tr Dlzcngoff (4 Relnos), Tel. 248306

H»lfu -- 22 Rehov Herz), Tel. 649403/4, 126 Sderot Hanasi, Tel. 82277
Jerusalem - 8 Rehov Shamai. Tel. 224624
NeUuiyu - 4 Rehov Hcrzl, Tel. 22947
BrerHhebu - 31 Rehov Herat. Tel. 73308
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Will past lessons be heeded?
THE DEMONSTRATIONS staged yesterday in East
Jerusalem, like the terrorist bomb that was planted in Zion
Square on Friday, were timed to coincide with the imminent
signing in Washington of the peace treaty between Egypt and
Israel. Once again it is the voice of extremism, rather than
moderation that la being beard.
This, of course, has been the recurring theme in the political

history of the Arabs in Eretx Yisrael. It was true in the

developments that led to the disturbances in the 1930s, it was
true after the Second World War, it was true when the Arabs re-

jected the UN Partition resolution, and it was true when the

local population heeded the blood curdling calls of those who
urged them to leave their homes “temporarily” during the War
of Independence in order to clear the field for the invading
forces that were to decimate the Ylshuv.
From the Arab standpoint it should be clear by now, if it was

not plain before, that this history. In which extremism always
won the upper hand. Is a tale of lost opportunities. For at every
stage, if the forces of reason and moderation had prevailed, the
Arab population would have been spared the bloodshed, and the
personal deprivation to which so many, especially those who
became refugees, were subject.

Moreover, if in 1947 political wisdom rather than irrationality

had prevailed, even the political deprivation which so many
Palestinian Arabs claim and feel would not have come about.

The deadly Impulse which dominated, however, was an un-

willingness to accept the legitimacy of a sovereign Jewish socie-

ty and to live side by side with it.

The danger today is that the dominant forces in the West Bank
and perhaps Gaza, faced again with a choice of accommodation
to another historic opportunity or rejection, will again adopt the

course of unreason. For this is the opportunity, however am-
biguous and however undefined, that lies embedded in the

proposal to establish a self-governing authority in the West
Bank and Gaza that would exist for a period of five years.

Those who are guided only by hostility to the Jewish State,

like the PLO, are again prepared to bring suffering upon the

people In order to maintain the grotesque purity of their ab-

solute reject!anism. They incite riots and demonstrations,
terrorize moderates and appeal to the Interests of outside

forces, both Arab and non-Arab to sustain the flames of hate.

This time, however, in confronting the historic opportunity af-

forded by the autonomy proposal, the Arab population on the

West Bank and Gaza will have to contend not only with a Jewish
offer of coexistence, hut also with Egyptian support of that

offer. This has only increased the frenzy of the extremists, yet

there is still the hope that in the coming months, this rupture In

the historic wall of Arab enmity may help provide a new
legitimacy for moderation.
For, if nothing else, what should be clear to the leaders an the

West Bank and Gaza, is that thenew contractual commitments
binding Egypt and Israel will not be undermined by Palestinian

provocation. The benefits of peace are too tangible and the

alternatives too horrendous to permit sabotage by Palestinian

extremism.
Israel for its part will have to display restraint as the popula-

tion in the West Bank and Gaza, provoked from Beirut,

Damascus and Baghdad, tries to cope with the new pressures to

which it will be exposed.
However, Israel will also not he able to abdicate its respon-

sibility to maintain social order in these territories. For that

would mean simply abandoning the population to the whip of ex-
tremism.
This will be a challenge for Israel policy in the weeks and

months ahead. But if wisdom is to have a chance in the West
Bank and Gaza, it will require a commensurate dose of wisdom
in Jerusalem.

POSTSCRIPTS

IF YOU CANT afford to advertise
for a mate in the press, you might try

the method adopted recently by an
enterprising Bar-Ilan student. He
simply posted his ad on an un-
avoidable spot on campus: the notice
board which instructs students
where their exams are being held.

Our lady readers should be warn-
ed, however, that the young man's
requirements are tough. He is look-
ing for a “sentimental, quiet, simple,
intelligent, musical, non-smoking
nature lover." j ^
SAMUEL AARON COHEN kept his

date. He was a little late, but It didn't

matter. It was still a joyous affair.

Everyone at the Alsh Hatorah
Yeshlva In Jerusalem's Jewish
Quarter said it was a perfectly
marvellous Bar Mltzva.
At age 85, Mr. Cohen was having

his Bar Mltzva after a 72-year delay,

but at least that gave him plenty of

time to prepare, and according to

reports he read his Tora portion

superbly. A lively celebration was
held afterwards, arranged by Mr.
Cohen's grandson Michael, who is a
student at the yeshlva.
Born in Petrefaky in the Ukraine in

1893, Sam Cohen lost part of his fami-

ly in a pogrom, came to this country

as a youth, returned to Russia and
eventually settled In New Britain,

Conn. Although he has regularly
attended synagogue all his life, he
never was actually Bar Mltzva until

his recent visit to Israel.
M.C.

HE ASKED ME on the street what I

thought about the peace treaty with

Egypt, and whether this was the

beginning of the end of all wars in our
area.
The man, an acquaintance since

Mandatory days, when we both were
forced to leave our rooms in the

Rehavia quarter in Jerusalem
because the British authorities es-

tablished a security zone there, is to-

day almost 95 years old. He told me
this os if he himself was surprised

about his achievement. And he added
that he was never ill and that he
stopped smoking when he was 70.

He lives alone In a small flat, not

far away from hja daughter. He
appears physically and mentally ex-

traordinarily fit for his age, and his

replies are quick and to the point. X

meet him occasionally at a banking
branch where he sees to his account
and see him frequently walking, very
upright and without any difficulty, on
Gaza Road. And he sees me too, he
tells me, and even recognizes me
from afar although he wears no

When I asked him whether he has
any problems, he replied: "Yes, of

course. All my companions are
gradually departing, one after the

other, leaving me alone with my 95

years."
But a consolation at least is that

this gentleman Is alive and alert In

the era of the peace pact.
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TODAY’S cabinet meeting will see in

the chair Its youngest minister (42),

and the first member of a religious

party to have .been in that position.

Education and Culture Minister
Zevulun Hammer became acting
prime minister on Friday, with Mr.
Begln's departure for Washington,
and he will substitute at the national
helm for nearly a week.
The prime minister's proposal that

Hammer stand In for him came as a
surprise towards the close of the last
cabinet meeting. “During the
meeting I found myself-at odds with
him, but this did not affect his offer,”
Hammer told me in his usual
amiable manner, during our inter-
view in his Tel Aviv office on the 11th
floor of the El A1 building.
Hammer keeps his feelings very

much to himself, with the glint of an
iron will inadvertently showing
through his relaxed safara affability
from time to time. He was obviously
buoyed by the prospect of holding the
levers of the power machine if only
for less than a week. He pointed out
that the only other NRF minister to
have acted as premier was the late
revered leader of the party, Haim
Moshe Shapiro, who stood in for a
very short spell when David Ben-
Gurion had been ill. Shapiro had not
presided over a cabinet meeting.
Hammer Is the son of a pensloned-

off Shemen factory worker. The
father came an allya In 1933 as part
of a Polish Hapoel Hamizrachl
group and belongs to the disappear-
ing breed of motivated workers.
Did his father's struggle as part of

a minority fighting “Red" Haifa's
Mapal steamroller mould the son's
resolve to dissolve his party's
historic partnership with Labour and
form the present alliance with the
Likud? An interesting thought in

Israeli psycho-politics.

Hammer has moved upwards with
an entire strata of -fellow graduates
of Bnel Aklva, and it is from this

group that be has picked his closest
friends and aides, as well as his wife
(they live In a modest Glvataylm flat

with their four children) . In his Inex-

orable progress towards the top
leadership of his party, Hammer has
worked closely with such comrades
as Yehuda Ben-Meir, now Knesset
faction head, Danny Vermus, party
secretary-general, Arye Hahn,
Knesset faction secretary, and Shaul
Shiff, party spokesman.
The strength of the youth circles,

now edging Into domination of the

NRP, lies not only in Hammer's
political skills, but In the close bonds
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READERS' LETTERS

REGISTER
VICTIMS’ NAMES

To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir, — I recently returned from a
three-week holiday In Israel, and
while there, I was forcibly struck by
one particular attitude of Israelis,

whom I met.
Having lost my mother and 11

other relatives in the Holocaust, I

myself am obsessed with thisperiod
in our history and think that nothing
should be left undone to document
events during that time.

I spoke to several Israelis, who.
had also lost members of their
families in the Holocaust. When I

asked them If they had applied for
the forms issued by Yad V&shem to
register the names of those who had
been killed during that time, I dis-

covered some did not even know of
the existence of these forms, while
others expressed indifference or
reluctance to face the emotional
ordeal involved in filling them.
From my own experience, I know

that It is painful to put down the re-

quired data, but I feel that we owe it

to those who perished to register

their names, so that the number of

the victims is documented and peo-
ple will not query the figure of six
million. In 10 or 20 yeaxre, most of the
survivors who know about those who
died will themselves have gone.

1 appeal to your readers to ask Yad
Vashem for these forms and register

the names of their dead relatives for

the sake of the victims and for the
sake of Jewish history.

FRANCES MA YBA UM
Edgware. Middlesex.

EX-MANCUNIANS
To the Editor of The Jerusalem Post

Sir, — I wish to Inform all ex-

Mancunians currently residing In

Israel that we plan. In the near
future, to hold a reunion of ex-puplls

of Stand Grammar School,
Manchester.
The school Is currently celebrating

Its 500th anniversary and a few old

Standlans have decided to organize a
suitable celebration. Dr. G. Barnes,
formerly headmaster of the school,
affectionately remembered as
"Black Rod'-' by his alumni, will

shortly be visiting the country and
would like to meet the old boys.
Please contact me if you would be in-

terested In attending such a gather-
ing.

LA WSON J. DA UER,
Chairman of the

Israel Old Standians
Kibbutz Mishmar David,
D.N. Ayalon.

G00DNEWS FOR
TOURISTS
While here, you've been reading
The Jerusalem Post and you'd like

to keep in touch with events in

Israel when you return home. Well,
you can do it through The
Jerusalem Post International Edi-

tion, air-mailed worldwide every

'

week with the latest news,
features and photos.

Walk into any branch of one of the
banks listed below and you can
take out a subscription today. It

only takes a faw minutes. Have a

nice vacation and a safe journey
home.

BANK HAPOAUM
ISRAEL DISCOUNT BANK
BARCLAYS DISCOUNT BANK

Short-term at the helm
Political Reporter MARK SEGAL writes that Education Minister
Zevulun Hammer Is obviously buoyed at the chance of acting as

prime minister in Mr. Begill’s absence inthe U.S. for the signing of

the peace treaty. A wide-ranging interview embraces the
minister’s background and his frank views on the peace process.

binding its Inner circle. Their com-
radeship provides the kind of fuel for
theirhigh-powered political machine
that factional Interests alone could
not supply.
Hammer will be in constant con-

tact with the prime minister these
next few days and expects to be In-

formed of any decisions taken by the
Cabinet Defence Committee —
whose members are attending the
treaty signing in Washington — over
such issues as the making of.any un-
ilateral gestures to Egypt and the
codifying of U.S.-Iarael bilateral
relations. The Defence Committee
has been empowered to take
decisions while In the U.S.
The acting premier, aware of the

widespread anxiety over the im-
plications of the peace treaty, says:
"It’s not the peace of the prophets,
with lambs lying down with wolves,
nor like a treaty between European
nations with the same background
and culture. It's a very Middle East
peace reflecting the volatile
character of our region, with events
moving at a breathless pace. So far it

is a peace between governments and
generals, but not yet between
peoples, and certainly not a peace of

the spirit. That Is a gradual process.
It takes time to build from layers of
good neighbourly relations. After all,

Israel never produced books filled

with hate for the Arabs, as they did
about us."
A major task of his ministry will

be to educate Israelis to cope with
the unknown world of peace and the
encounter with 40 million Egyptians.
"We must take up the challenge of

Tunisia's President Bourgulba. who
In the 1960s said that peace must lead
to our assimilation by the over-
powering Arab civilization." With
peace h(« ministry should assume an
Importance on a par with defence,
“for we will have to learn how to live

in a mixed society open to all the in-

fluences of the region.'

'

Mr. Hammer predicts that Israel
will face one of its most critical

periods in the coming year, and the

government would have to stand
firmly by its principles. “Very tough
negotiations" could be expected on
the future of Judea, Samaria and
Gaza, highlighting the sharp
differences between Israel, America
and Egypt.
Although Egypt spoke of its

responsibility for the West Bank, it

was unclear how strong Its feelings
were on this issue. Jews obviously
felt more strongly about Judea.
Samaria, Gaza and Jerusalem than

over Sinai. Israelis had also to take
into account the strategic
significance of these areas, coupled
with the threat on the eastern front

from Syria, Iraq, Jordan and
possibly Iran.

The minister said that Israel
would never permit a return to the
dangerous situation that existed
before 1967. when the country could
easily have been cut in half. On that

RAILWAY CROSSINGS
To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir, — One aspect of danger on the
roads is very rarely mentioned,
perhaps because that scapegoat, the
Israeli motorist, Is not to blame. Oc-
casionally. but too frequently to be
ignored, we hear of accidents at
level crossings.

In Haifa, from north of the Atilt in-

tersection, through the city centre,
round the port area and the bayside
to Acre, the arterial road runs
parallel to the railway. The first

danger spot Is at the Central Bus Sta-
tion and Bat Galim railway station,
where the main road forms a T-
junction with the only access road to
Ramb&m Hospital.
Throughout the city centre, the

level crossings are right on the T-
junctions of the main road and the
access roads to Industrial areas, so
that one finds oneself in the hair-
raising situation of actually sitting

In one's car on the railway lines
while trying to emerge Into the main
stream of traffic.

So before we blame psychopathic
drivers or self-hate for the carnage
on the roads, let us assess city plan-
ning and build a few bridges to span
danger spots.

WENDY BLUMFIELD
Haifa.

KNESSET CIRCUS
To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir, — I refer to your editorial,

“The shame of the Knesset" (March
13) . The extremists' Intolerable per-
formance at the special Knesset ses-

sion for President Carter is not only
the shame of the Knesset, It Is the
shame of this country's citizens as
well. This kind of vulgar behaviour
has nothing to do with democracy. It

Is only Its abuse. Regardless of opi-

nion. one can react only with utter
disgust. This was not theatre, It was
a circus, and a bad one at that. Your
remark, "Geula Cohen's Impatience
with Mr. Begln's theatrics is

probably widely shared” Is out of

place. It seems that The Post cannot
resist the temptation to make at least

one unfavourable remark concerning
the Prime Minister.

HELENA GAFNI
Jerusalem.

TV SANCTIONS
To the Editor of The Jerusalem Post

Sir, — On page 1 of your Issue of

February 28, you inform us that the
TV licence fee will jump to. IL900 a
year. On page 2, you report on con-
tinuing TV sanctions.
These two items should have

appeared side by side to show that
we are being asked to pay for ser-
vices not rendered.

JOSEPH CETER
Ramat Gan

COMPULSORY
SERVICE FOR ALL

To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir, — Upholding the law of this

land la of paramount Importance for
every citizen. But it would Indeed he
improper for us not to stand up and
be counted at this time alongside
those girls who are protesting an in-

equity in ,theJaW Of conscription* -

Let it here be known thatthere are
observant Jews who hold dearly file

values of our Tora and mifcartxjf and
whose hearts cry in pain when the
good name of the daughters of Son is

besmirched.
We strongly feel that there should

he compulsory service to our coun-
try for all Jewish women and men.

RABBI PHILIP SPECTRE
and the Board of Trustees of
Congregation Netaach Israel

Ashkelon.

ISRAEL AT
ITS BEST?

To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir, — The self-styled secularists

demand the rule of law and not the

rule of halacha. This surely means
that, in their view, the law of the land
is binding even when it conflicts with
their own Ideas of fairness or with
traditional Jewish values.
When’ Israeli girls, who not only

reject the authority of halacha, but

also defy the law of the land, consider
national service as a burden when
-their sole claim to publicity is their

efforts to ensure that no one else gets

out of It and these girls are described
as representing “Israel at Its best"
(your leader of March 2), then either

our values have got sadly confused or
words have lost. all meaning. The
best — like beauty — is apparently in

the eyes of the beholder.
KENNETH L. COHEN

Jerusalem.

THIRTY YEARS AGO
To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir, — Though & supporter of the
current peace process, X found some
of the language of the section, “The
Jerusalem Post 30 Years Ago," of
February 23, disturbing to say the
least.

The Issue Involved was the
1949 signing of the Israel-Egyptian
armistice In Rhodes. One of the

'

reporter's remarks was: “The sign-
ing automatically signified Egypt's
de facto recognition of Israel." The
editorial column read: “By its

acceptance, Egypt has separated
Itself from the other Arab countries
and has recognized the State of
Israel.”
Let's have better luck this time..

MORDBCHAI KRAMER
Jerusalem.

LEASING
IN 36 MONTHLY PAYMENTS

10, Montefiore St. Tel-Aviv.

Phone 55244

Issue there was agreement with the
Labour opposition, as. on keeping
Jerusalem united and preventing the
establishment of a Palestine state.
The Sinai agreement, with the

removal of settlements, could not be
repeated on other fronts, and he
hoped that Egypt would learn to un-
derstand the Israeli viewpoint.
Here Mr. Hammer went off on a

strategic-cum-historic exposition,
noting that Israel's frontiers had
always been determined by its

settlements. Thus Tel Hal's survival
in the 1920s 'ensured Upper Galilee,

while the fact that Negba had not
collapsed in 1948 ensured that the
Negev remained within Israel. On
the other hand, the fall of the Etzlon
Bloc In 1948 had determined Israel's

eastern borderline. .

Might not this insistence scuttle

the peace treaty?
He hoped not, contending that

Israel, Egypt and the U.S. shared a
vital common interest In this not
happening. Compromise would have
to he everyone's watchword.
' Hardly had he said this than he
hedged, arguing that “we have in-

violable principles we cannot forgo
lest we endanger everything."
Hammer declined to be drawn on

Prime Minister Begln's letter, com-
mitting himself to the NRP position

on the autonomy scheme, which had
swung the party behind the treaty.

All he was ready to say was "we
have a firm basis to believe that the
premler wfll cooperate closely with
us over the autonomy scheme and
settlement policy." -

The 13-man cabinet committee on
autonomy set up as a result of
Begin'a agreement with the NRP,
would get to work as soon as the
Israel delegation Tetnrned home
from Washington, because Israel

and Egypt have to start negotiations

a month after the ceremony.
He- would not confirm whether
Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan or
Agriculture Minister Ariel Sharon
would head this crucial cabinet com-
mittee (probably the former). A
smaller unit would do the drafting,

and be expected to serve on it

because of bis special interest in the
subject.

The NRP leader la very touch; on
the subject of Gush Emunim, that
Golem he helped bring into being. He
spoke warmly, of them, almost
apologetically, as a fond uncle over
naughty children. He was confident

• they would not be involved in conflict . ,

:

with the government. "It is not true
thwi they are all lawbreakers. Only a

minority"resorts to violence. Most Of

them are most cooperative. I care - «

deeply for them. They are our
brethren and comrades."
Yet earlier be had conceded hav-

ing Ignored their, cries not to make
peace with Egypt "because they do
not understand this area." Yet he
was ready to hearken to them on the

fate of the West Bank “because they
are in the field, and know what's go-

ing on."
’

Hammer believed hla party had
emerged quite Intact from the grand
debate in the Knesset last week not :

only because they had adroitly cor-

ralled the Gush Emunim "guru"
Rabbi Druckmaa, Into being Joint

author of their autonomy plan, but

because they had closed one eye to

dissent. Anyhow, he proudly related,

while moat of the faction voted
against or abstained over the •'./

original Camp David motion last ..

year (because of the imperative to

remove settlements) only four of 12 ‘"j;

MKs had not voted for the peace
treaty.
Hammer hoped that those who dis-

sented from the peace treaty would • • -

1

not go so far as to break away from
the coalition parties as there was-an .

urgent need to close ranks for the
very real struggle in the fateful year
ahead. He bad already addressed ‘

personal appeals to Geula Cohen.
Moshe Shamir and YlgaJ Hurwltz, .

after his success in keeping Rabbi
Druckman within the NRP faction. -

I asked how he thought he would
react when the first Sinai villagers

had to be evacuated.
The minister replied that as the

deadline for fids move was still three

years away, there might he time to

persuade Egypt to reconsider the

Issue, and make a gesture by allow- .

lng the settlers to stay. If, however,
the Egyptians remained adamant.
Israel - would fulfil its treaty
obligations.

THie treaty should not lull Israelis

into a false sense of security. “We -.

must never forget that we got peace ••

only because the Arabs knew we
were strong."
Hammer was ready to agree to a

defence pact with the U.S. only if it

was aimed at neutralising the Rus-
sian threat. Otherwise he disliked

the idea. For one thing it might harm -

Israel’s image among the American -

public. Also, the U.S. could take too

long to act in an emergency, and the
pact might very well tie Israel’s

hands if It were attacked.
-

- Finally, Hammer said that he in-
; ?;

tended prodding the government into

paying more attention to domestic

:
Issues, and as acting premier would
today associate with Housing }'

'

Minister David Levy in bringing to

the cabinet economic and social

1terns which slipped behind on the
agenda because of the peace dis-

(Missions.

the most beautiful book about Israel ever published
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